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Abstract 
With the recent unprecedented growth in the wireless market, network operators are 
obliged not only to find new techniques including dense deployment of base stations (BSs) 
in order to support high data rate services and high user density, but also to reduce the 
operating costs and energy consumption of various network elements. To solve these 
challenges, powering down certain BSs during low-traffic periods, so-called BS sleeping, 
has emerged as an effective green communications paradigm. While BS sleeping offers the 
potential to significantly lower energy consumption, it also raises many challenges, since 
when a BS is switched off, this can lead to, for example, coverage holes, sudden 
degradation in quality of service (QoS), higher transmit power dissipation in off-cell 
mobile stations (MSs), an inability to rapidly power up/down equipment and finally, a 
failure to uphold regulatory requirements. In order to realise greener network designs 
which both maximise energy savings whilst guaranteeing QoS, innovative BS switching 
mechanisms need to be developed. 
This thesis presents a novel BS switching framework which improves energy efficiency 
(EE) in comparison with existing approaches, while guaranteeing the minimum QoS and 
seamless services. The major technical contributions in this framework are: i) a new BS to 
relay station (RS) switching model where certain BSs are switched to RS mode rather than 
being turned off, firstly using a fixed threshold based switching algorithm utilizing 
temporal traffic diversity, and ii) then subsequently by means of an adaptive threshold by 
exploiting the inherently asymmetric traffic profile between cells, i.e., by exploiting both 
the temporal and spatial traffic diversity; iii) a traffic-and-interference-aware BS switching 
strategy that considers the impact of inter-cell interference in the decision making process 
to dynamically determine the best BS set to be kept active for improved EE; and finally iv) 
a novel scalable multimode BS switching model which enables each BS to operate in 
different power modes i.e., macro/micro/sleep to explore energy savings potential even at 
higher traffic conditions. 
The thesis findings conclusively confirm this new BS switching framework provides 
significant EE improvements from both BS and MS perspectives, under diverse network 
conditions and represents a notable step towards greener communications. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Overview 
Cellular communications have become an integral part of our daily lives. The mobile 
market has grown dramatically in the past two decades, surpassing the number of wireline 
subscribers as far back as 2002 (Anon, 2014). At the same time, mobile phones have 
become much more than mere communication devices. With the popularity of Third 
Generation (3G) and Fourth Generation (4G) cellular communication technologies 
supporting several megabits per second data rates, mobile devices are now multimedia-
enabled, delivering a variety of applications from music, interactive games and video-
streaming to web-browsing and email. Concurrently, the wireless industry has also 
witnessed explosive and sustained growth, with the key drivers for this growth being 
ubiquitous network coverage, allied with easy and cheap access and the emergence of a 
wide range of support applications.  
Recently, several innovative technologies have been introduced to increase the data rates in 
cellular networks including for example: spatial reuse of spectrum (Novlan et al., 2011), 
deploying smaller and more cells (Richter et al., 2009), distributed antennae systems 
(DAS) (Choi & Andrews, 2007; Hosseini et al., 2013), coordinated multi-point (CoMP) 
transmissions (Lee et al., 2012), optimization of resource allocations and relays. Despite 
providing significantly higher data rates, cellular communication technologies have still 
struggled to meet the ever increasing demands that new services need in terms of data 
rates. Not only this, but the consequence of achieving these higher data rates raise the 
fundamental sustainability question of cellular networks, both from an economic and 
environmental point of view. Operators must deliver an economically sustainable capacity 
and performance growth by offering both improved coverage and a superior user 
experience at a lower cost than is currently provided by existing systems. Since growth in 
cellular communications also increases the overall energy consumption of the networks, 
which has a greater impact on carbon emissions, addressing the energy efficiency of 
emerging wireless technologies is of immediate concern. Key limitations are the inherently 
inefficient network design which is based solely on peak-traffic demands and the 
inefficient management of base station (BS) operation. As BS switching technique is 
recognized as one of major focuses in next-generation (XG) greener cellular networks to 
lower overall energy consumption (Marsan et al., 2011; 3GPP, 2010a), the development of 
new innovative energy efficient strategies and paradigms represents a fertile area of 
research.  
1.2 Energy Efficiency in Cellular Networks 
The main design objective of early mobile radio systems was to achieve a large coverage 
area by using a single, high-powered transmitter with an antenna mounted upon a tower. 
Due to restrictions imposed by government regulatory bodies on the allocation of specific 
radio spectrum and its capacity limit (Tse & Viswanath, 2005), as well as the explosive 
growth in cellular network data traffic (Cisco, 2013), it became imperative to restructure 
the cellular systems in order to achieve higher capacity with limited spectrum, while 
covering large areas.  
The massive data demand for cellular services within a limited radio spectrum, with ever 
increasingly high data rate requirements for new data intensive mobile applications like 
multimedia streaming, forced operators in the last decade to more densely deploy BSs to 
fulfil this demand. It is expected that the cellular data traffic will continue to grow in the 
future, so BSs will need to be even more densely deployed to service the higher capacity 
(Cisco, 2013). Correspondingly, energy consumption as well as the Carbon Dioxide (CO2) 
footprint of cellular networks will also inevitably increase at an excessive rate leading to 
higher network operating expenditure (OPEX) and more public and political pressure to 
reduce CO2 emissions (Huawei, 2011). Ever-increasing energy costs are of equal concern 
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to both cellular network operators and vendors (Edler & Lundberg, 2004; Huawei, 2011). 
For instance, among the energy consuming industries, the information and communication 
technology (ICT) industry contributes 2% of global total CO2 emissions, and this is 
expected to double by 2020 (Shen, 2013). Recent studies have predicted that although the 
overall carbon footprint of ICT is expected to less than double from 2007 to 2020, it will 
triple for cellular networks in the same time frame (Fehske et al., 2011; Oh et al., 2013). 
However, existing cellular architectures have been designed primarily for optimizing 
network coverage and data throughput, while generally ignoring the energy efficiency 
aspect. It has thus now become imperative to include energy efficiency as a major 
performance indicator in both the planning and the operational stages of XG green cellular 
networks. 
In current cellular systems, the BS in the radio access network (RAN) is the dominant 
energy consuming equipment, with typically between 60% and 80% of the whole network 
energy consumption (Marsan et al., 2009). In contrast, the energy requirement for mobile 
stations (MSs) lies in the range of only 1% to 10% (Peng et al., 2011; Ge et al., 2010), so 
any reduction in the net BS energy consumed can lead to considerable improvements in the 
overall network energy efficiency. To meet the challenge of improving the energy 
efficiency in cellular networks, it is imperative to resort to new paradigm-shifting 
technologies, such as energy efficient network architectures and protocols, transmission 
techniques and energy efficient resource management. In addition, from the network 
operator’s perspective, reducing the overall network energy consumption can be translated 
into lower OPEX. 
Traditionally, BSs operate in a 24 hours a day/7 days a week “always-on” mode and are 
generally designed based on peak-traffic loads, irrespective of either the time of day or 
traffic profile. In practice, the cellular network traffic generation exhibits a high-degree of 
temporal-spatial variation (Oh et al., 2011; Peng et al., 2011). Due to the significant traffic 
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diversity in both time and spatial domains and “always-on” mode of BS operation, many 
BSs remain significantly under-utilized for large portions of a day, resulting in system-
wide energy inefficiency at BS (Oh et al., 2011; Peng et al., 2011).  They have become a 
prime candidate for the adoption of energy efficient approaches in many networking 
scenarios such as BS sleep operation, multi-operator network sharing and advanced energy 
efficient communication technologies. This is evidenced by many recent solutions which 
have been developed for energy efficient cellular network including Marsan et al., (2009), 
Oh & Krishnamachari, (2010), Chiaraviglio, et al., (2008), Peng et al., (2011), Gong et al., 
(2012), Deruyck et al., (2014). There thus exists the prospect to exploit these opportunities 
and devise new innovative BS operation mechanisms to manage cellular networks in a 
more energy efficient way than is currently implemented, without importantly 
compromising the quality of service (QoS) provision. 
 
Figure 1-1: Example of BS sleeping scheme with coverage extension. 
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1.3 Research Motivation 
In order to reduce the BS energy consumption, BS sleeping operation, in which selected 
BSs can switch to a sleep mode has been considered as a promising solution for green 
cellular networks (Louhi, 2007; Marsan et al., 2009; Zhou et al., 2009; Niu et al., 2010; 
Marsan et al., 2011; Oh et al., 2013). The design criterion for BS sleeping operation is to 
minimize the energy consumption while guaranteeing the availability of wireless access 
over the service area and maintaining a minimum QoS. An illustration of the BS sleeping 
operation is shown in Figure 1-1, where certain BSs are switched to sleep mode, whilst 
others extend their coverage to maintain the requisite services in the sleeping cells. 
Although the BS sleeping approach can significantly reduce energy dissipation, there are 
still many design challenges to resolve in realising an efficient and practical BS switching 
operation. Some of the key issues to be addressed include:  
• In making the switching decision, the number of BSs to be switched to sleep/active 
mode has to be considered. This is important because frequent BS mode switching 
requires fast coverage adjustments and some BSs will always have to be kept in 
active mode to guarantee the required QoS. 
• Turning off certain BSs may result in coverage holes due to shadowing and fading 
effects, especially close to other sleeping BSs, because radio propagation is 
strongly affected by the environment and the distance between BS and MS when 
the transmit power is restricted. So guaranteeing cell coverage when some BSs are 
switched to sleep mode is challenging. 
• The BS switching decision can not only be made based on the load conditions of a 
BS itself, but it also needs to consider the load of neighbouring BSs. Therefore, BS 
cooperation is essential in order to guarantee the availability of wireless access over 
the service area. 
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• The specific system parameters used for making the switching decision, have to be 
determined. Since in low-traffic periods, most BSs will be able to be easily 
switched to sleep mode, identifying the best BS set to switch off is a major 
challenge. Furthermore, consideration needs to be given to key parameters which 
directly impact on network performance, such as traffic load and interference. 
• While traffic dynamics provide opportunities for energy savings, pragmatically 
these can only be exploited during low-traffic periods, while almost no savings are 
achievable during periods of medium and high-traffic loads. To attain any savings 
during these demanding traffic periods, new BS switching design strategies and 
models need to be developed. 
These various challenges and the general aim of increasing BS energy efficiency without 
compromising QoS highlighted in Section 1.2 were the main motivations for this research. 
It is an important requirement from both a social and economic perspective, and arises as a 
direct consequence of the persistent performance gap existing between traditional BS 
operation and current BS switching mechanisms like BS sleeping. This provided the 
context for the overarching thesis research question and related objectives which are 
distilled in the next section.  
1.4 Research Question and Objectives 
From the discussion in Section 1.3, the main research question was framed: 
How can the energy consumption of traditional cellular networks be minimized 
without compromising the required QoS? 
The energy consumption of a cellular network can be reduced by improving the energy 
efficiency (EE) from every aspect from hardware design enhancements through to optimal 
deployment strategies, cooperative techniques, and adoption of innovative BS sleeping 
techniques, which will be fully discussed in Section 2.7. Following the detailed literature 
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review to survey existing solutions and models, and an evaluation of suitable potential 
technologies and strategies in Chapter 2, BS switching was identified as a particularly rich 
topic area for investigation as it has considerable potential to achieve the desired 
significant reductions in network energy consumption. As a consequence, the following set 
of three research objectives was framed to underpin the above overarching question: 
1. To critically analyse the potential of traffic dynamics to minimise energy 
consumption while upholding QoS, especially for off-cell users.  
Justification: This addresses the potential of natural cellular traffic dynamics and the vital 
coverage holes problem inherent in all BS sleeping approaches. As well as guaranteeing 
comparable QoS to normal “always-on” BS mode, the objective is to develop new 
solutions such that the overall network energy consumption is minimized and off-cell users 
cannot distinguish any service differences before and after switching. Under-utilized BSs 
could be placed into dormant mode based upon the service requirements, with cell 
coverage being maintained by adopting new techniques. Above all the framework would 
include a switching mechanism that reflects the impact of the asymmetric nature of 
practical cellular traffic profiles to enhance further energy savings. In other words, any 
switching decision criterion has to be sufficiently flexible to manage instantaneous 
network traffic scenarios.  
2. To develop and critically evaluate new BS switching mechanisms which jointly 
address the impact of traffic load and interference. 
Justification: Interference can seriously impact the choice of which BSs are to have their 
operating modes changed, so the nexus between the best BS set selection to be kept active 
and the impact of interference will be thoroughly analysed. New switching techniques thus 
need to be developed which are able to make switching decisions based not only upon the 
existing traffic conditions, but on other key network performance parameters like 
interference, in determining the best set of BSs to switch operating modes.  
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3. To critically synthesise a scalable BS switching solution able to dimension network 
capacity according to traffic demands and across diverse load conditions. 
Justification: Switching off particular BS during either low or no traffic periods requires 
the load to be sufficiently small so that user performance is not compromised. There are 
still however, energy saving opportunities beyond low-traffic conditions, so new BS 
switching models need to be investigated such that the network can be dimensioned into 
different capacity scales depending upon the prevailing traffic conditions, to maximise 
energy savings. It is important to stress that both the service coverage and QoS must 
always be maintained at the required level. 
In summarising, the overall aim is to develop a flexible BS switching paradigm which 
minimizes energy consumption in cellular access networks by adopting dynamic BS 
operating mechanisms which exploit the inherent spatial-temporal traffic diversity for 
greener cellular networks. 
1.5 Contributions 
To fulfil the aforementioned objectives, this thesis presents a new robust BS switching 
framework which comprises four original scientific contributions to the field of green 
cellular networks. The framework includes two separate network models namely, 
multimode BS switching (MMBS) and BS-to-relay station (RS) or BS-RS switching models, 
and three switching algorithms namely, fixed and adaptive threshold based and dynamic 
traffic-and-interference aware (DTIA) algorithms. The first two algorithms are designed 
by only considering traffic load and are thus termed as dynamic traffic-aware (DTA) 
switching algorithms, while the third technique innovatively considers both the traffic and 
interference. Figure 1-2 illustrates the layout of the objectives and original achievements of 
this thesis using different colours. The framework, which is based on the key system 
parameters of traffic profiles and interference, represents a paradigm shift for green 
cellular networks as it not only provides significant energy savings under a range of traffic  
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 Figure 1-2: Layout of the objectives and achievements in this thesis. 
scenarios but crucially does so, without compromising the users’ QoS.  
To summarise, the following contributions have been made in this thesis:  
i) A new BS-RS switching model is introduced and critically analysed, as a partial 
realisation of Objective 1 (yellow blocks in Figure 1-2), addressing the potential of 
cellular traffic dynamics for energy savings and the issues of coverage holes, by 
keeping either a BS or a RS active all the time in every cell, instead of putting a cell 
completely to sleep. A generalised power consumption model is derived and the 
corresponding switching conditions based on a predefined fixed threshold based BS 
switching algorithm established for both the new BS-RS switching and existing BS 
sleeping models. Moreover, this chapter has contributed to both network model and 
switching algorithm designs as highlighted by the yellow blocks in Figure 1-2. The 
energy savings and off-cell user performance are comparatively analysed along 
with the traditional “always-on” approach. 
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ii) A new adaptive threshold based BS switching algorithm (Figure 1-2) is presented 
as fulfilment of Objective 1 (yellow blocks in Figure 1-2). This reflects the fact that 
in practical network situations, cellular traffic significantly varies between cells. 
Using a cooperative BS strategy, the adaptive algorithm first determines the 
switching threshold based on the instantaneous traffic profiles of all BSs at each 
decision instant. The switching choice for each BS then employs the same criterion 
which was applied in the fixed threshold algorithm in i), and this technique can be 
seamlessly integrated into both the BS-RS switching and other existing BS sleeping 
models. Furthermore, the proposed adaptive algorithm is proven to have 
consistently superior energy saving performance compared with the fixed threshold 
algorithm.  
iii) To successfully realise Objective 2, the impact of network interference together 
with the traffic dynamics has to be resolved in the BS switching mechanism, and 
this is achieved by means of a new DTIA algorithm, which is in the switching 
algorithm design part of the framework (Figure 1-2, orange blocks). By continually 
monitoring both the instantaneous traffic profile and the level of interference, the 
best set of BSs to be kept in active mode is identified at any particular time. The 
DTIA algorithm bases its decision on the fixed threshold based switching algorithm 
in i), always ensuring that priority is given to switch those BSs generating the 
highest interference to other network users. Particularly significant is that due to the 
finer granularity involved, DTIA achieves reliably higher energy savings than the 
DTA algorithm. 
iv) Finally, in considering Objective 3, a new MMBS model is presented as shown in 
Figure 1-2, green blocks, which enhances energy savings under all traffic 
conditions, since existing BS switching solutions only achieve savings during low-
traffic periods. The MMBS model functions such that each BS can switch its 
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operating mode into three different power modes in a scalable fashion depending 
upon the cell traffic demands. This leads to a novel scalable BS switching 
framework which has been shown to effectively overcome many of the limitations 
of existing solutions in achieving energy reductions beyond the normal low-traffic 
conditions, while upholding minimum QoS requirements. 
1.6 Thesis Structure 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: 
• Chapter 2 presents a thorough literature review of the state-of-the-art cellular 
technologies relating to green cellular networks. It also surveys existing BS 
switching mechanisms, designs and operational challenges; the generalised power 
consumption model available for various BS types and other associated research 
activities. A comprehensive study of the fundamental approaches to green cellular 
networks is also presented to buttress the overarching thesis research question 
defined in Section 1.4.  
• Chapter 3 focuses upon the research methodology adopted in this thesis including 
the modelling requirements and system-level simulation methodology. It also 
discusses the choice of simulation test platform, the new framework’s validation 
procedures and the key performance metrics applied to critically assess the 
comparative performance of all new models and algorithms. 
• Chapter 4 details the BS-RS switching model, which dynamically changes BS 
operation modes between active (normal BS mode) and RS mode. The BS-RS 
switching model aims to both guaranteed coverage and to deliver similar QoS 
levels for off-cell users as that of the “always-on” BS operating mode. The 
model’s performance is critically evaluated and compared with the BS sleeping 
approach in terms of energy efficiency using a fixed threshold based switching 
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algorithm to trigger a BS into RS mode, reliably ensuring an over 25% energy 
saving. Work from this chapter has been published in Alam et al., (2012). 
• Chapter 5 leverages from the findings of using the fixed switching threshold in 
Chapter 4, to extend the idea and exploit the asymmetric traffic dynamics among 
cells to further improve the level of energy saved in the BS-RS switching and the 
BS sleeping models. A dynamic mechanism for changing BS modes is described 
based on an adaptive threshold based switching algorithm, with a rigorous 
comparative performance evaluation being presented to support the theoretical 
basis of the algorithm. This adaptive threshold based switching algorithm will be 
shown to achieve energy savings of greater than 50% and 30% respectively when 
applied in the BS-RS switching and BS sleeping models. Work from this chapter 
has been published in Alam et al., (2012). 
• Chapter 6 considers the network impact of both traffic load profiles and 
interference in the BS switching decision process and proposes a new DTIA 
switching algorithm. This applies the fixed threshold based switching algorithm 
developed in Chapter 4, to prioritise the best set of BSs which are to be switched 
to dormant mode based upon their interference impacts upon other users. The 
DTIA algorithm is robustly evaluated and compared with an existing dynamic 
traffic only aware BS switching technique, with results revealing an energy 
efficiency improvement of greater than 20%. Work from this chapter has also 
been published in Alam et al., (2013). 
• Chapter 7 proposes a novel robust, scalable MMBS model which exploits 
opportunities during all traffic conditions to reduce the overall energy 
consumption. While earlier switching models are founded on the assumption that 
a BS can switch between active and dormant modes only if specific switching 
threshold conditions are met, the MMBS model dimensions network capacity 
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according to traffic demand, so enabling certain BSs to switch to intermediate 
low-power mode, even under high-traffic conditions to secure further energy 
savings. Results confirm a more than 50% energy reduction for low-traffic 
conditions and up to 7% during demanding high-traffic conditions. Work from 
this chapter has been accepted for presentation at the IEEE Wireless 
Communications and Networking Conference 2015 (Alam & Dooley, 2015). 
• Chapter 8 summarises some feasible enhancements and extensions to the new 
scalable BS switching framework together with identifying some other potential 
future research directions in green cellular networks. 
• Chapter 9 summarises the key findings and original contributions presented in 
this thesis. 
1.7 Summary 
This chapter has formulated the three principal research objectives addressed in this thesis 
by highlighting the high energy under-utilization of existing cellular networks and 
exceptionally growing energy expenditure according to the statistical evident. A concise 
overview of the main research question, related objectives, contributions made and the 
thesis structure have been provided. The following chapter presents a comprehensive 
literature survey on green cellular networks and their associated technologies. 
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Chapter 2 
Green Cellular Networks – A Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
The rapid growth of wireless communications is good news for the wireless industry as it 
is one of the major contributors to the global economy (GSMA, 2013). Not only that, it 
also provides an excellent experience for mobile users who expect high-speed internet 
access anywhere and anytime with any device to be provided by XG wireless networks. 
There have been considerable efforts over the last two decades to improve the cellular 
system’s capacity by deploying more BSs, multiple antennas, and so on. However, the 
drawback is that there is an enormous energy consumption associated with the wireless 
infrastructure as it has been overlooked in the past. This chapter discusses the overview of 
cellular architecture, the necessity of green cellular networks and their energy 
expenditures, high level power model for different types of BSs and existing energy saving 
techniques toward green cellular networks as well as the related projects and 
standardization initiatives. The goal of this chapter is to allow reader to get an up to date 
overview of the literature on green cellular networks.  
2.2 Overview of Cellular Communication Systems 
The cellular concept was a major breakthrough in solving the problem of spectral 
congestion and user capacity (Rappaport, 2001). It is a system-level idea which calls for 
replacing a single, high power transmitter (covering a large area) with many low power 
transmitters covering small geographic areas called cells that are represented as a hexagon. 
Each cell is served by a BS providing coverage to only a small portion of the service area. 
The BS is located at a fixed position and connected to a mobile switching centre (MSC) in 
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) based Global System for Mobile (GSM) or a radio 
network controller (RNC) in Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) based 
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Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS). An MSC or RNC is in charge of a 
cluster of BSs, and through them, mobile devices are connected to the public-switched 
telephone network (PSTN) and the Internet (i.e. external networks). GSM was developed 
to carry real time services, in a circuit switched manner and then develop towards an 
internet protocol (IP) based packet switched solution with the evolution of GSM to 
General Packet Radio Service (GPRS). In UMTS, a circuit switched connection is used for 
real time services and the IP based packet switched connection is for data services. Third 
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Long Term Evolution (LTE) Evolved Packet 
System (EPS) is purely an IP based technology. The BS in UMTS and LTE are referred to 
as NodeB, and e-NodeB (eNB), respectively, while MS as user equipment (UE). However, 
the eNB in LTE embeds its own control functionality, rather than using an RNC. Figure 2-
1(a) illustrates a cellular network architecture of GSM, UMTS and EPS/LTE systems 
connected to external networks. The eNB are interconnected with each other by means of 
the X2 interface, which supports the exchange of signalling information between eNB for 
coordination and cooperation purposes (3GPP, 2008). This is illustrated in Figure 2-1(b). It 
might be appropriate to mention that there is no interface between BS in GSM/UMTS 
cellular systems. The NodeB or eNB and UE will be referred as BS and MS, respectively 
throughout this thesis. Both BS and MS are equipped with a transceiver. Thus, LTE has a 
flatter and much more distributed architecture with each BS having more functionality 
compared to GSM/UMTS systems. 
Cellular systems are limited to the overall system capacity1 (Caire et al., 1998), which can 
be increased by employing various strategies such as multiple antenna techniques, higher-
order modulations, and deploying more cells. The simplest way of increasing the overall 
system capacity is to deploy more cells of smaller size such that the limited radio spectrum 
can be reused again and again without any significant interference. Traditionally, cellular  
1 System capacity is a measure of the number of users per cell which can be supported for a 
given QoS. 
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 (a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 2-1: (a) Network solutions from GSM to LTE; and (b) LTE architecture with 
interfaces. 
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 Figure 2-2: An illustration of a multi-tier (heterogeneous) cellular network topology. 
networks adapt a single-tier network, i.e., only a single type of BSs is deployed (usually 
macro BSs) and the network is known as a homogeneous network. Due to the poor signal 
coverage especially for indoor users, poor cell-edge throughput, increased Inter-Cell 
Interference (ICI) and high transmit power requirements, XG cellular architecture such as 
LTE and Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX), have embraced the 
concept of a multi-tier network consisting of a mix of macrocells and small cells such as 
microcells, picocells, femtocells and relays. A multi-tier network has a potential in 
substantially improving the capacity and coverage (Yeh et al., 2011), though it is 
considerably less planned unlike typical single-tier macrocell networks (Ashraf et al., 
2011). These multi-tier networks are usually known as heterogeneous networks (Ghosh et 
al., 2012). An example of a typical heterogeneous cellular network is illustrated in Figure 
2-2. 
2.3 Rationale for Green Cellular Networks 
The energy consumption problem in the ICT sector has become crucial during the past 
years (Lannoo et al., 2013). As a result, governments and industries have recently shown 
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keen concerns on the critical issues related to the energy efficiency in the ICT sector. 
Among the energy consuming industries, the ICT industry takes 2% of global total CO2 
emissions, which is expected to double by 2020 (Shen, 2013). As a percentage, the role of 
ICT could be thought to be small; the reality is, however, different for many reasons as 
ICT plays a key role in reducing energy consumption in many sectors such as 
transportation, power generation and distribution, agriculture, etc., which are the major 
contributors to the rise of global CO2 emission (Neves & Krajewski, 2012). For example, a 
company that converts 100 meetings a month to wireless teleconferences would reduce its 
CO2 emissions by 720,000 kilograms per year (Pescovitz, 2004). More specifically, the 
cellular mobile industry itself is also a contributor of CO2 emission through network 
operations, mobile equipment and so on due to its tremendous growth and massive 
involvement in almost every sector. For example, cellular networks are estimated to be 
responsible for 0.5% of world-wide electrical energy consumption (Fettweis & 
Zimmermann, 2008). As most of the energy produced today is still generated from non-
renewable energy sources, networks are correspondingly responsible for a significant 
amount of CO2 emissions, which is estimated at between 0.5% and 1% of the entire world 
carbon footprint (Fettweis & Zimmermann, 2008). 
Mobile data traffic forecast in exabytes per month
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Figure 2-3: Global mobile data traffic, 2012 to 2017, forecasted by Cisco VNI Mobile 
(Cisco, 2013). 
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The increasing number of wireless devices such as smartphones and high-end wireless 
devices including tablets, laptops, machine-to-machine (M2M) nodes, and gaming 
consoles is spawning a raft of data intensive applications that are accessing mobile 
networks worldwide. This is one of the primary drivers behind the tremendous growth in 
data traffic. According to (Cisco, 2013), the global mobile data traffic grew 70% in 2012 
and is expected to reach 11.2 Exabytes2 (EB) per month by 2017, which is a 13-fold 
increase over 2012 as evidence in Figure 2-3. This Figure also reveals that the mobile data 
traffic will continue to grow at a compound annual growth rate3 (CAGR) of 66%. To 
accommodate this massive traffic demand, a dense deployment of BSs is required, which 
correspondingly increases the overall network energy consumption. For example, there are 
already more than five million BS sites deployed worldwide, with the  number expected to 
grow to more than 11 million BS sites worldwide by 2020 (Anon, 2012a). The problem is 
further aggravated by considering financial constraints from the operator’s point of view, 
as higher capacity and better QoS come at the cost of higher capital expenditure (CAPEX) 
and OPEX. In Lister, 2009, it has been pointed out that the energy bill accounts for 
approximately 18% of the OPEX in the mature European market and at least 32% in India. 
So, network energy consumption is a significant portion of the OPEX. With mobile 
network operators spending around $15 billion on energy use annually, energy efficiency 
is a strategic priority for them globally (Anon, n.d.). As mobile use expands, so does the 
demand for energy, particularly by the network infrastructure. Since the RAN or BS is the 
most dominant energy consuming equipment estimated around 60-80% of the whole 
network energy consumption (Marsan et al., 2009), a large electricity bill results from the 
huge energy consumption of the BS. An illustration of power consumption of a typical 
cellular network is shown in Figure 2-4. It gives an insight into the possible research 
2 1 Exabyte = 1Billion Gigabytes (1018 bytes) 
3 
1
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avenues for reducing energy consumption in cellular networks. Therefore, the radio access 
needs to be the main focus of energy efficiency measures. 
Moreover, from the mobile user’s point of view, mobile users need to charge their mobile 
devices much more often due to the dramatic demand for high-rate wireless 
communication data and multimedia services, especially with the popularity of 
smartphones, tablets and other smart mobile devices. As the high data rate increases, so 
does the transmission power requirement. However, battery capacity has not improved 
much over the years (Miao et al., 2009) and there is an increasing gap between the mobile 
terminal demand for energy and the offered battery capacity. As a result, it is also 
necessary to reduce energy consumption by the mobile devices to attract mobile users to 
stay connected for a longer time. 
The mobile industry is one of the major contributors to the world economy (GSMA, 2013). 
In 2012, revenues of mobile network operators (MNO) contributed $1 trillion or 1.4% of 
the world’s GDP. MNO have been investing billions of dollars in developing network 
infrastructures needed to support the surging data traffic. The problem is that the growth of 
mobile data volumes are beginning to outstrip the growth in revenues, and importantly, a 
mobile operator’s cost structure is defined more by mobile data volumes than by the 
 
Figure 2-4: Power consumption of a typical wireless cellular network (Vodafone) (Han et 
al., 2011). 
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 Figure 2-5: Growing gap between the mobile network operator revenue and global mobile 
data traffic4. 
number of subscribers. Figure 2-5 illustrates the growing gap between the MNO revenue 
and mobile data traffic growth, especially in the data dominant region. As this gap widens, 
mobile operators will be increasingly challenged to maintain profitability and fund future 
network expansions. New business plan and reduction in network energy consumption can 
help to close the widening revenue gap shown in Figure 2-5. 
Green cellular networks are becoming a necessity to bolster environmental, social and 
economic sustainability (Alam, 2011). Recently, there has been a surge in interest in 
energy savings in cellular networks due to both the rising energy costs and the 
environmental awareness, which have led to an emerging trend of addressing energy 
efficiency amongst the cellular network operators and regulatory bodies such as 3GPP and 
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) (3GPP, 2009a; ITU-T, 2010). This is why 
green cellular networks have received much attention recently in both industry and 
academia. For example, British Telecom has announced CO2 emission reduction target of 
80% against the 1996 baseline by 2020 while the operators AT&T and Verizon have 
4 Source: Unstrung Pyramid Research 2010. 
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already started research toward their “green plan” agenda (Webb, 2008; E. Hossain et al., 
2012). According to the “Green Action Programme” taken by China Telecom and China 
Mobile, power consumption per traffic in 2010 is 40% lower than that of 2005 (E. Hossain 
et al., 2012). Deutsche Telekom AG and France Telecom are committed to reduce CO2 
emissions by 20% below 2006 levels by 2020 (Webb, 2008). Some UK mobile phone 
operators including Vodafone have announced CO2 emission reductions by 50% against 
the 2006/07 baseline by March 2020 (Anon, 2012d). 
With considering the energy consumption issues of cellular networks, adoption of energy 
efficient technologies could reap both private and social rewards, in the form of economic, 
environmental, and other social benefits from reduced energy consumption. As part of the 
advancement of wireless technologies, it is therefore obvious to reduce energy 
consumption per data bit carried which forces researchers to innovate new technologies in 
wireless communications for sustainability. With pressure ever increasing to conserve 
energy and reduce carbon emissions and the opportunity of wireless to save energy in other 
industries, the imperative for green cellular networks becomes very clear. 
2.4 Main Sources of Energy Consumption in Cellular Networks 
The typical energy usage (in percentage) for operating a cellular network is illustrated in 
Figure 2-4. The energy expenditure within the RAN according to Nokia Siemens Networks 
is shown in Figure 2-6, which interestingly shows only 15% of the energy, is used for 
forwarding bits. This means that 85% of the energy is dissipated and is not used for 
revenue generation, since most energy is expended on fans and cooling systems, heating 
and lighting, uninterruptable and other power supplies, and in running idle resources 
(Anon, 2013). As only a small percentage of energy within RAN is utilized to transfer bits, 
there is clearly real potential and opportunities to reduce these secondary usages of energy 
to substantially improve the overall energy efficiency of a network. It was stressed in 
Section 2.3 that the main source of energy consumption in cellular networks is RAN or BS,  
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Figure 2-6: Where energy is consumed in a network (Anon, 2013) (calculations based on 
published operator figures in 2012). 
consuming 80% of all energy as confirmed in Figure 2.6 (energy for telecom sites bar). As 
a result, BS efficiency is one of the key areas in which energy efficiency is ripe for 
improvement. The components of different types of BSs and their power models will be 
described in the following section. 
2.5 Power Consumption Models of Different Base Station Types 
As BSs represent a dominant share of the total network energy consumption, a convenient 
BS energy consumption model is required, providing estimates of the energy consumption 
in different scenarios in order to study energy reduction techniques. Traditional cellular 
networks are designed to cater to large coverage areas, which often fail to achieve the 
expected throughput to ensure seamless mobile broadband. In order to improve the 
coverage and the capacity in the cellular networks, heterogeneous networks have been 
introduced in the XG cellular networks, where low-power BSs such as 
micro/pico/femtocell BSs are deployed while macrocells are also deployed as umbrella 
cells. It is seen (Figure 2-6) that energy consumption for the radio transmission part only  
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Figure 2-7: A simplified block diagram of a base station with its main power consuming 
components. 
constitutes a small fraction of total energy consumption according to manufacturer data 
(Anon, 2013; Weng et al., 2011). As a result, each BS typically consists of different power 
consuming components and the amount of component energy consumption varies 
depending on the type of BSs. Figure 2-7 shows a simplified block diagram of a complete 
BS that can be generalized for all BSs types. A BS is comprised of a number of antenna 
interfaces (AI), power amplifiers (PA), radio frequency (RF) transceiver sections, a 
baseband unit (BBU), a direct current (DC)-DC power supply, an active cooling system, 
and an alternating current (AC)-DC (main) supply (Auer et al., 2012). In practice, a BS can 
be serving multiple cells by sectorization. In this case, few components can be shared 
among cells. For example, a single cooling system may be used to house the electronics for 
all sectors. However, for the purpose of modelling, it is assumed that a BS only serves a 
single cell and thus, the energy consumption of a BS with multiple cells can be calculated 
as the sum of the individuals. 
The power consumption of a BS can be influenced by the type of antenna used and is 
usually modelled by a certain amount of losses, including the feeder, antenna band-pass 
filters, multiplexers, and matching components. For a macro BS, a feeder loss of about 3dB 
needs to be added, while the feeder loss for smaller BS types is typically negligible (Auer 
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et al., 2012). The feeder loss of a macro BS can be mitigated by mounting the PA at the 
same physical location as the transmit antenna. The PA are the most dominant energy 
consuming component of a BS system, being responsible for as much as 80% of the total 
BS consumption and are also the most power inefficient components (Frenger & Moberg, 
2011; Mancuso & Alouf, 2011). However, the PA efficiency can be improved by using 
advanced technology such as digital pre-distortion (DPD) or envelop tracking techniques 
for wideband signals, which have been put in practice such as Doherty PA (Hirata et al., 
2010). The PA of a small cell BS is less efficient as it does not use DPD compared to the 
PA of a macro BS where DPD is used. A traditional PA has an efficiency of typically 
between 20% and 30% (Joung, Ho, et al., 2014). The portion of the power that is not 
converted to useful signal is dissipated as heat. This means PA with low efficiency have 
high levels of heat dissipation, which could be a limiting factor in a particular design. 
Moreover, since PA operate in either active or idle mode and their power consumptions are 
different, the PA power consumption also depends on the system traffic load and hence, on 
the transmission power. 
The BBU performs digital baseband signal processing, which includes digital up/down 
conversion including filtering, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)/inverse-FFT for orthogonal 
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), modulation/demodulation, DPD (only in 
downlink (DL) and for large BS), signal detection (synchronization, channel estimation, 
equalization, compensation of RF non-linearities) and channel coding/decoding (Auer et 
al., 2012). The digital baseband processing complexity and its power consumption 
increases with the BS size (Desset et al., 2012). 
The RF architecture contains the different elements of a low-intermediate frequency 
(IF)/zero-IF architecture, in particular clock/carrier generation and distribution, modulator, 
mixers, low-noise amplifier, variable-gain amplifier, analog/digital converters, filters, 
buffer and pre-driver, and feedback chain. Power consumption of each of these elements 
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varies from element-to-element, but is independent of external factors. Some of the 
elements are not present in smaller BSs that can work from a lower supply voltage 
resulting in reduced power consumption after downscaling factor (Desset et al., 2012). 
Note, one RF transceiver is installed for each antenna chain, so RF power consumption 
scales with the number of antenna chains. 
Interestingly, a relevant portion of the power consumption in a BS is due to the cooling 
system, DC-DC power supply and main supply losses (Desset et al., 2012; Auer et al., 
2012; Arnold et al., 2010), which is computed as a fixed power component linearly 
depending on the total power consumption of other components. Note, there are no active 
cooling systems in small cell BSs (micro/pico/femto). According to (Auer et al., 2012), the 
main constituent is the PA that dominates the total power consumption due to the high AI 
losses in macro BSs whereas in smaller BSs like pico and femto, it is the baseband part that 
dominates the overall  power consumption. 
As energy saving techniques will be explored in this thesis where only a few parameters 
are varied regularly, it is often unnecessary to derive the power consumption of a BS from 
the component level. In this thesis, a linear power consumption model is considered as 
many previous works such as (Arnold et al., 2010; Fehske et al., 2009; Richter et al., 2010; 
Richter & Fettweis, 2010; Alam, et al., 2012; Son, Kim, et al., 2011) have already 
considered the same linear model for analysing the power consumption of a BS.  
According to this model, the total power consumption ( BSTP , ) of a BS consists of two 
parts: a fixed or static power ( BSfP ) and a dynamic power consumption ( BSdynP ). The fixed 
part BSfP  is the consumption independent of loads or transmission power which consists of 
the DC-DC power supply and main supply losses as well as the cooling system, which are 
reliant on the type of BSs. On other hand, the dynamic part BSdynP  is the load/transmit power 
dependent power consumption such as PA, digital signal processing, feeder losses and site 
cooling. The power consumption due to the site cooling system can be considered to 
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impact on both the transmit power dependent and the transmit power independent power 
components due to the thermal radiation caused by both categories of equipments. The 
relationship between the transmit power and the total consumed power of a BS can be 
generalized as follows (Richter et al., 2009; Fehske et al., 2009): 
,
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BS BS
T BS dyn f
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= +
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     (2.1) 
where BStxP ,  denote the transmission power of a BS, while BSa  is a BS power scaling 
factor which reflects both amplifier and feeder losses. Since some macrocells may be 
sectorized and use multiple antennas, both BSdynP  and 
BS
fP  for macro BSs increase with the 
number of sectors per macro site and the number of antennas per sector. The values of 
BSa and BSfP  mainly depend on the BS technology and model. However, the assumption is 
that the parameter values for all BSs of same type are same and, hence, consume the same 
amount of power for a given traffic load. Intuitively, smaller scale BSs such as micro, pico 
and femtocells will have lower BSa  and BSfP  values compared with a macrocell BS as 
they neither require large power amplifiers nor major cooling equipment (Auer et al., 2012; 
Fehske et al., 2009; Ambrosy et al., 2012). The power model parameters are chosen 
according to Richter et al., 2009 and Fehske et al., 2009, where two power models are 
considered both for macro/micro BSs and RS deployed in this thesis, which are tabulated 
in Table 2.1. For macro BSs, the power consumption values are calculated based on a three 
sector cell arrangement with two antennas per sector. Since each BS is limited to a 
maximum transmission power, ,max
BS
txP  and the transmission power depends on load factor, 
ξ , so, , ,max. BStx BS txP Pξ= . Based on Table 2.1, Figure 2-8 shows the load-dependency in the 
power model (2.1), where the power consumption values are calculated using the 
aforementioned three sector cell for a macro BS. For example, BSTP ,  = 783.4 W for macro  
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Table 2.1: Power model parameters. 
Power models Base station types BSa  BSfP  [W] 
Model 1 (Richter et al., 
2009) 
Macro 21.45 354.44 
Micro 42.60 36.50 
Model 2 (Fehske et al., 
2009) 
Macro 32.00 412.40  
Micro 5.50 22.60 
Model 3 (Lee et al., 
2011) Relay station 7.84 71.50 
 
 
Figure 2-8: Load-dependent power model for a BS. 
BSs with the transmission power of 43 dBm or 20 W in the case of Model 1 being used. 
The power also shows that only 15.6%5 of the total power spent in a BS is used for bit 
transmission, which is fully congruent with the earlier finding on the real BS efficiency 
shown in Figure 2-6. This shows that a macro BS consumes significant energy even at zero 
load, i.e., for 0=ξ  and macro BSs are also heavily depends on load factor compared to 
the microcell BSs. 
5 20Efficiency x100% x 3x 2 15.6%; (3sectors/2antennas)
783.4
W
W
= =  
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2.6 Cellular Traffic Analysis and Opportunities  
In order to find any energy efficient solution, it is important to understand the dynamics of 
cellular traffic. There have been several studies carried out for characterizing the traffic 
generation of individual BS as well as that of the aggregate network (Shafiq et al., 2011; 
Willkomm et al., 2008). Recently, several network operators have come forward to 
disclose their normalized daily traffic patterns (Kyuho; Son et al., 2011). Most of the 
studies have clearly identified that there are significant traffic variations in both temporal 
and spatial domains across a day. It has also been pointed out that the peak-time traffic 
load is much higher (~20 times) than that of at off-peak times (Peng et al., 2011). In the 
following subsections, traffic dynamics in both temporal and spatial domains will be 
broadly described. 
2.6.1 Temporal Traffic Diversity 
Real network data from an anonymous mobile network operator in a metropolitan urban 
area analysed in (Oh et al., 2011) was considered to understand the traffic dynamics. The 
graph shown in Figure 2-9 is produced from the real dataset available in (Kyuho; Son et 
al., 2011). The graph shows the normalized traffic trace averaged with a resolution of 
30min from five BSs during one week. It can be observed that the traffic in each cell is a 
periodic sinusoidal profile and notice that the traffic during daytime (11am – 9pm) or peak 
periods is much higher than that at night times (10pm – 9am). The temporal variation also 
depends on the natural life styles and locations. For example, the business areas may be 
heavily loaded during daytimes but only lightly loaded at nighttimes. Additionally, the 
traffic profile during weekends/holidays, even during peak hours, is much lower than that 
of a normal weekday. So, weekdays and weekends appear to show distinct trends (Figures 
2-9 and 2-10). During daytimes, the peak traffic period is only a small portion of the whole 
day while the low activity period can be significant. Based on the traffic profile in Figure 
2-9, the percentage of time that the traffic is below x percent of weekday peak during 
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weekdays and weekends, for x = 5, 10, 20 is shown in Table 2.2. For instance, during 
weekdays, just over 30 percent of the time the traffic is less than 10 percent of the peak 
while this low activity period increases to 43% of the time during weekends and holidays 
(Oh et al., 2011). As a result, some cells will always have traffic loads much lower than the 
network capacity for a large fraction of time in a day (8~10 hours), which indicates the 
underutilization of each BS in the temporal domain. Indeed, this will result in network 
wide energy inefficiency at BSs. 
 
Figure 2-9: Cellular traffic dynamics over one week in both time and spatial domains (Oh 
et al., 2011). 
 
Figure 2-10: Normalized average call arrival rates during for different days (Willkomm et 
al., 2009). 
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Table 2.2: Analysis of sample cellular traffic load profiles – percentage of time the 
traffic is below x percent weekday peak during weekdays and weekends, for x = [5, 
10, 20, 30]. 
% of the weekday 
peak Weekdays Weekends Average 
5 22.9 30.0 26.4 
10 30.4 42.6 36.5 
20 38.9 64.9 51.9 
30 45.1 88.9 67.0 
 
 
Figure 2-11: Normalized load of three different cell sectors over three weeks showing high 
load (Cell#1), varying load (Cell#2) and low load (Cell#3) (Willkomm et al., 2009). 
2.6.2 Spatial Traffic Diversity 
The traffic in different regions can be very different due to user mobility, the behaviour 
and activities of mobile subscribers on the temporal scale and demands for data and video 
applications. In the city centre (hot spots), traffic demands are very high during the day 
time whereas the traffic demand may not be the same in residential areas. Similarly, the 
traffic demands in cells near railway stations are very high compared to other areas. So, the 
traffic loads can vary greatly even in neighbouring cells. The normalized traffic over three 
consecutive weeks taken from three different cells of the same network was investigated  
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in (Willkomm et al., 2009) and the results are plotted in Figure 2-11. It shows clear 
evidence of the spatial diversity as the traffic generation is much lower in cell#3 compared 
to the other two. It can also be seen from Figure 2-9 that the central BS always has higher 
traffic than that in neighbour BS 2 and the gap is much larger during both peak-time and 
weekend/holiday periods.  
In summary, the traffic in a cellular network is quite diverse over time and space. Such 
strong temporal and spatial traffic diversity indicates the underutilization of BS resulting in 
both system- and network-wide energy inefficiencies at BS. However, the traffic dynamics 
can provide significant opportunities for energy savings. For example, if the traffic 
variation can be traced and the resource allocation strategy for individual or the whole 
network is adopted accordingly, a significant amount of energy could be saved. From the 
above discussion, it can be concluded that the variation of traffic density in cellular 
networks in both the temporal and spatial domains shows significant under-utilization of 
system capacity given the network being designed based on the peak-traffic scenarios.  
2.7 Energy Saving Techniques within Cellular Networks: Opportunities and Trends 
There is considerable scope for significant improvement in energy efficiency of cellular 
networks to secure both environmental and financial benefits. Improvement of energy 
efficiency in cellular networks involves energy reduction of all elements, such as mobile 
core networks, mobile switching centres, BS, backhaul networks, and MS (Wu, 2012). In 
fact, BSs are the most energy consuming elements of the cellular system, and are often 
under-utilized during low traffic periods. However, the subject of energy savings in 
cellular networks only came to prominence a few years ago (Louhi, 2007). Since then, a 
number of strategies have been proposed to reduce the carbon footprint of BSs, ranging 
from the use of renewable energy sources (Han & Ansari, 2012; Grangeat et al., 2010; 
Gong et al., 2013), to the improvement of hardware component (Brubaker, 2009), to the 
optimum network deployments (Bhaumik et al., 2010; Kyuho Son, Oh, et al., 2011), to the 
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optimization of resource management and transmission techniques (e.g. multiple-input 
multiple-output (MIMO), CoMP transmission etc.) (Han & Ansari, 2012; Cui et al., 2005),  
to cell zooming techniques (Niu et al., 2010), to the adoption of BS sleep modes 
(Chiaraviglio, Ciullo, et al., 2008). In the following subsections, different energy saving 
techniques for BSs in literature will be described. 
2.7.1 Efficient Hardware Design 
The energy consumption of a typical BS can be reduced by improving the BS hardware 
design. A general overview of such hardware improvement is provided in (Ferling et al., 
2010, 2012). Typically, 80% of the total energy use at a BS site is consumed by the PA 
(Frenger & Moberg, 2011), so the PA efficiency can play a significant role in reducing the 
BS energy consumption. Modern BSs are inefficient due to their need for PA linearity and 
high peak-to-average power ratios. Existing PA with new efficient devices using DPD or 
envelope tracking techniques for wideband signals allow up to 50% energy saving overall 
(Mancuso & Alouf, 2011). Designing more efficient PA such as switch-mode amplifiers 
based on gallium nitride transistors can potentially reduce the energy cost of a BS. Usually, 
PA perform better at maximum output power in order to maintain the required signal 
quality. However, during low traffic periods or for small cell BSs with low output power, a 
lot of energy is routinely wasted. Therefore, flexible PA design, which can adapt to the 
required output power, is essential to reduce BS energy consumption further. Moreover, 
modifications to BS architectures requiring less cooling or no cooling systems at all can 
save a great amount of energy. For example, Ericsson’s Tower Tube, a new radio BS site 
concept, where the network equipment is placed at the top of the tower (next to the 
antennas) with the possibility of exploiting the wind as a passive cooling system can result 
in a 40% reduction of OPEX due to energy savings (Mancuso & Alouf, 2011). 
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2.7.2 Hybrid Energy Sources 
BSs powered by renewable energy sources such as solar and wind are promising options, 
not only for saving on-grid energy consumed by BSs but also to help reduce carbon 
footprint caused by the BS. It is also appropriate to mention that some rural regions do not 
have on-grid energy but rely on the use of diesel generators, which are expensive, not 
environment-friendly and difficult to transport to remote areas. Adopting on-site renewable 
energy sources to power the network can be very effective. For example, Orange has 
already installed more than 900 solar powered BSs across Africa as of the year 2010. 
These stations are 100% solar-powered and save 1300 litres of fuel per year per station and 
produce a 25% energy surplus to help surrounding communities (Yvetot, 2010). However, 
due to the instability of renewable energy sources availability and the lack of required 
energy supply by means of renewable sources, a complete replacement is not possible in 
short terms. Hence, despite instability of the renewable sources, a consumption reduction 
strategy is strictly necessary to enable the deployment of renewable energy-powered BSs. 
As a result, hybrid energy supplies, which combine both the on-site renewable energy and 
on-grid energy has been proposed to power BSs recently (Han & Ansari, 2012; Gong et al., 
2013).  
2.7.3 Energy-Aware Network Planning and Deployments 
There are substantial prospects of energy savings by network planning and optimum 
deployment that is designed to be scenario specific, such as dense urban, suburban and 
sparse rural areas. Network planning is a primary task, which locates and configures 
transmission facilities at a minimum cost including the energy cost reduction (Boiardi et 
al., 2014). Therefore, energy awareness must be incorporated at the network planning 
phase. 
For network planning, the authors in Badic et al., (2009) studied the impact of reducing 
cell sizes on the energy performance in cellular networks. It has been shown that the 
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architecture of reducing cell sizes only can increase the number of delivered information 
bits per unit energy for a given user density. Another study in (Leem et al., 2010) showed 
similar results, stating that as the cell size becomes smaller, energy efficiency and system 
capacity can be increased. However, making cell sizes either too small or too large cannot 
improve the energy efficiency as optimal cell size from an energy perspective depends on a 
number of factors including the traffic demand. In (Richter & Fettweis, 2010), a network 
densification utilizing microcell BS is studied focusing on high load scenarios. The 
fundamental trade-off between the energy and deployment efficiency has been thoroughly 
investigated for future green cellular network planning under a simplified model in (Chen 
et al., 2010; Lee & Kim, 2012; Chen et al., 2011; He et al., 2012).  
Besides energy efficient cell size design, emerging heterogeneous network deployment 
such as configuring the networks with various sizes of cells, relays and cooperative 
communications, as shown in Figure 2-2, are worth considering and are advantageous in 
reducing energy consumption and to increase the network capacity (Kyuho Son, Oh, et al., 
2011; Lee et al., 2013; Chiaraviglio et al., 2012). Authors in (Kyuho Son, Oh, et al., 2011) 
presented an energy-aware hierarchical cell configuration framework with the objective to 
reduce the total energy consumption from the network deployments and operations point of 
view while limiting the capital expenses. The area power consumption (APC) and area 
spectral efficiency of homogeneous macro-sites, micro-sites and heterogeneous networks 
are compared in (Richter et al., 2010; Fehske et al., 2009) with differential energy 
efficiency being dependent on the target throughput. For higher throughput targets, 
additional deployment of micro-sites is beneficial. In (Lee et al., 2013), the authors 
proposed a spatial modelling to generate inhomogeneous traffic distribution for cellular 
networks. Based on the spatial traffic modelling, a network planning scheme, which 
adaptively deploys macro and micro BSs adapting to the in-homogeneity, was proposed 
with a considerable improvement in the performance of energy efficiency. 
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Similarly, picocells and femtocells are also promising deployment strategies in terms of 
cost-efficient services. Both cell types are usually deployed for better indoor coverage due 
to the poor indoor radio coverage of macro/micro cells because of high wall penetration 
and path-losses (PL) (Tariq, 2012). However, the macro-micro deployment strategy can 
save more energy than the energy saving of femto only deployment (Dufková et al., 2011). 
Relay and cooperative communications have also been considered as a cost-effective 
solution for providing services in hotspots, extending service coverage, improving cell-
edge throughput, prolonging battery life of MS regardless of the transmission delay and 
energy consumption of RS (Lin et al., 2010; Ng & Yu, 2007; Pabst et al., 2004; Bulakci et 
al., 2013). Deploying an appropriate number of relays with proper locations can bring in 
potential improvements in the energy efficiency (Wu & Feng, 2012; Khirallah et al., 2011; 
Chandwani et al., 2010).  
2.7.4 Efficient Network Operations and Management 
Efficient network operations and management is one of the most significant approaches in 
reducing energy consumption of cellular networks. As discussed above in Sections 2.2 to 
2.5, the BSs are the major energy consuming as well as the most energy inefficient part in 
the cellular network. Therefore, enhancing the energy efficiency of cellular networks 
largely depends on the effective operation and management of the BS. Turning off some 
BSs during low-traffic periods, called BS sleeping, is being considered as one of the most 
promising techniques. This can be confirmed from the emergence of a large number of BS 
switching schemes in recent years which has drawn more and more attention in literature 
(Niu et al., 2010; Hasan et al., 2011; Rao & Fapojuwo, 2013; Bolla & Bruschi, 2011; Feng 
et al., 2013; Boiardi et al., 2014) (Chiaraviglio, Ciullo, et al., 2008; Marsan et al., 2009; Oh 
et al., 2013; Oh & Krishnamachari, 2010; Morosi et al., 2013; Marsan et al., 2011). 
The common idea of the BS switching in all the proposals is fairly simple and can be 
summarised as: Depending on the instantaneous traffic conditions within cells and their 
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spatial positions in a network, the number of active BSs (and hence the overall energy 
consumption) is dynamically minimized, while the remaining active BSs provide the radio 
coverage and service provisioning (required QoS) for all users within the network. In other 
words, the objective is to keep the number of active BSs within the network at any instant 
of time that makes the network energy consumption proportional to traffic. This is also the 
principal research focus of this thesis. More precisely, this thesis will focus on a BS 
switching framework, i.e., an energy efficient operation of cellular BSs, which is a 
paradigm for green cellular networks.  
Base station switching  
In (Chiaraviglio, Ciullo, et al., 2008), the authors first proposed energy-aware UMTS 
access network management by reducing number of active BSs by half during the night 
zone (low-traffic periods) while keeping the blocking probability below a given target as 
described in Section 3.6.7. Authors in (Marsan et al., 2009) presented a static BS sleep 
pattern based on a deterministic traffic profile over a whole day period that neither 
considers the randomness nor the spatial variation of the traffic. In contrast, the authors in 
(Zhou et al., 2009) focused on a preliminary attempt at dynamic BS switching. Both 
centralized greedy and distributed algorithms were proposed to switch off certain BSs 
during low traffic periods. In this case, the complete traffic and channel information are 
assumed to be known in the centralized case and only local load information and user 
specific associate control are known in the decentralized algorithm. As an extension, they 
modelled the dynamic BS switching problem as a dynamic programming problem 
combining the cost function of energy consumption, switching cost and blocking 
probability penalty to avoid frequent mode switching to reduce signalling and delay 
overhead (Gong et al., 2012). In (Oh & Krishnamachari, 2010), a dynamic BS switching 
approach was proposed under the setting where the traffic pattern is not predictable day to 
day, but is modelled as sinusoidal with a period of 24hr. The authors have provided at first-
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order analysis of energy saving based on the time varying characteristic of the traffic 
profile. It was shown that the mean and variance of the traffic profile and the BS density 
are the dominant factors that determine the amount of energy savings. This work has 
further been extended and a distributed SWitching-on/off based Energy Saving (SWES) 
algorithm has been proposed, without the need for a central controller (Oh et al., 2013). 
SWES algorithms are able to minimally affect the network as determined by the term 
network-impact, which takes into account the additional load increments brought to its 
neighbouring BSs.  
A distance-aware BS switching algorithm was proposed in (Bousia, Kartsakli, et al., 2012) 
that exploits the knowledge of estimated distances between the BS and MS with priority 
being given to those BSs to switch off that have the maximum average distance. In (Han et 
al., 2013), four heuristic-based BS switch-off patterns were proposed that progressively 
turn more BSs off to save energy according to the offered traffic load while exploiting their 
corresponding coordination topology to provide service coverage of off-cell users. 
Cell-zooming and energy-delay trade-off 
Another similar approach but one that is even more flexible is the concept called “cell-
zooming” that was presented in (Niu et al., 2010). In this approach, BS can adaptively 
adjust their cell sizes according to the traffic load, and the off-cell users can be served by 
the neighbouring active BSs by transmit power adjustment, antenna re-configurations, 
wireless relays and BS cooperation technologies. This interesting approach can not only 
provide a solution for traffic imbalance, i.e., load balancing but also reduce the energy 
consumption. However, there are many challenges yet to be solved from a practical point 
of view such as trace of traffic fluctuations, compatibility, coverage holes, and the 
management of ICI. In order to mitigate some of the challenges, dynamic cell expansion 
closely similar to cell zooming was proposed for maintaining the service coverage of sleep 
cells in (Guo & O’Farrell, 2013). Dynamic antenna-beam tilting, frequency reuse, 
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distributed inter-cell coordination and cooperative transmission can be used for cell 
expansion. 
Most of the aforementioned works focus mainly on the energy efficiency improvement of 
cellular networks with certain levels of optimization. However, the BS sleeping operation 
may lead to longer delay to users if the BS takes a longer time to wake up. In this context, 
authors in (Kyuho Son, Kim, et al., 2011) have investigated energy savings in dynamic BS 
operation and the related problems of user association with a single greedy on/off 
algorithm and an optimal user association policy that allows for a trade-off between flow-
level performance and energy consumption. On other hand, Niu et al., 2012 and Wu et al., 
2013 presented a comprehensive analysis on the energy-delay trade-off towards designing 
optimal sleeping parameter (sleep control) and power matching by developing various 
closed-form expressions. Recently, a framework was proposed to analyse the performance 
of BS sleeping while capturing the impacts of different scheduling and user association 
schemes (Tabassum et al., 2014).  
Base station sleeping among multiple operators 
Usually, urban areas are provided with cellular services by multiple competitive operators 
with all providing full coverage of the area. For example, there are multiple BSs deployed 
from different operators in a city centre while the BS coverage of one operator overlaps 
other operator’s BS coverage. It is seen from the traffic dynamics in Section 2.4 that 
cellular traffic varies significantly over time while each operator usually dimensions their 
networks based on the peak traffic of a day. Therefore, networks with overlapped coverage 
can cooperate with each other to reduce energy consumption (Marsan & Meo, 2010; Ismail 
& Zhuang, 2011; Marsan & Meo, 2011). When traffic load is low, the BS capacity from 
each operator becomes redundant and at some points all the traffic can be served by only 
one network in that area. In (Marsan & Meo, 2010), the authors presented a BS sleeping 
strategy incorporating cooperation between two operators. During low traffic periods, one 
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of two operators shares all traffic from both operators while the other network switches to 
sleep mode. Similar proposals involving more than two operators were also presented in 
(Ismail & Zhuang, 2011; Marsan & Meo, 2011). The potential of network cooperation in 
saving energy was evaluated under different settings in these schemes; however, none of 
them provided any algorithm or implementation framework. 
Base station sleeping in self-organizing networks 
Self-organizing networks (SON) can be useful in load-balancing as well as energy 
reduction by deciding when to disperse load for load-balancing and when to concentrate 
load for energy savings. For example, self-organizing capability is inherent in BS switching 
and cell-zooming techniques (Niu et al., 2010; F. Hossain et al., 2012), which are useful in 
both load-balancing and energy savings. In (M. F. Hossain et al., 2012), the authors have 
proposed three cooperation techniques, where cellular networks are dynamically 
reconfigured with a minimum number of active BSs, which are distributed and self-
organizing in nature at the expense of computational cost. 
2.7.5 Energy-Aware Radio Technologies 
Smart Antenna technology 
It has been seen that some energy efficient techniques such as cell-zooming and BS 
switching techniques require dynamic adjustment of parameters, including the transmission 
beam-width, beam-direction, transmission range of antennas, dual-band antennas, antenna-
tilt, reconfigurable beam antennas and number of antennas (Anon, 2012c). Therefore, 
along with the BS switching, the role of smart antenna technology is also essential in terms 
of energy efficient communications. 
Along with smart antenna technology, the transmission and reception of wireless signals 
with multiple antennas, referred to as MIMO, have been widely adopted in modern 
communications systems (Cho et al., 2010). There are several benefits of MIMO systems 
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over Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) such as higher data rates, lower error rates, 
improved signal-to-noise ratio at receivers, multipath rejection, and lower transmit power 
consumption for a given data rate requirement (Jain et al., 2011; Marzetta, 2010). For 
example, using K transmit antennas, the overall data rate compared to a single antenna 
system is enhanced by a factor K without requiring extra bandwidth or transmission power 
(Mietzner et al., 2009). However, the circuit power consumption of a MIMO system is 
more that for a SISO system as it has multiple RF chains and requires a high digital signal 
processing capability. The idea of sleep modes can also be applied to the MIMO system. 
Rather than using all installed antennas, a BS could deactivate some antennas when high 
capacities are not required (Pace, 2012). 
Cognitive radio 
Cognitive radio (CR) is a promising paradigm proposed to cope with the spectrum scarcity 
that has emerged as a result of the increased need for high data rate demands with ‘anytime 
anywhere’ connectivity (Haykin, 2005; Mitola & Maguire, 1999). CR is an intelligent and 
adaptive communication system that enables the radio spectrum to be utilized in a more 
efficient manner. CR is being intensively researched as an enabling technology for 
secondary access to TV White Space (TVWS) (Nekovee, 2010). Currently, some countries 
have planned to convert their TV stations from analogue to digital transmission, (Digital 
Switchover, DSO). DSO was completed in the US and the UK in 2009 and 2012, 
respectively, and is expected to be completed in other countries in near future. During 
DSO, some spectrum will become vacant due to the higher spectrum efficiency of digital 
TV (DTV). As a result, there will be a number of TV channels that are not used for DTV 
broadcasting in a given geographic area and these vacant channels are known as TVWS. 
As the TVWS spectrum comprises a large portion of the ultra high frequency (UHF)/very 
high frequency (VHF) spectrum with favourable propagation characteristics, these bands 
can be used for a wide range of potential new services, including last mile broadband 
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access, using CR technology. In (Sachs et al., 2010), the authors proposed a network 
architecture that enables spectrum sharing between a primary TV broadcast system and a 
secondary cellular system through the CR approach. However, using a radio spectrum on 
secondary basis can cause service degradation for primary users due to interference 
(Goldsmith et al., 2009; Jovicic & Viswanath, 2009). Adopting the concept of CR, a 
dynamic spectrum access scheme within a cellular network was proposed by sharing the 
cellular radio spectrum within the system using overlay cognitive approach in order to 
improve the spectral efficiency (Alam et al., 2011). CR can also be viewed as an enabling 
technique to provide a greener wireless solution by means of decreasing the 
electromagnetic emissions level by sending the right signal in the right direction with 
optimal power, only when it is necessary, for the same QoS (Gür & Alagöz, 2011; Alam, 
2011; Grace et al., 2009; Palicot, 2009; Holland et al., 2010). In (Grace et al., 2009), the 
authors proposed an adaptive modulation scheme with virtually partitioning a set of 
channels to reduce the need for frequent spectrum sensing, thereby permitting energy 
savings by exploiting reinforcement learning. The authors in (Li et al., 2010) studied an 
energy-efficient transmission duration and power allocation methods in the CR networks 
with having knowledge of each channel. The CR not only adjusts modulation, coding, and 
transmission power, as with conventional adaptive modulation, but also adjusts component 
characteristics so that radio can operate with the highest energy efficiency (He et al., 
2009).  
Cooperative communications 
Implementations of cooperative communications among various network elements have 
been previously demonstrated to improve the network capacity (Hossain et al., 2011). 
Recent studies (Hasan et al., 2011; Li et al., 2011) show that the application of cooperative 
communications can also minimize the network energy expenditure. For example, 
deployment of relays between the BS and MS can allow for significant reduction in the 
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total transmit power while enabling better signal reliability (Wu & Feng, 2012; Ku et al., 
2013). Another possible approach to improve both the network reliability and energy 
efficiency is CoMP transmission, which has already been comprehensively studied in 
literature (Irmer et al., 2011; Sawahashi et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2012; Heliot et al., 2011) 
and has been identified as one of the major development paths for increased traffic 
demand. The CoMP transmission technique requires additional backhaul links and more 
complicated processing algorithms, leading to more energy consumption. However, the 
cell throughput can be significantly improved as well as the energy efficiency performance 
of the system. Since relaying technology will be adopted in this thesis, the more details of 
relaying will now be described in the following paragraphs. 
In LTE-Advanced (LTE-A), relaying is considered as a tool to improve, for example, the 
coverage of high data rates, group mobility, temporary network deployment, the cell-edge 
throughput and/or to provide coverage in new areas (Bhat et al., 2012; 3GPP, 2010c). The 
relay node is wirelessly connected to the RAN via a donor cell. Relaying provides better 
fairness to users with homogeneous user experience, though this comes at the cost of 
additional donor BS access link resource being utilized for the relay backhaul and 
associated latency (Bhat et al., 2012). Moreover, there are commonly three types of relays 
depending on the underlying technologies used (Letaief & Zhang, 2009): i) amplify-and-
forwards (AF); ii) decode-and-forward (DF); and iii) compress-and-forward (CF).  
In AF relays, the relay simply amplifies and retransmits the noisy version of the 
transmitted signal (analog version) from the source. The advantage of this protocol is its 
simplicity, low-cost implementation and short processing delays associated with relaying. 
However, the relay amplifies the ICI and noise together with desired signal components 
thereby deteriorating the received signal-to-noise ratio (SINR) and reducing the 
throughput enhancing gain. This type of relay is also called Layer 1. In DF or Layer 2 
relays, the relay decodes the received signals, re-encodes (regenerates) and retransmits an 
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exact copy of the original signal. This type of relay overcomes the drawback in AF relays 
of deteriorating the received SINR but incurs a delay associated with encoding/decoding. 
In CF, the relay regenerates an estimate of the received signal. This is then compressed, 
encoded and transmitted to create an estimated value that will assist in decoding the 
original codeword at the destination (Letaief & Zhang, 2009), however this leads to high 
processing delays due to amongst other things, user data regeneration processing.  
Depending upon the operation of relays, two categories with respect to the relay node’s 
usage of spectrum are (3GPP, 2010c): 
i) In-band, in which case the relay backhaul (BS-RS) link shares the same carrier 
frequency with the access (RS-MS) links, as shown in Figure 2-12(a). In other 
words, one carrier is sufficient for both the relay and access links, which are 
multiplexed in time. The in-band relay needs to operate in half-duplex mode to 
avoid self-interference problem, unless sufficient physical isolation or interference 
cancellation is secured between transmit and receive antennas at the RS (Tran et al., 
2012). 
ii) Out-band, in which case the relay and access links use different carrier frequency, 
as shown in Figure 2-12(b), i.e., the out-band approach requires multiple carriers 
and the links are multiplexed in frequency, so it can easily work in full-duplex 
mode. 
While in-band relaying improves coverage, out-band relaying will also improve capacity 
(Bhat et al., 2012; Bou Saleh et al., 2010). In LTE-A and WiMAX, two types of RS have 
been defined, namely, Type 1 and Type 2 in LTE-A, and transparent and non-transparent 
in WiMAX (3GPP, 2010c; Anon, 2012b). According to the definition, the non-transparent 
relays in WiMAX and Type 1 relays in 3GPP LTE-A are same while transparent and Type 
2 relays are also the same. In Type 1 relaying, the RS controls cells by having a cell 
identity of its own. For both relay and access links, the same carrier frequency is used, i.e.,  
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 Figure 2-12: Relaying operations with respect to spectrum usage: (a) in-band relaying; and 
(b) out-band relaying. 
 
Figure 2-13: Different types of RS: Type 1a, Type 2b, and Type 2. 
it operates in-band, thus a half-duplex solution. To avoid reduced performance associated 
with half-duplexing, two additional types of RS related to Type 1 are introduced in 3GPP 
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LTE-A: Type 1a and Type 1b, differing from the Type 1 only in the characteristics of the 
relay link. The Type 1a operates out-band while Type 1b operates in-band with enough 
isolation between the relay and access links to mitigate their mutual interference. Both 
Type 1a and Type 1b allow full-duplex operation. The Type 2 relays are characterized by 
being an in-band relay. The RS is part of the donor cell and the RS does not have a cell 
identity of its own. In this case, the MS is not aware of whether or not it communicates 
with the network via the RS, i.e., the RS is transparent to MS. Figure 2-13 illustrates all 
types of relays. However, only Type 1 and Type 1a out of all these type of RS is being 
selected to be standardized as part of LTE-A (3GPP, 2011a). 
For more surveys on green cellular networks, the reader is referred to (Feng et al., 2013; 
Bianzino et al., 2012; Hasan et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2011; Correia et al., 2010; 
McLaughlin et al., 2011) and the IEEE ComSoc Best Readings Topics on Green 
Communications (Anon, n.d.). 
2.8 Global Research Activities and Standardizations  
As discussed in Section 2.3, with the explosive growth of wireless data traffic, the energy 
efficiency performance of cellular networks has recently drawn increasing attention from 
both industry and academia. This leads to comprehensive efforts to design new energy 
efficient architectures, protocols and algorithms, network planning and deployments. As a 
result, there are several workshops, conferences and journal special issues especially 
dedicated to green communications and networking, which reflects current interest in green 
communication networks. For instance, green communications and networking topic has 
been included as one of the selected areas in communications symposium in flagship 
conferences such as GLOBECOM and ICC. Several international research projects on 
green communication networks around the globe have been initiated under different 
international research platforms in recent years. These include OPERA-Net (Anon, n.d.) 
and OPERA-Net 2 (Anon, n.d.), MVCE Green Radio (Anon, n.d.), EARTH (Anon, 
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2010a), GreenTouch (Anon, 2010b), GREENET (Anon, 2011) and 5GrEEn (Olsson et al., 
2013) and their possible objectives and solutions are summarised in Table 2.3. 
Table 2.3: Global green wireless research activities with their possible solutions. 
Project 
Name 
Possible objectives and solutions Remarks 
OPERA-
Net 
 
Optimising Power Efficiency in mobile Radio Networks 
1. Mobile RAN end-to-end efficiency (E2E): 
 KPI (key performance indicator) for EE; 
 Improve power efficiency from the management of: 
cell sizes, sleep mode, MAC, DC power, cooling 
systems, etc; 
2. Link level: 
 Optimization technique for link level power efficiency; 
 Energy aware device design; 
3. Technology enablers: 
 Improvement of RF PA and energy recovery in BSs; 
4. Network test-bed: 
 Integration of devices (proof of concept); 
 Mobile RAN E2E. 
Duration: 
10/2008–
10/2010 
Total cost: 
5.9 m€ 
OPERA-
Net 2 
Optimising Power Efficiency in mobile Radio Networks 2 
1. E2E work package: 
 Evaluation methodology for life cycle analysis; 
 Impact of efficiency on products and networks; 
 Specific focus on cooling solutions; 
2. Hybrid energy sites 
 Future energy usage and power sources; 
 Modelling and optimization of energy supply; 
3. Access network optimization: 
 Single and multi-user distributed MIMO; 
 Energy-aware scheduling for optimizing energy 
consumption of extremely dense networks; 
4. Architecture and hardware design: 
 Linear transmitters and PA for distributed/compact 
BSs; 
5. Standardization: 
 Advanced ‘green’ solutions into the standardization of 
wireless networks. 
Duration: 
12/2011 – 
11/2-14 
Total cost: 
7996 k€ 
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MVCE 
Green 
Radio 
Mobile Virtual Centre of Excellence’s Green Radio 
1. Energy metrics and models: 
 Energy metrics to accurately quantify consumption; 
 Energy consumption model for RAN; 
 100x reduction in energy requirements for delivery of 
high data rate services; 
2. Energy efficient architectures: 
 Large vs. small cell deployments; 
 Relays and cooperative communications; 
 Efficient backhaul strategy for a given architecture; 
 Solar-powered architecture; 
3. Energy efficient resource management: 
 SISO vs. MIMO packet scheduling; 
 CR (dynamic spectrum access) and spectrum sharing; 
 Adaptive reconfigurability – algorithms; 
4. Power efficient hardware design: 
 Advanced PA techniques such as DSP; 
 Masthead PA and passive cooling systems. 
Duration: 
01/2009 – 
01/2012 
EARTH Energy Aware Radio and Networks Technologies 
1. Energy efficient analysis, metrics and target: 
 Life cycle analysis of energy consumption by telecom 
products; 
 Energy efficient metrics on system levels; 
 Cut the energy consumption of 4G networks by 50%. 
2. Energy efficient Architecture: 
 Optimization of cell size; 
 Heterogeneous network deployments; 
 Relay and cooperative communications; 
3. Energy efficient resource management: 
 Dynamic load and transmission mode adaptation; 
 Cooperative scheduling, interference coordination, 
joint power and resource allocation; 
 Multi-RAT (radio access technology) coordination; 
4. Radio Technologies and Components: 
 MIMO, OFDM, adaptive antennas, and CoMP; 
 Power scalable transceiver and power control on 
component, front-end and system level. 
Duration: 
01/2010 – 
06/2012  
Total Cost: 
14.8 m€ 
EARTH 
integrated 
solutions 
allow 
decreasing 
more than 
50% energy 
consumptio
n. 
Green 1. Mobile Networks: Duration: 
01/2010 – 
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Touch  Beyond cellular green generation - separating 
signalling (continuous and full coverage service) and 
data network (on demand service); 
 Flexible power model of future BSs based on 
operation modes, component configuration, hardware 
technology and BS architecture; 
 Green transmission technologies – fundamental trade-
off between EE and spectrum efficiency, and between 
service delay and energy consumption; 
 Large-scale antenna systems 
 By 2015, increase network EE by a factor of 1000 
compared to 2010 levels; 
2. Standards and Policies: 
 Energy metrics for users; 
 Green rating system for network operators and service 
providers; 
 Taxonomy of communication applications for energy 
consumption and efficiency calculations; 
3. Wired core and access networks: 
 Bit-interleaved passive optical network technology; 
 Router power monitoring; 
 Energy efficient content distribution and clouds for 
service delivery; 
 Optimum end-to-end resource allocation; 
 Low-power large photonic switch architecture and 
transmission; 
 Service energy aware sustainable optical networks; 
01/2015 
Total cost: 
502,500 k€ 
(a total of 
projects) 
GREEN
ET 
1. Novel energy efficient and low complexity PHY-layer 
technique: 
 Spatial modulation for generalized MIMO; 
2. Energy efficient design of medium access control 
(MAC) and radio resource management (RRM) 
protocols: 
 Data aggregation schemes; 
 Energy efficient collisions resolution, lightweight 
control packets and minimize listening; 
 Energy efficient scheduling, sleep modes and 
interference management for heterogeneous networks; 
3. Energy efficient network coded architecture: 
 Cross-layer design, network/channel coding; 
4. Cognitive and cooperative networking: 
 Security mechanisms for cooperative networks; 
Duration: 
01/2011 – 
12/2014 
Total cost: 
4.2 m€ 
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 Energy efficient cooperative spectrum sensing for CR; 
5GrEEn Towards Green 5G Mobile Networks 
1. Energy efficient architecture and metrics: 
 A new clean state architecture 
 Appropriate metrics and accepted methodology 
 Full connectivity, always available, and full service 
support with required quality of experience (QoE); 
2. New PHY-layer signalling and higher layer protocols 
with minimizing energy consumption 
3. Traffic adaptive solutions and deployments strategies 
in 5G 
4. Optimizing the trade-off between QoE and EE. 
Duration: 
2013 - 2014 
 
Energy efficient communication techniques in wireless networks have been intensively 
studied across academia, industry, whilst standards bodies such as IEEE, IETF and 3GPP, 
and ICT-related government agencies and public institutions are working to develop 
regulation and standardization of EE metrics (ATIS, 2010; Christensen et al., 2010; Anon, 
2010c; 3GPP, 2010a). There is an urgent need to have standards as a guideline to measure 
the EE of mobile networks. 
2.9 Summary 
This chapter presented the architecture of a typical cellular network of different generation 
cellular technologies with addressing the necessity for green cellular networks. The 
emergency of green cellular networks is not only due to the rising cost of energy and/or the 
energy conservation but also the reduction of their environmental impacts. The main 
sources of power consumption within a cellular network were identified, which are the BS 
and the power model for BS was then presented. An in-depth analysis of cellular traffic 
diversity was then presented while the traffic diversity of cellular networks indicates the 
underutilization of each BS for a large period of a day. This is mainly due to the traditional 
cellular network design assumptions and operations. Next, a comprehensive survey of 
energy saving techniques in cellular networks was provided, ranging from efficient 
hardware design to hybrid energy sources, to network planning and management, to 
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energy-aware radio technology. In particular, the BS switching technique was studied 
critically, as it has been considered as a promising technique to save energy and will be the 
main focus of this thesis. Other energy-aware communication techniques were also 
discussed with their energy conservation potentials. Finally, the global research activities 
in the context of green cellular networks were also studied with their possible solutions. 
The next chapter will present simulation and evaluation methodology together with the key 
performance metrics to evaluate the performance of new models and algorithms proposed 
in this thesis. 
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Chapter 3 
Simulation and Evaluation Methodology 
3.1 Introduction  
Cellular communication systems are very complex in nature due to the architectures and 
the environments in which they are deployed. For example, the architecture of a wireless 
cellular system needs to be designed in such a way as to provide high data rates while 
satisfying constraints such as transmit power, bandwidth and minimum QoS requirements. 
The system often involves a large number of random events over time and space such as 
the location and the number of simultaneous mobile users, propagation conditions, 
interference and power level settings, and user traffic demand. This combination of system 
complexity and challenging variable environments leads to design and analysis of 
problems that are not analytically tractable by applying traditional, non-simulation based 
techniques (Tranter et al., 2003). Prototypes are often not available and testing different 
candidate features in the field would often prove to be too expensive and time consuming. 
Moreover, simulations of wireless systems such as LTE are essential in the research and 
standardization phases whenever a new technology is under development. Consequently, 
the most convenient way to evaluate the performance of the system is by computer 
simulations, which have become a widely adopted methodology (Kasch et al., 2009; ITU-
R, 2009). This simulation-based approach not only reduces the high cost of actually 
implementing a real system, but also saves a significant development time. 
Over the last two decades, the development of powerful and inexpensive computers 
together with robust software packages has grown rapidly. As a consequence, computer-
aided design and analysis techniques are readily available, and are usually referred to as 
simulations. An important motivation for adopting a simulation approach in this thesis is 
that it provides a valuable insight into system behaviour and performance before  
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 Figure 3-1: Simulation components. 
considering expensive real implementation. In addition, the ITU has provided general 
guidelines for procedures and criteria which are to be used in evaluating any proposed 
advanced system (ITU-R, 2009). For this reason, the aim of this chapter is to present the 
evaluation guidelines specifying both the simulation methodology and tools used in 
assessing the overall performance of the proposed new BS switching framework for greener 
cellular networks.  
3.2 General Evaluation Methodology  
Most simulation problems involve the following basic steps (Tranter et al., 2003): 
• Mapping a given problem into a simulation model or a logical representation of a 
complex entity, system phenomena or process, 
• Decomposing the overall problem into a set of smaller problems, 
• Selecting an appropriate set of modelling, simulation and estimation techniques and 
applying them to solve these sub-problems, 
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• Combining the results of the sub-problems to provide a solution to the overall 
problem. 
Figure 3-1 illustrates the simulation components of cellular systems which are described 
subsequently. The mapping of the design and/or the performance estimation problem into a 
simulation model is one of the most difficult steps in the methodology. In this regard, ITU 
have defined general evaluation guidelines, relevant figures of merit, test environments, 
scenarios, and corresponding channel models (ITU-R, 2009), which will be reviewed. 
The simulation methods are divided into link-level and system-level simulations (Roche et 
al., 2013). The link-level simulation focuses on defining simple scenarios consisting of one 
transmitter and one receiver, while the system-level simulation aims to study the global 
characteristics of a communication system comprising a network of multiple BSs and MSs. 
In this thesis, system-level simulations are the primary focus so as to be able critically 
evaluates the expected system performance of the proposed new BS switching framework.  
3.3 Model Requirements for Simulations 
The simulation methodology of a cellular network involves many modules, including the 
cell deployment, channel modelling, radio resource allocation, interference modelling, 
traffic modelling, and other key factors. In the following subsections, the simulation 
requirements of these various modules will be discussed in detail. 
3.3.1 Cell Deployment 
For homogeneous deployments, macrocells are deployed uniformly in a large area with 
each BS having hexagonal cell coverage. Throughout the thesis, it is assumed the BSs are 
located at the centre of each cell, and the terms cell and BSs are used interchangeably. For 
each macrocell, different cases representing a mix of inter-site distance (ISD), system 
bandwidth and other system simulation parameters such as BSs and RS transmit powers 
are applied, and which are formally defined in Table 3.1. 
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Figure 3-2: Example of homogeneous cellular network layouts consisting of (a) a 7-cell 
cluster; and (b) 5x5 grids with ISD of 1000m and 1735m, respectively, with the red 
triangles representing the BS. 
For numerical evaluation, the network configuration consists of BSN  BSs ranging from a 
7-cell cluster to the 5x5 hexagonal grid arrangements as shown in Figure 3-2. The 7-cell 
cluster has been used for proof-of-concept solutions, while the 5x5 cell arrangement has 
been used for capturing a more realistic network scenario. An ISD for the homogeneous 
deployment ranging from 500m to 2800m is assumed (3GPP, 2010c) and the cell radius is 
calculated as 
3
ISD . A minimum distance between the BS and MS of 35m is assumed.  
For the case of microcells employed in the proposed scalable BS switching framework 
presented in Chapter 7, the cell layout for a micro BS is the same as a macro BS with 
corresponding parameters being specified in Table 3.1. The cell radius for microcell BSs of 
200m is fixed for all scenarios while each BS has an omni-directional antenna unless 
otherwise stated. In addition, RS are also deployed at the edge of each cell for some 
scenarios in order to improve the cell edge throughput, although the RS deployed cellular 
network scenario is only considered in Chapter 5. 
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3.3.2 Backhaul Assumptions 
In the proposed BS switching framework, cooperation among BSs is an essential condition 
underpinning the development of the new models and algorithms. As a result, BSs are 
assumed to be interconnected, which is one of the integral features of LTE cellular systems 
via the X2 interface for coordination purposes, which does not have any centralised 
intelligence controllers (3GPP, 2008), as illustrated in Figure 2-1(b). The performance of a 
system which needs cooperation between BSs in regard to such matters as, exchange of 
signalling information and/or forwarding protocol data units to the respective endpoints is 
very sensitive to the backhaul capacity and latency. The X2 backhaul latency between BSs 
is highly-deployment dependent for example, on whether there is a dedicated X2 fibre 
network or a generic IP network (3GPP, 2010c). Cells with dedicated X2 fibre links 
provide low latency (3GPP, 2010c), which may reasonably be assumed to be negligible.  In 
this context, it is assumed that there are dedicated X2 fibre links in existence between BSs 
for all the various network scenarios considered in this thesis, so the issue of latency can be 
ignored. 
3.3.3 Traffic Generation Model 
The traffic model adopted assumes that user traffic is distributed in each cell and that it 
arrives according to a Poisson process with traffic intensity λ , i.e., the number of 
simultaneous calls per unit time. The traffic distribution among cells can either be 
symmetric (evenly distributed, i.e., each cell has the same traffic) or asymmetric (unevenly 
distributed, i.e., unequal traffic in all cells) depending upon the scenario being considered, 
while the traffic within each cell is assumed to be uniformly distributed (Gong et al., 
2012). Two traffic generation profiles have been used in this thesis: approximated 
sinusoidal traffic profile and a rate function based traffic. The former is adopted from Oh 
& Krishnamachari (2010) and is employed in Chapters 4 and 5. The rate function based 
traffic profile generation technique is adopted from Hossain et al. (2013), which provides a 
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more realistic traffic profile as practical cellular network and is used in Chapters 6 and 7. 
The formal traffic generation models will formally be described in each individual chapter. 
All MS arrive randomly and then remain stationary until the transmission is finished. The 
transmission duration of each MS follows an exponential distribution with mean 1µ−  
(Gong et al., 2012) and the model parameters used for system performance evaluations are 
given in Table 3.1.  
3.3.4 Propagation and Channel Models 
A good understanding of channel characteristics is important for both determining the 
coverage and QoS of a wireless cellular system. A defining characteristic of a wireless 
channel is the time and frequency variations in signal strength (Tse & Viswanath, 2005; 
Roche et al., 2013). These variations can be divided into two types: (i) large-scale fading: 
caused by the signal PL as a function of distance and shadowing by large objects like 
buildings and hills; and (ii) small-scale fading, due to the constructive and destructive 
interference of multiple signal paths between the transmitter and receiver. In the new 
proposed framework the former will be assumed, with the latter being averaged out, since 
long time-scale performance is considered (Gong et al. 2013). 
The modified IEEE 802.16d propagation model (IEEE, 2007) is used with three different 
categories (Types A, B and C) depending on the density of obstructions between the 
transmitter and receiver in macrocell urban/suburban areas. The PL for the IEEE 802.16 
system contains the basic models for an air interface for fixed broadband wireless access 
system and an additional PL associated with RSs (IEEE, 2007). The PL equation relating 
to the modified IEEE 802.16 model is given by (IEEE, 2007; Alam et al., 2012): 
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where d is the distance between BS/RS and MS, 
wλ =  wavelength, 
1 2 3 /TX TXx x h x hγ = − + , 
=TXh  transmit antenna height, 
d0 = reference distance (100m), 
x1, x2, and x3 are the three model parameters used for intermediate PL conditions which are 
heuristically set as 4, 0.0065 and 17.1, respectively. A, fC , hC  and 0d ′  are functions of the 
wavelength, antenna heights and reference distance respectively, as given in (IEEE, 2007). 
 In order to capture a more realistic propagation model, a log-normal distributed random 
variable Ψ  with mean zero and standard deviation σ  of 8dB is added (Zeng & Zhu, 
2008). Similarly, the PL model for links between the BS and RS is also based on the IEEE 
802.16d (IEEE, 2007). Hence, PL and shadowing effects are the main sources of 
performance degradation in this thesis unless otherwise specified.  
3.4 Simulation Framework and Parameter Settings 
The simulation framework used for this thesis has been designed based upon the cellular 
network architecture specifications of international standard bodies including ITU-T, 
WiMAX and LTE (ITU-R, 2009; 3GPP, 2010d, 2010c). This will be considered 
throughout the thesis as the ground truth baseline model, and is consistently applied as a 
comparator in critically evaluating the performance of the new BS switching framework 
and the suite of algorithms developed in subsequent chapters. A system-level simulation 
will be the main focus of the new framework following the guidelines defined in ITU 
(ITU-R, 2009) and the IEEE 802.16m Evaluation Methodology Document (IEEE, 2009b). 
The reason for this is that the research focus, as explained in Chapter 1, is to study the 
global energy consumption characteristics of a cellular system involving multiple links, 
cells and MS. Moreover, modelling all links allows the mutual interference between  
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Table 3.1: General system simulation baseline parameters and their normal values or 
characterization. 
Parameters  Characterization/Values 
Cellular layout Hexagonal grid 
Deployment scenarios Homogeneous deployments 
Carrier frequency [GHz] 2.0 
Carrier bandwidth, maxW [MHz] 5, 10  
Cell ISD [m] [500, 750, 1000, 1500, 1732, 2800]  
Microcell radius [m] 200 
Scheduler Round-robin 
  
BS model (3GPP, 2010d) 
Max. BS power BStxP max,  [dBm] 43 (macro BS), 33 (micro BS) 
Min. BS power per user [dBm] 15 
Noise figure [dB] 7 
Noise power [dBm] -106 
Antenna gain [dBi] 16 
Antenna height [m] 32 
Receiver sensitivity [dBm] -103 
RS model 
Backhaul Air-interface (deployed RS) X2 interface (collocated RS only) 
RS per macrocell 6 
Max. RS power [dBm] 24, 30 
Antenna height [m] 10 
  
MS model 
Max. MS power MStxP max, [dBm] 21, 23  
Min. MS power [dBm] -50 
Noise figure [dB] 9 
Antenna gain [dBi] 0 
Antenna height [m] 1.5 
Receiver sensitivity [dBm] -99 
Channel propagation model (IEEE, 2007) 
Path-loss model  (IEEE 802.16d): Type B 
BS-MS/RS-MS link Type B (urban/suburban, terrain Type B) 
Shadowing effect [dB] Log-normal fading with σ =8  
  
Traffic model (3GPP, 2010c) 
User arrival Poisson process with arrival rate λ  
Mean service time, 1µ−  [sec] 180 
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multiple links to be considered, which is an important limiting factor of system 
performance (Roche et al., 2013). All the contributions presented in this thesis are based 
upon homogeneous deployment scenarios, with all the parameter choices and their values 
used in the simulation framework being formally defined in Table 3.1. The system-level 
methodology will now be described.  
3.5 System-Level Evaluation Methodology 
The system-level simulation procedure to investigate the QoS requirements of both the 
baseline model and new BS switching framework are based on snapshots, where the MSs 
are randomly placed on a predefined two-dimensional area. At each snapshot, the statistics 
of the performance metrics to the given BSs and MS are computed, by taking user 
locations and propagation conditions into account, with the uplink (UL) and DL being 
simulated independently. A series of snapshots is simulated for performance evaluation in 
order to generate a sufficiently large sample set so that statistically valid results are 
achieved using a Monte Carlo simulation for each snapshot produced by the model. The 
following steps are considered in system-level simulations (ITU-R, 2009):  
• Define the network layout within a predefined two-dimensional area, including BS 
placements. 
• MS are randomly placed within this predefined area, with each MS corresponding 
to an active user session that runs for the duration of the drop. 
• MS are randomly assigned to different channel conditions (line-of-sight (LOS)/non-
LOS) based on the propagation and channel models as discussed in Section 3.3.4. 
• The BS assignment to a MS is based on the strongest link for the available radio 
resources, while each BS employs a “Round-robin” scheduler that assigns an equal 
share to all MS. 
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• For a given drop, the simulation is run and then the process is repeated with users 
dropped at new random locations. A sufficient number of drops are simulated to 
ensure convergence in the user and system performance metrics.  
• All cells in the system are assumed to have dynamic channel properties using a 
wrap-around technique and the performance statistics are collected for all MS in 
each cell. 
By processing the results of the simulation, the performance of the overall cellular system 
can be estimated in terms of the key performance indicators, which will be discussed in 
Section 3.6. In order to reduce the complexity of these simulations, they are divided into 
separate link and system simulations with a specific link-to-system interface (ITU-R, 2009) 
or PHY abstraction (Roche et al., 2013; IEEE, 2009b). For the simulation of RS, the link 
from a RS to a MS is modelled using the same models as the conventional link between a 
BS and a MS. 
3.6 Performance Metrics 
To appraise the performance of any system, it is very important to choose the most 
appropriate and equitable assessment metrics. In evaluating how the performance of the 
proposed BS switching framework makes a contribution towards green cellular networks, 
the first obvious question is that what actually is meant by green? How can the degree of 
‘greenness’ in cellular networks be defined and measured? The carbon footprint and/or 
CO2 emissions, which are both by-products of the network energy consumption, would 
naturally be considered as a measure of greenness. Another motivation behind green 
cellular networks includes economic benefits (lower energy costs) and better practical 
usage (increased battery life in mobile devices), so a comprehensive evaluation of network 
energy savings or measuring the network EE is a more pertinent choice to reflect 
‘greenness’. Similarly, in measuring the energy savings, it is necessary to satisfy some 
defined QoS provision such as the data rate and/or blocking probability, since these are 
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well-accepted performance metrics by the community (IEEE, 2007; ITU-R, 2009; Imran et 
al., 2012; Auer et al., 2012). As a result, both the data rate and blocking probability have 
been used in this thesis as benchmarks to validate all the performance results. Therefore, a 
range of performance parameters need to be applied to equitably assess the network 
performance in this thesis. These are now briefly described.  
3.6.1 Signal-to-Interference-and-Noise Ratio 
Signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) plays an important role in multiuser 
systems, and is a fundamental parameter for measuring the channel quality of each user. 
Accordingly, the received SINR bmΓ of a MS m from bB can be written as (Yang & Niu, 
2013): 
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where ,
BS
tx bmp  is the transmission power of bB with the distance between bB  and MS m 
being bmd ; B  is the set of BSs; ( )bmPL d  and bmΨ  are the associated PL and shadow fading 
effects, respectively; 0N  and G  are the noise power and antenna gains. The first term in 
the denominator is the interference term and is simply denoted by bI ′  from the interfering 
BS b′B  to the MS m.  
For multi-hop communications, such as relays, the SINR between bB  and MS m via a RS k 
in two time-slots is given by (Fallgren, 2012): 
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where bkΓ  and kmΓ are the SINR for the relay-link (BS-RS) and for the access-link (RS-
MS) respectively, and ,
RS
tx kmp  is the transmission power of RS. 
3.6.2 User Throughput  
The data rate or throughput of a MS m is defined as the number of information bits per 
second successfully delivered or received and this is an important performance metric in 
terms of QoS. According to the classical Shannon formula, the attainable user throughput 
(bits/second) between bB  and MS m  are given by: 
( )max 2log 1m bm
c
Wr
N
= + Γ      (3.3) 
where maxW is the maximum cell bandwidth, which is divided into a number of orthogonal 
channels in a reuse-1 system and cN  is the total number of channels with each channel 
bandwidth being max
c
WW
N
= . Assuming the maximum number of active concurrent MS in a 
cell is the same as cN . Now, for relay-assisted communications between bB  and MS m via 
RS k, the data rate of MS m under the DF scheme is given by (Uddin et al., 2012): 
( ) ( ){ }max 2 2min log 1 , log 12m bk bm kmc
Wr
N
= + Γ + Γ + Γ    (3.4) 
where the ½ scaling factor reflects the transmission between bB  and MS m occupies two 
time-slots. Consequently, the overall system throughput of bB is given by: 
b
b m
m
R r
∈
= ∑
M
      (3.5) 
where bM is the set of MS in cell bB . 
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3.6.3 Energy Efficiency  
Energy efficiency (EE) is a key performance indicator in this thesis as it reflects the 
network energy (or equivalent power) consumed relative to the system capacity. EE ( EEη ) 
in bits per joule is the ratio of the achievable throughput (bits/second) to the total network 
power consumption, which can be derived as (Alam et al., 2012): 
∑
∈
=
Bb T
b
E E
b
P
R
η        (3.6) 
where 
bTP is the total power consumption of bB . 
3.6.4 Percentage of Network Energy Savings 
To measure the percentage energy savings, it is important to ascertain the network energy 
consumed when all BSs are all active or in “always-on” mode (EAO). The network energy 
consumption in this mode for a time period 24D hr= is expressed as (Tranter et al., 2003): 
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Assuming the network energy consumption of the proposed BS switching framework is 
NEWE , then the percentage energy savings achieved with respect to the “always-on” mode 
is given by: 
1 x100%NEWES
AO
EE
E
 
= − 
 
     (3.8) 
3.6.5 Area Power Consumption 
To comparatively evaluate the energy performance of the proposed BS switching 
framework within an area A, the APC is an insightful metric for different traffic variations 
as cell coverage always changes when a BS switches its operational mode. This is defined 
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as the ratio of the average total consumed power to the corresponding network area 
measured in watts per km2 (Fehske et al., 2009): 
A,a r eT o t a l
PP TA P C=   watts/km2     (3.9) 
where ∑
∈
=
Bb
TT bPP  is the total power consumption. 
3.6.6 Cumulative Distribution Function 
In probability theory, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) is defined as the 
probability that an occurred event is below or equal to a given value. The CDF is related to 
the probability density function (PDF) in the following manner: 
∫
∞−
=
x
X d yyfxF )()(      (3.10) 
where FX(x) is the CDF of x and f(x) is the PDF of x. The main purpose of using the CDF 
is to obtain the statistical behaviour of the large amount of data produced by conducting 
Monte Carlo simulation, which has been used to calculate the signal outage probability of 
the BS switching framework and is described in the following subsection. 
3.6.7 Call Blocking and Signal Outage Probabilities 
Communications between the BS and MS can be disrupted due to two reasons:  
i) Call blocking probability, due to the lack of required radio resources for newly 
arrived users;  
ii) Signal outage probability, due to the received signal strength i.e., the received 
SINR, bmΓ  is less than a predefined threshold 0γ .  
Both these probabilities are important parameters that reflect the performance of the 
framework, with the former measuring system performance while the latter measures the 
link quality between the transmitter and receiver. Now, the call blocking probability for a 
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cell, which has cN channels with the offered traffic load being ρ  Erlang can be estimated 
as (Norris, 1998): 
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When a cellular system is designed, the blocking probability should be less than a 
particular predetermined value, thP  = 1% (Gong et al., 2012). 
Given that a user request is not rejected or blocked due to limited radio resources, i.e., a 
link have been established between the user and a BS, if then the instantaneous SINR 
levels of the established link is lower than a predefined threshold 0γ  which guarantees the 
minimum required transmission rate due to the channel fading, then a signal outage will 
occur. The outage probability is defined as the probability of the received SINR bmΓ  being 
less than a predefined threshold, so p% outage value means (100 – p)% users are 
performing at or above the threshold. Let ( )out bmP d  denote the outage probability at the 
MS m with a distance bmd  between the MS and the served BS. The signal outage 
probability at distance bmd  is then given by (Cao et al., 2010; Alam et al., 2012): 
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where ( )*Φ  is the CDF of standard normal distribution with standard deviation σ .  
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3.6.8 Base Station Switching Overheads 
As BS switching techniques involve changing between different BS operating modes, they 
will inevitably consume some energy, even if this is very small. While the switching 
energy costs will be negligible in most of models proposed in this thesis, the BS switching 
overhead is an important parameter in critically evaluating the performance of the MMBS 
framework in Chapter 7. This is because the MMBS framework will incur a higher number 
of switching instances due to its multi-mode operation.  
If TN  is the total number of instances over time period D  per BS at which the algorithms 
are executed by bB , then, the average percentage of instances at which switching occurs 
can be expressed as (Hossain et al., 2013a): 
( )
1 1
1 ( ), ( 1) x100%
BS TN N
SW b b
b tBS T
N XOR A t A t
N N = =
 
= − 
 
∑ ∑ ; { }( ) 0,1 ,bA t b= ∀  (3.13) 
where ( )bA t  is the operating mode of bB , which will be explaining in Section 4.2.1, and 
XOR  is the exclusive OR  operation between the current and previous modes of bB . 
BS switching delay can be considered as a contributory factor to the QoS in any BS 
switching technique. Since the switching decisions will be taken based on a predefined 
interval between two consecutive switches, i.e., T0 = 1hr in Chapter 4 and T0 = 15min in 
the other chapters, and switching decisions are made only if certain conditions are fulfilled 
within the interval T0, it is reasonable to assume that switching delays between two 
switches will be negligible and so can be ignored. Moreover, there can be some delay in 
exchanging traffic information among BSs, though this delay has also been ignored 
because as discussed in Section 3.3.2, it is assumed there are dedicated links between BSs.  
3.7 Simulation Platform  
Over the past years, a variety of software packages has been developed, which have been 
widely used to simulate communication systems. Simulation models can be built using a  
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Table 3.2: Simulation platform specifications. 
MATLAB Version PC Specifications 
MATLAB 7.10/R2010a 
Processor Intel® Core
TM 2 Duo E7500 (2.93GHz, 
1066MHz FSB, 3MB L2 Cache) 
RAM 3GB 
Hard Disk 160GB, 8MB Cache, 7200 RPM 
OS Windows XP Professional SP3 (64-bit) 
 
general-purpose programming language such as C/C++, Java or FORTRAN and writing 
the appropriate code, or by using a graphical model builder such as SIMULINK or 
OPNET. The graphical model builders are relatively simple to use by clicking and 
dropping functional blocks on the computer screen and linking them together to create a 
simulation model in a hierarchical block diagram form. However, models can have a 
number of representations ranging from floating-point sub-routines to bit-level 
implementations of sub-routine models.  
As an alternative to using a graphical block diagram editor for model building, one could 
use an intermediate (pseudo) language such as the MATLAB command language, which is 
one of the popular numerical computing environments and programming languages. 
MATLAB was chosen as the main system modelling tool for this thesis to demonstrate 
original concepts, for problem solving, and for rigorous comparison with the baseline 
model described in Section 3.3. There are a number of persuasive reasons for adopting 
MATLAB. Firstly, it combines excellent computational capabilities with easy-to-use 
graphical capabilities. It also contains a rich library of pre-programmed functions (m-files) 
for generating, analysing, processing and displaying signals together with specially 
developed add-on libraries (toolboxes) for communications and signal processing. It is also 
easy for MATLAB users to generate new m-files for user-dependent applications. 
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Additionally, MATLAB code is very concise, making it possible to express complex 
digital signal-processing (simulation) algorithms using relative few lines of code and 
although MATLAB is relatively slow compared to the basic C/C++ or Java, running the 
MATLAB codes in powerful computers can overcome these slow execution speeds. For 
this thesis, the PC specifications and MATLAB version used are summarized in Table 3.2. 
3.8 Performance Validation 
Verification and validation techniques were applied throughout the simulator development 
process of the new proposed framework. Using MATLAB, the design was refined through 
rapid iterations and verification cycles in an interactive test environment. Early in the 
development process, design and coding errors such as integer overflow, division by zero, 
and dead logic in models were detected using formal verification methods (Mathworks, 
n.d.).  
In order to validate the system simulator, the performance of the baseline cellular model 
was firstly estimated through Monte-Carlo simulations by properly setting the system 
simulator parameters in verifiable test scenarios. A performance evaluation methodology 
was followed according to the ITU-T evaluation guidelines (ITU-R, 2009), discussed in 
Section 3.3 and 3.4. For verification purposes, hexagonal cells without any coverage gaps 
between consecutive cells were considered, while the traffic arrival process was modelled 
as a Poisson process, and as discussed in Section 3.3.3, this is normal practice in cellular 
traffic modelling.  
The initial approach to the simulator validation was to test the operation of the baseline 
system using appropriate system parameter setting which were congruent with the 3GPP 
LTE  (3GPP, 2010d) according to a number of logical consistency checks. For example, 
the corresponding LTE performance bounds such as capacity CDF, power and simulated 
radio behaviour as a function of distance were established for validation purposes and 
checked so as to establish suitable confidence levels when evaluating the results and 
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verifying the performance of the proposed BS switching framework under different test 
scenarios. The advantage of using 3GPP LTE standard values as the test parameters is that 
the proposed BS switching framework can be validated against the performance limits of a 
baseline LTE system. Moreover, the assessment metrics described in Section 3.6, were 
determined and compared with the baseline performance for each of the presented 
scenarios. Detailed critical performance analysis is provided in every respective chapter 
upon the behaviour of the developed systems and models.  
3.9 Summary 
This chapter describes how the system modelling tasks are conducted in this thesis. The 
system model methodology, simulation framework, tools used and the key performance 
indicators have been formally presented in this chapter. MATLAB has been adopted as the 
main simulation tool and a Monte-Carlo simulation approach applied to generate 
statistically meaningful results, with all results being compared with a baseline model for 
each scenario. Finally, a brief discussion on the verification of the simulation approach has 
been provided. The next chapter will present the first contribution to the new BS switching 
framework. 
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Chapter 4 
Relay-Assisted Base Station Switching – A Fixed 
Threshold Approach 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter discusses energy reduction in cellular networks by exploiting the dynamic 
nature of cellular traffic load profiles. Recently, (Marsan et al., 2009, 2011; Zhou et al., 
2009; Oh & Krishnamachari, 2010; Niu et al., 2010; Weng et al., 2011; Elayoubi et al., 
2011) have proposed the BS sleeping strategy in various forms to reduce energy 
consumption in network operations by either powering down or putting certain BSs to 
sleep during low-traffic periods. While such dynamic schemes regulate the EE by 
switching the BS to active/sleep mode depending on network traffic variations, sustaining 
QoS provision to the cells that have been switched off raises major design challenges. For 
example, ensuring regulatory constraints are upheld, protecting spatial coverage, and the 
inevitable increasing transmit power consumption to service those MS, called off-cell MS, 
located in sleeping cells. Therefore, the active neighbouring BSs must guarantee to protect 
spatial coverage, which requires the neighbouring BSs to increase their transmission power 
to serve the off-cell MS.  
A literature survey on the BS sleeping strategy was discussed in Section 2.7.4. The main 
focus of the BS sleeping strategy has been to improve the EE of cellular networks either by 
minimizing the number of active BSs with certain QoS constraints or proposing different 
switching schemes and critically analysing their relative performance. For example, most 
existing BS sleeping strategies are based on the assumption that each BS is able to fully 
cover its neighbouring cells, which may not be practical given both the limited transmit 
power and current cell deployment, thus creating coverage holes. Another assumption is 
that each MS is required to maintain a minimum QoS, but this may not be the same as 
when all BSs are active, which is usually higher than the minimum QoS. As a result, by 
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employing the BS sleeping approach, some MSs will get better QoS when they are located 
within the active cell coverage, while others located in a sleeping cell will have a reduced 
QoS. In other words, the network can be seen as a worse service provider due to the 
reduced QoS when it decreases the number of active BSs for conserving energy while 
network operators are keen to provide the best QoS to users in a competitive market. From 
the sustainable business point of view, providing reduced QoS for energy savings is neither 
an acceptable nor a viable solution. In addition, from a MS power consumption 
perspective, the energy consumption for off-cell MS will be increased due to the higher 
transmit power dissipation for the increased propagation distance between the serving 
neighbouring BSs and the off-cell MS. As a result, the battery lifetime for off-cell MS will 
be significantly reduced during low-traffic periods when some BSs turn to sleep mode, as 
the main constituent is transmission power. Although most existing approaches are able to 
provide a certain level of energy saving, the aforementioned discussion and literature 
review (Chapter 2) confirms there is a gap between protecting the service coverage and 
upholding the QoS for off-cell MS. It is therefore, imperative to develop a new solution 
which guarantees the service coverage without degrading the QoS of off-cell MS within 
the BS switching model. 
Recently, relays (Yang et al., 2009; Wu & Feng, 2012) have been considered as a low-cost 
solution not only for extending coverage, but also for improving the QoS. Besides, the 
low-cost and low-powered relay technology has been pursued very actively by XG 
broadband systems such as LTE-A (3GPP, 2010b; Iwamura et al., 2010) and IEEE 802.16j 
mobile WiMAX (IEEE, 2009a; Yang et al., 2009). In the above context and by taking 
advantage of relay technology, this chapter develops a BS switching framework for 
enhancing the EE as well as for providing better QoS for the off-cell MS. In this 
framework, a RS is deployed in each cell and is collocated with the corresponding BSs. 
The BSs and RSs operate in opposite modes, so at any time instant, when a BS is in sleep 
mode, the collocated RS operates in active mode and vice-versa. As a result, it can be said 
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that each BS can operate in either an active (standard BS operation) or RS modes at any 
instant and is able to alter its operating modes between them. The new proposed BS 
switching paradigm is termed the BS-RS switching model and is illustrated in Figure 4-1(a) 
for a 7-cell cluster scenario. Within a cluster, only the centre BS is in active mode, while 
the other six BSs can be in RS mode during low-traffic conditions. 
The rationale for switching from a BS to RS mode is to ensure those MS that would be 
served by the switched off-cell and may for instance suffer deep fading, are still able to 
receive a similar level of QoS. Furthermore, as the propagation distance has been 
shortened between the off-cell MS and serving BSs via the RS as shown in Figure 4-1(b), 
the required MS transmit power is concomitantly reduced compared with the existing BS 
sleeping model (Marsan et al., 2009, 2011; Zhou et al., 2009; Oh & Krishnamachari, 2010; 
Niu et al., 2010; Weng et al., 2011; Elayoubi et al., 2011; Bousia, Antonopoulos, et al., 
2012). A comparative transmission strategy for both the BS-RS switching and BS sleeping 
models is also presented in Appendix A for completeness. 
 
(a) 
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(b) 
Figure 4-1: (a) Example layout showing the base station (BS) and switched relay station (x-
RS) arrangement; and (b) Transmission strategies for the BS-RS switching model at low-
traffic conditions. 
4.2 System Model, Assumptions and Problem Formulation 
4.2.1 System Model and Assumptions 
The network scenario shown in Figure 4-1(a) is a cluster of 7-cells without sectoring for 
simplicity, and is assumed for the analysis of the proposed BS-RS switching model. Both 
the system model and the associated assumptions used in this chapter are summarized 
below: 
1) Each BS within the cluster is denoted by bB  for b = 1, 2,…, and 7, with the set of 
BSs denoted by B  where 1B  is the centre BS of the cluster and 2B , …, 7B  are the 
neighbouring BSs of 1B . 
2) Within a cluster, the centre BS is always in active mode, with the other BSs having 
the capability to switch to active and sleep modes depending on their traffic 
conditions.  
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3) In each cell, a RS is deployed and is collocated with the corresponding BS. The RS 
also has the capability to switch between active and sleep modes. When the RS is in 
operational mode, the maximum coverage of a RS is the same as the BS. 
4) When a BS is switched to sleep during low-traffic periods, the corresponding 
collocated RS is triggered to switch into active mode. This means that each BS can 
switch its operating mode between the active and RS mode while both always 
operate in opposite mode. In other words, for simplicity, each BS has two modes: 
active, bA = 1 and RS mode, bA  = 0, where bA  is the mode activity factor (MAF) of 
bB . The switched RS is denoted as x-RS throughout the thesis as shown in Figure 4-
1(b), so as to distinguish it from the other RS deployed within a particular cell.  
5) All BSs are interconnected via dedicated connections as described in Section 3.3.2 to 
share information to support any usage in the cluster. Additionally, Kanesan & Ng 
(2012) showed that radio-over-fibre techniques are possible as an alternative to a 
wireless interface structure between the BS and RS. In this case, the dedicated links 
between the BS and RS can be utilized as the relay link (between BS and RS) and is 
an exemplar of avoiding severe propagation fading caused by the wireless relay link. 
When any BS is in the RS mode, the off-cell MS are successfully handed over to the 
neighbouring active BSs, with any handover delay ignored. Therefore, the off-cell MS are 
served by the centre BS either directly or via the x-RS under the transmission strategy for 
the BS-RS switching model illustrated in Figure 4-1(b). For the x-RS assisted 
communications between the BS and off-cell MS, an amplify-and-forward (AF) relay 
protocol is adopted in this chapter due to its simplicity, low-cost implementation and very 
short delay. This relay-assisted BS switching model not only reduces the transmission 
power but also improves off-cell MS throughput. However, BS switching between the 
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active and dormant6 modes is, in general, critically dependent on when and which BS 
should be switched to active/dormant mode and under what conditions the switching 
decision is determined. Before formally introducing the problem and the BS switching 
strategy, the power consumption model for the new BS-RS switching model is described in 
the following subsections. 
4.2.2 Power Consumption Model 
According to the power consumption model described in Section 2.5, a linear model 
predicts the power consumption of bB . Since each BS operates in two modes (active and 
RS mode) in the BS-RS switching model, with each mode consuming different powers, the 
total power consumed by bB  in (2.1) can be expressed by incorporating the MAF bA  as: 
( ) ( ) ( )RSfRSbtxRSbBSfBSbtxBSb
RSTBSTT
PPaAPPaA
PPP
b
+⋅⋅−++⋅⋅=
+=
,,
,,
1
       (4.1) 
where the first expression is for the BS power consumption and is the same as (2.1), while 
the second term reflects corresponding transmission power, scaling factor and fixed power 
components of the x-RS as signified by RSbtxP , , RSa , and RSfP , respectively. For both the BS 
and x-RS, the maximum transmission power constraint must be satisfied, i.e., BStxBSbtx PP max,, ≤  
and RStxRSbtx PP max,, ≤ , where 
BS
txP max,  and 
RS
txP max,  are the maximum transmit power of each BS 
and the x-RS. Since the RS is a simple, low-powered radio station with comparatively less 
complex equipment, both the scaling factor and fixed power consumption parameters of 
the x-RS are much less than for the macro BS as shown in Table 2.1, i.e., RSBS aa >  and 
RS
f
BS
f PP >  (Lee et al., 2011; Richter et al., 2009).  
6When a BS changes from active to either sleep (BS sleeping) or RS mode (BS-RS switching), it switches 
from active to dormant mode. 
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The power model in (4.1) is also a function of the MAF bA  for bB , so the total power 
consumption is dependent upon the operating mode of bB . When bA = 1, bB is active and 
the second term in (4.1) which accounts for the x-RS is zero. The reverse is also true when 
bA = 0. Moreover, since the performance of the new BS-RS switching model is to be 
compared with the existing BS sleeping model in order to study the effectiveness of the 
new model, the power model expression in (4.1) can also be seen as a generalized power 
model for both cases. This means that (4.1) can also be applied to the BS sleeping model, 
in which there is no x-RS, so the second term, ,T RSP  in (4.1) can simply be set to zero. 
From the MS power consumption perspective, the main constituent is transmission power, 
which increases with the distance between the MS and the serving BS due to PL and 
shadowing effects. It is assumed that each MS is capable of autonomously adapting its 
transmit power according to the LTE uplink (open-loop) power control scheme (3GPP, 
2009b; Bulakci et al., 2013) that is given in dBm as:  
( ))(log10,min 100max,, mmMStxMSmtx dPLMPPP ⋅++= α           (4.2) 
where MSmtxP ,  is the transmit power of the MS m,  
MS
txP max,  is the maximum allowed transmit power of the MS,  
0P  is the user-specific (optionally cell-specific) power offset parameter that is used 
for controlling the received signal power target to ensure a minimum QoS,  
mM  is the number of primary resource block (PRB) in LTE allocated to each MS,  
α  is a cell-specific PL compensation factor that can be set to 0 and between 0.4 
and 1 with a step size of 0.1,  and  
PL(dm) is the DL PL estimate between the MS m and the BS/RS.  
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If 1=α , the PL is fully compensated in order to reach the target received power 0P  and the 
resulting scheme is called fully-compensated power control (FCPC). This means all MS 
receive signals with the same power at the BS irrespective of their locations. For a given 
0P  value, FCPC improves the cell-edge user performance at the cost of increased ICI due 
to higher transmit power levels. Assuming that there are MSN  MS in the network, then the 
total MS power consumption can be expressed by using (4.2) as: 
∑
=
=
MSN
m
MS
mtxULT PP
1
,,       (4.3) 
It can be seen both from (4.2) and (4.3) that the required total transmission power for MS 
to communicate with the associated BS/RS depends on their channel conditions, which are 
related to the distance between the transmitter and receiver. The closer the MS is located to 
its receiver, the less transmission power is required for successful communication between 
them.  
4.2.3 Problem Formation and Solution 
Assume the number of available channels (equivalent to the total number of PRB) in every 
cell is RBN  for transmission with a channel bandwidth of max
RB
WW
N
= , where maxW  is the 
maximum cell bandwidth. For simplicity, it is assumed that each user is allocated to one 
PRB so the maximum number of users in a cell bB  is MSN = RBN  and different frequency 
bands are used by adjacent cells so ICI can be ignored. The overall throughput of bB  is 
thus the aggregate of the capacity of each MS m served in the coverage area of bB  and can 
be derived using Shannon formula (Shannon, 1948) as: 
( )∑
=
Γ+=
MSN
m
bmb WR
1
2 1log                    (4.4) 
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where bmΓ  is defined in (3.1). In the case of the BS-RS switching model, off-cell MS will 
be served by neighbouring active BSs via the corresponding x-RS. As such, the achievable 
throughput for the off-cell MS m can be determined from (3.4) and (3.5). 
To analyse the MS power consumption, it is assumed that each MS m can achieve a 
prescribed minimum data rate minr . If MSmtxP ,  is the MS transmission power, which 
guarantees minr  for the MS m with the propagation distance md  between the serving BS 
and the MS m, then according to Shannon formula it must satisfy the following:  
/10
0 ,
min 2
10
log 1
mMS
tx m
n
m
P
r W
d
ξη ⋅ ⋅
= +  
 
                (4.5) 
where 
0
0
0 N
G
=η  includes the effect of the antenna gain 0G  and thermal noise 0N . The 
signal attenuation at the distance md is given by nbmd
−  where n  is the PL exponent, and the 
shadow fading /1010 mΨ follows a lognormal distribution ( )2~ 0,m σΨ N . Therefore, (4.5) 
can be written as: 
( )min /
, /10
0
2 1
10 m
r W n
mMS
tx m
d
P
η Ψ
− ⋅
=
⋅
               (4.6) 
(4.6) reveals the transmission power depends on dm, so to achieve a given minr , the aim is 
to always maintain the minimum distance between the transmitter and receiver to reduce 
propagation attenuation. In the BS-RS switching model, since the RS is collocated with the 
BS, each off-cell MS will experience the same propagation distance between the neighbour 
serving BS and the MS, whenever the BS is switched to RS mode. On the other hand, this 
distance can be significant on other models (Marsan et al., 2009, 2011; Zhou et al., 2009; 
Oh & Krishnamachari, 2010; Niu et al., 2010; Weng et al., 2011; Elayoubi et al., 2011; 
Bousia, Antonopoulos, et al., 2012), which will ultimately force both the BS and MS to use 
higher transmission powers. 
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From (4.1) and (4.4), the EE of a cell (3.6) in bits per joule is: 
∑
=
=
B
1b T
b
E E
b
P
R
η              (4.7) 
where B denotes the size of the set B . To attain a high EE while concurrently guaranteeing 
the QoS for each user, the design objective is to turn off as many BSs as feasible and 
switch to the RS mode during zero-to-medium traffic periods. Thus, to maximize the EE, a 
design problem can be formulated with a minimum data rate and transmit power 
constraints as: 
E E
bA
ηm a x
                  (4.8) 
s.t.           , , ,max
1
,
RBN
BS BS BS
tx k tx b tx b
k
p P P
=
= ≤ ∀ ∈∑ B B              (4.8a) 
( )2 minlog 1 ,bmW r m+ Γ ≥ ∀                      (4.8b) 
and { } { }1,,1,0)( +∈∀∈ ttxxAb                            (4.8c) 
(4.8) is the objective function to maximize the EE of the model. The constraint (4.8a) 
defines the upper bound of the BS transmit power that cannot be violated, while constraint 
(4.8b) ensures the data transmission rate of each MS is larger than or equal to minr . The 
MAF of bB , bA  can only be in one mode at any given time instant as defined by (4.8c), so 
at time t, the EE maximization problem in (4.8) is to determine the set of active BSs 
subject to the transmit power, rate and load constraints. The BS switching depends upon the 
traffic load at time t and this is performed on an hourly basis throughout the day, so the 
MAF bA  for all b ∈B B  only changes every hour, i.e., the minimum mode holding time, 
0T =1hr. The objective function in (4.8) can be numerically solved using an exhaustive 
search algorithm based on the BS switching strategy described in Section 4.3. The 
minimum energy consumption performance of both the BS-RS switching and BS sleeping 
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models (Niu et al., 2010; Oh & Krishnamachari, 2010) will then be analysed. Note, in the 
case of BS sleeping, when the numerator of (4.7) for bB  in sleep mode is zero, i.e., 0bTP = , 
while the corresponding bR  is also zero as all traffic is handed over to its neighbouring 
BSs, the resultant outcome of (4.7) is indeterminate. To avoid the unexpected situation, 
EEη  is set to zero when bA = 0.  
4.3 Base Station Switching Strategy 
Since the BS switching depends on the instantaneous traffic profile of each cell and the 
traffic profile of bB , htt bb ⋅= )()( λρ  is a time varying function over a 24hr period, it is 
assumed as in Oh & Krishnamachari, (2010) that BSs only know the approximate 
sinusoidal traffic profile with mean, X  and variance V, and is defined by (Oh & 
Krishnamachari, 2010): 
 ( )( ) cos 2 ( ) /b t V t D Xρ π θ= ⋅ + +      (4.9) 
 
Figure 4-2: Approximate normalized traffic profile in an arbitrary cell with X  = 0.5, V = 
0.48, and D = 24hr. 
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An illustration of the approximate traffic profile over a 24hr period for an arbitrary cell 
with X = 0.5, V = 0.48 and D = 24hr is shown in Figure 4-2. The approximated traffic 
profile is normalized based on the 100% traffic handling capacity of a BS, which can be 
less than the peak-traffic load conditions within the cell. Since the switching decision will 
be taken on an hourly basis, there will be 24 time instants, i.e., t = 1, …, 24. When the 
instantaneous traffic profile of bB  is lower than a predefined fixed threshold, called the 
switching threshold thρ , the BSs can be switched to RS mode, which potentially reduces 
network energy consumption. In this section, the rationale behind the BS switching strategy 
using a fixed switching threshold will be introduced, based on the work of Oh & 
Krishnamachari, (2010), before the switching assumption is subsequently relaxed in later 
chapters. In the context of a fixed threshold approach, two-load profile categories are 
defined on which the proposed BS-RS switching principle is modelled:  
Case I: Zero-to-medium traffic period: During this period, certain BSs are switched off to 
conserve energy when their presence is not essential for the proper operation of the 
network, with low-powered, collocated RS alternatively being used to cover the area of the 
switched-off cell. For example, bB  can be switched to RS mode (x-RS) provided that a set 
of neighbouring active BSs, bN  of bB  are able to handle all the MS currently served by 
bB . When bB  is allowed to switch to RS mode at a decision instant 
off
bt , the approximate 
handover traffic )( offbtρ of bB  is distributed among bN  according to their own traffic 
profiles. This means traffic loads 1 2( ), ( ),..., ( )b
off off off
b b bt t tρ ρ ρ′ ′ ′N  will be distributed to the 
1st, 2nd,…., bN -th neighbouring active BSs, respectively. For simplicity, the handover 
traffic is assumed to be equally distributed amongst the neighbouring active BSs for 
homogeneous traffic conditions among cells, so the handover traffic of each neighbouring 
active BS is approximated by: 
1 2( ) ( ).. . ( ) ( ) /b
off off off off
b b b b bt t t tρ ρ ρ ρ′ ′ ′= = =N N      
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The new cell traffic load for each of the neighbouring active BSs when Bb is switched to 
RS mode at offbt  is then: 
1( ) ( ). 1 ; 1,2, ,off offi b b b
b
t t iρ ρ
 
= + ∀ = ⋅⋅⋅  
 
N
N
           (4.10) 
So in general, when bB  is switched to RS mode at decision time t, when the MAF bA  is 
actually set to 0, the following two conditions must be satisfied: 
max
1( ) ( ). 1 , 1, 2, ,i b
b
t t iρ ρ ρ
 
= + < ∀ = ⋅⋅⋅  
 
N
N
        (4.11) 
and 
t hb t ρρ <)(       (4.12) 
where maxρ is the maximum traffic load that each neighbouring active BS is able to handle 
and thρ  is the predefined fixed switching threshold. The choice of thρ  is critical to 
performance as a higher switching threshold gives higher energy saving, but can become 
compromised by a higher blocking probability, and vice-versa. The most appropriate 
choice for thρ  will be discussed in Section 4.4.2, in conjunction with the blocking 
probability constraint. 
When switching back from dormant to active mode, i.e., from x-RS to BS mode, the 
neighbouring BSs are required to keep track and share the received handover traffic for a 
specific cell, i.e., bB . The basic process of turning on bB  is: when the total handover 
traffic )(tbρ from cell bB  to its neighbouring active BSs becomes equal to the threshold 
thρ , any of the neighbouring active BSs can request bB  to wake-up. Thus, the 
corresponding traffic profile condition to be upheld is: 
t hb t ρρ ≥)(            (4.13) 
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Although a homogeneous traffic condition is considered amongst cells, all BSs are not 
switched to RS mode at the same time due to the service coverage guarantee and hence, 
there will be a varying number of active BSs at each decision time.  
Case II: High-traffic period: In this scenario, all BSs actively provide services as most of 
the cells will have a traffic load greater than the switching threshold thρ .  
There can be situations where some cells become more over crowded than others, which is 
a special case in real cellular networks (e.g., sporting or concert events). In this scenario, 
the blocking probability for the crowded cell can be very high. Since the BS switching 
strategy is based on the assumption that BSs have the ability to expand their service 
coverage depending on their traffic demand, this cell coverage expansion capability can be 
alternatively viewed as a load balancing technique. This is done by migrating some traffic 
from overly crowded to less crowded cells (Niu et al., 2010; Son et al., 2009). By applying 
load balancing techniques, the traffic load in a particular cell can be lowered to below thρ , 
which then satisfies the switching condition in (4.11) and (4.12). However, care must be 
taken for resource allocation due to the increased ICI. As the focus of this chapter is upon 
verifying the proof-of-concept behind the proposed BS-RS switching model, this particular 
load balancing issue is outside the scope of the chapter and will not be considered further, 
though a different view of the load balancing techniques will be exploited in the design of 
the comprehensive cellular model in Chapter 7. 
The BS switching strategy described above can also be applied to the BS sleeping model 
where off-cell MS are served directly by the active neighbouring BSs whereas in the BS-RS 
switching they are served by the active neighbouring BSs with the help of the x-RS. A 
number of benefits ensue from adopting the new BS-RS switching model compared to the 
traditional BS sleeping approach (Niu et al., 2010; Oh & Krishnamachari, 2010). These 
include:  
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i) maximising the EE and minimising the average energy consumption in the Case I 
scenario for both the BS and MS;  
ii) maintaining the similar coverage and QoS as with all BSs in full-working modes; 
iii) lower outage probability. 
The rationale is that the energy consumption of the proposed model can be minimised by 
switching high-powered macro BSs to low-powered RSs without degrading the QoS, 
which also results in maximising the EE. A similar level of QoS is maintained by keeping 
all MS at the same propagation distance from the BS via the x-RS compared to the BS 
sleeping model, which also results in lower signal outage.  
4.4 Simulation and Results Analysis 
4.4.1 Simulation Settings 
To critically assess the performance of the new BS-RS switching model, a homogeneous 
network comprising of seven cells is considered, as shown in Figure 4-1(a), with both the 
BS and MS perspectives being analysed. All results are based on a cluster of seven cells 
with ISD of 500m unless otherwise specified. Table 3.1 details all the simulation 
environment parameters, which were chosen to be congruent with the specifications of 
international standard bodies (ITU-R, 2009; 3GPP, 2010d, 2010c). In this simulation, the 
maximum transmission power of 30dBm and 21dBm are considered for the RS and MS, 
respectively, i.e., RStxP max, = 30dBm and 
MS
txP max, = 21dBm while the power model 1 in Table 
2.1 is considered for the linear power model parameters of a macro BS in (4.1). The power 
consumption parameters for the RS are chosen as RSa = 7.84 and 
RS
fP = 71.5W (Lee et al., 
2011) and it is assumed that there can be up to 25 MS in each cell such that each MS can 
be allocated to at least 1PRB during peak periods while maxW =5MHz. Hourly time 
intervals were used in the analysis i.e., the switching decision was taken once every hour 
and the MAF, ,bA b∀  does not change within the one hour time slot. The various hourly 
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interval results for both BS-RS switching and the BS sleeping strategies were then averaged 
and compared across an entire day.  
4.4.2 Simulation Results 
Firstly, the feasibility of determining the predefined switching threshold, thρ , in the 
switching strategy presented in Section 4.3, was studied. The switching threshold is a key 
design parameter for energy efficient operation of a BS in a network (Oh & 
Krishnamachari, 2010; Oh et al., 2013). If thρ  is set too high, then a higher number of BSs 
can be switched to dormant mode, which results in higher achievable energy savings. 
However, the higher the number of BSs in dormant mode would also be more likely to lead 
to users in the blocking region due to the creation of coverage holes, transmit power 
constraints, and lack of radio resources. Therefore, a trade-off between the number of BSs 
in dormant mode to conserve energy and the blocking probability for finding the switching 
threshold parameter thρ  is necessary. In this analysis, a network comprising 7x7 hexagonal 
cells (Figure 3-1(b)) is assumed. To find a feasible switching threshold, Figure 4-3 
illustrates comparative results between the number of dormant mode BSs and the blocking 
probability across an entire day for different thρ . The switching decisions are made 
according to the BS switching strategy described in Section 4.3. The results show that when 
thρ  is set to 0.75, for example, almost 65% of BSs are in dormant mode, which incurs a 
greater energy saving. However, this greater energy saving comes at a cost of over 90% of 
users being in blocking region which is an unacceptable situation for any communications 
system. On the other hand, for thρ =0.3, there is negligible average blocking probability of 
≈0.2%, though now only 32% of BSs are in dormant mode during the day. Since the 
objective is to have the maximum number of BSs in dormant mode throughout the day, this 
is best achieved by setting thρ  to a higher value while maintaining the minimum required 
QoS (in terms of the blocking probability). If a network can tolerate a maximum blocking  
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 Figure 4-3: Number of BSs in dormant mode per day for different fixed traffic thresholds. 
probability of up to 5%, the switching threshold thρ  can be set to 0.5 indicated by the 
energy-savings region. However, one can choose a higher switching threshold for more 
energy savings by considering a higher target blocking probability. The increasing region 
of the average blocking probability for thρ >0.5 can be described as the QoS-limited region 
in Figure 4-3. This is because the QoS of the network is highly degraded within the region 
by applying the switching strategy for thρ >0.5. In other words, the right choice of the 
switching threshold determines the energy-savings region to be maximized without 
decreasing the network performance. The fixed value of thρ = 0.5 will be used for the rest 
of the analysis unless otherwise specified.  
Now, the impact of introducing the x-RS in the new BS-RS switching model on the QoS 
level is analysed when certain BSs are switched to the x-RS mode rather than into sleep 
mode. The downlink SINR distributions for all target users are depicted in Figure 4-4(a), 
(b) and (c) with using “always-on”, BS sleeping and BS-RS switching strategies, 
respectively, where red crosses indicate the dormant mode cells. When the network 
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operates in normal operation mode i.e., “always-on” as shown in Figure 4-4(a), the SINR 
distribution in all cells are almost uniform. On the other hand, the SINR distributions, by 
employing the BS sleeping strategy, in certain cells in which the corresponding BSs are in 
sleep mode, are seriously degraded as shown in Figure 4-4(b), thus creating coverage 
holes. It is also noticed that the users around the centre area of all sleep cells are most 
likely to receive degraded SINR due to the high propagation PL distortions. However, the 
contour plot of SINR distribution in Figure 4-4(c) shows that a better SINR coverage in the 
switched cells can still be achievable even when certain BSs are switched to low-power RS 
mode to conserve energy, thus diminishing coverage holes. This was the main motivation 
to deploy an additional low-power RS (x-RS) collocated with the BS in each cell. Even 
though the BS is switched off, the off-cell users will still consistently receive superior 
SINR. 
 
(a) Normal BS operation (“always-on”) strategy 
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 (b) BS sleeping strategy 
 
(c) BS-RS switching strategy  
Figure 4-4: Contour plots of SINR distributions for different BS switching models with BS 
and RS transmission powers of 43dBm and 30dBm, respectively, and the ISD of 1000m 
being used in a 7x7 hexagonal cellular grid. 
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Figure 4-5: Additional average transmit power per BS to serve off-cell MS for a range of 
ISD values with their corresponding data rate requirements. 
As the active BSs need to serve off-cell users located beyond their original coverage range, 
the active BSs are required to increase their transmit power to achieve data rate 
requirements for each off-cell MS. To estimate the required additional transmit power for 
each active BS, link budget analysis was used according to the PL model described in 
Section 3.3.4. The additional transmit power per BS required to serve off-cell MS is shown 
in Figure 4-5. Here, the analysis is based on different ISD of [500, 750, 1000, 1732, 2800] 
metres with the corresponding data rate requirements being [0.73, 0.65, 0.48, 0.41, 0.21] 
bps/Hz respectively according to 3GPP, (2006). It is seen that the required additional 
transmit power percentage of per-BS increases with the ISD. This is due to the increased 
propagation distance between the active BS and off-cell MS with the ISD. The longer 
propagation distance usually means a higher PL with shadowing effects leading to more 
transmission power. For example, in the case of ISD of 500m and 2800m, the worst-case 
location of an off-cell MS can be 500m and 2800m away from an active neighbouring BS, 
respectively. For the ISD of 500m, the active BS can normally be able to cover its 
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neighbouring cell with a small increase (≈2%) in its transmit power. It is required to 
increase the BS transmission power significantly (≈6.5% and over 16% depending on the 
model being used) to achieve the rate requirement for the latter case. It is mentioned earlier 
that the same propagation distance between off-cell MS and the serving neighbouring 
active BS can be maintained via the x-RS with the BS-RS switching model, less additional 
transmit power is required whereas the BS sleeping strategy requires higher transmission 
power due to the significant propagation distance. For example, for the ISD of 1732m, the 
additional transmit power requirement with the BS-RS switching and BS sleeping models 
are 3.7% and 7.09%, respectively. As a result, the addition deployment costs of the 
collocated RS (x-RS) compared to the BS sleeping model with no need for the x-RS 
deployment can be compensated with the higher additional transmit power costs of the BS 
sleeping model. It can be claimed that the deployment of a collocated low-cost RS together 
with each BS can be more beneficial in terms of the energy saving while ensuring 
improved signal quality for all users at all time. 
In Figure 4-6, four hourly snapshots of the energy consumption in each cell of the cluster 
for different traffic scenarios in a day, for example, - (a) early morning at 3:00 am, (b) 
morning at 8:00 am, (c) afternoon at 15:00 pm, and (d) night at 20:00 pm are shown with 
the MAF bA where b = 1, …, 7. The x-axis indicates bB  within the cluster where 1B  is the 
centre BS, which is always active i.e., 1A  = 1. In the early morning when the traffic loads 
in all cells are very low (as in Figure 4-2), only the centre BS is in active mode while it 
allows all its neighbours to switch into RS mode as indicated by the corresponding bA = 0 
in Figure 4-6(a). During the morning and night time when cell traffics are medium, only 
certain BSs are switched to RS mode, for example, [A5, A6, A7] = [0, 0, 0] and [A2, A3, A4] 
= [0, 0, 0] as shown in Figure 4-6(b) and 4-6(d), respectively. However, during the peak-
traffic period in the afternoon, none of the BSs within the cluster are allowed to switch RS 
mode, i.e., bA = 1 for all b as described in Section 4.3 (Case II). As a number of BSs 
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during each decision time are switched to low-power RS mode, the plots clearly reveal the 
improved energy consumption of each of the seven BSs when the BS-RS switching model 
is compared with retaining all BSs as active (“always-on” strategy). For example, in the 
early morning graph (Figure 4-6(a)), a higher energy reduction gain is achieved within the 
cluster while no energy reduction is achievable during the high-traffic period (Figure 4-
6(c)). During medium-traffic periods shown in Figures 4-6(b) and 4-6(d), certain BSs are 
still able to reduce their energy consumption, though it is noted that the centre BS 
consumes more energy within the cluster with the proposed BS-RS switching strategy than 
no switching in all hours, if other BSs are in RS mode. This is due to the off-cell users’ 
services provided by the centre BS when any of its neighbouring BSs is in RS mode. 
Therefore, maximum energy reduction is possible when only the centre BS is in active 
mode while no energy saving is feasible when all BSs are in active mode.  
 
Figure 4-6: Energy consumption snapshots in each cell during four hours of a day (a) early 
morning (5:00 am); (b) morning (10:00 am); (c) afternoon (15:00 pm); and (d) night (20:00 
pm). (blue bar – BS-RS Switching model, red bar – no switching). 
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To ascertain the energy saved in each cell by using the BS-RS switching paradigm 
compared with the traditional method, Figure 4-7 plots the corresponding average 
percentage of energy savings for both the DL (Figure 4-7(a)) and UL (Figure 4-7(b)) 
within a cluster of 7-cells. It can be observed that an overall energy saving of up to 30% 
(DL) has been achieved in different cells depending on the traffic load variations in those 
cells, whereas up to 38% average energy saving is achieved in the UL, which greatly 
increases the MS battery life. In the UL analysis, only the MS transmit power is considered 
and the transmit power was adjusted based on the FCPC scheme in (4.2) with P0 =-91dBm, 
-102dBm and -103dBm for direct, access and relay links, respectively (Bulakci et al., 
2013). Although additional energy will be consumed by the x-RS in the BS-RS switching 
model, this is compensated for by maintaining the same propagation distance between the 
serving BS and off-cell MS via the x-RS. This is because relay-assisted communication 
requires lower transmit power for a given data rate requirement. In contrast, the 
propagation PL for the BS sleeping approach are higher because of the longer propagation 
distances between the serving BS and off-cell MS, so the transmit powers are greater. 
Note, there is no energy saving feasible for the centre BS ( 1B ) because it is always active. 
 
 (a) The DL energy savings (when both the 
fixed and dynamic power consumptions are 
considered). 
(b) The UL energy savings (only the 
transmit power of MS is considered). 
Figure 4-7: Energy savings performance for the BS-RS switching model compared to the 
traditional method during a 24hr period. 
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Figure 4-8: Average DL data rate for the BS-RS Switching model compared to the BS 
sleeping model over a 24hr period. 
To ensure the minimum QoS provision is upheld, the average achievable DL data rate in 
each cell within the cluster was analysed across an entire day, with the corresponding 
results displayed in Figure 4-8. In this context, the maximum transmit power was 
considered, irrespective of the distance between BS and MS. Figure 4-8 reveals that the 
proposed BS-RS switching model improved the average data rate in each cell, with the 
exception of centre cell B1, which is kept active. The graph also confirms the data rates 
achieved by the new model are the same as those when all BSs are active, so there is no 
QoS compromise in securing significantly lower energy consumption. On the other hand, 
the BS sleeping strategy must compromise the QoS to achieve significant energy savings 
due the higher transmit power dissipations. 
As discussed in Section 3.6.7, signal outage is one of the key performance evaluation 
parameters, which reflects the lack of signal strength at the receiver. To evaluate the 
corresponding signal outage performance in the UL, the CDF of the respective received  
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Figure 4-9: Comparative CDF of the received power for a maximum MS transmit power of 
21dBm. 
signal strengths are plotted in Figure 4-9, where the signal outage probability threshold is 
defined in accordance with the LTE specification (3GPP, 2011b). As the maximum MS 
transmit power is usually required in worst-case scenarios, the transmit power of each MS 
was set to MStxP max,  when calculating the signal outage. The corresponding results confirm that 
for the proposed BS-RS switching model, no users will be in the outage region compared to 
≈15% when the BS sleeping strategy is applied. 
In addition to absolute energy consumption, the EE is analysed for increasing cell loads as 
shown in Figure 4-10, where the EE is defined in (4.7) as the capacity per unit energy 
(bits/Joule) as described. It can be observed that the BS-RS switching model always affords 
a more efficient operation at any requested cell load. The EE improvement is due to the 
shorter propagation distance between the serving BS and off-cell MS via the x-RS which 
keeps a similar data rate for off-cell users as shown in Figure 4-8. As the cell load 
increases, the EE also increases because of the higher throughput for a given transmission  
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Figure 4-10: Energy efficiency/Signal outage vs. cell load. 
power. This contrasts with the BS sleeping strategy, which has a slightly lower EE due to 
the increased transmission power for off-cell MS, offsetting any savings made by putting 
certain BSs to sleep. In addition, putting certain BSs in sleep mode means compromising 
the off-cell MS data rate as can be seen in Figure 4-8, which is also a factor in decreasing 
the EE as the cell load increases. This is the reason for the corresponding superior DL 
signal outage performance of the BS-RS switching model for all cell loads. However, users 
experience a higher signal outage with the BS sleeping for all cell loads compared with the 
BS-RS switching and it is even higher for high cell loads. This vindicates the rationale of 
adopting the BS-RS switching paradigm to achieve noteworthy improvements in the EE 
while concomitantly maintaining the QoS provision. 
As has been seen in previous results, both the BS-RS switching and BS sleeping models are 
able to significantly improve the EE for a fixed threshold of thρ = 0.5. Both will now be 
analysed for a larger network scenario (7x7 hexagonal cells) for different switching 
threshold ( thρ ) as depicted in Figure 4-11. A lower value of thρ  implies certain BSs are  
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Figure 4-11: Daily network energy savings with both the BS sleeping and BS-RS switching 
models under homogeneous traffic among cells within a 7x7 hexagonal cell layout. 
switched to dormant only for a small portion of time within a day, but each active BS can 
accept a higher amount of traffic from other BSs. Switching certain BSs to dormant for a 
short time implies lower energy savings. However, for higher thρ  values, which let more 
BS switch to dormant mode for longer periods, a significant amount of network energy can 
be saved. For example, by setting thρ  from 0.3 to 0.7, more than a doubling of energy 
saving is possible in both models, though the BS-RS switching model will always provide a 
higher energy saving percentage at a defined thρ . 
Since every BSs can accept the same amount of traffic from off-cell BS, because 
homogeneous traffic loads are considered in all cells, the amount of network energy saved 
can vary if there is asymmetric traffic between cells. For example, if the homogeneous 
traffic profile of the 7 cells is [0.55, 0.65, 0.55, 0.70, 0.55, 0.75, 0.55], the BS switching 
strategy described in Section 4.3 with thρ  = 0.5 does not allow any BS to switch to 
dormant mode since none satisfy the switching condition (4.11). If however, thρ  is set 
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marginally higher, say for example 0.56, then a number of BSs would be able to switch to 
dormant mode. As a result, the cellular network still has an over provision of capacity, as 
some BSs are still underutilized in such scenarios, even when the traditional fixed 
threshold based switching strategy is employed. It is therefore important to seek to develop 
a BS switching strategy that can both track and respond to network traffic demand with the 
aim of keeping the service provision to a minimum number of active BSs. 
4.5 Summary 
In this chapter, a new BS switching model together with its power model has been 
proposed as an alternative to the BS sleeping strategy to improve the network EE. The EE 
problem has been formally established for the proposed model and solved by an exhaustive 
search at high computational cost. As the EE depends on the number of active BSs at any 
instant of time, the BS switching conditions based on a fixed threshold have been defined. 
The new BS-RS switching model provides a solution to the shortcomings of the BS sleeping 
model, such as coverage holes and QoS degradation by using additional RS collocated with 
each BS. It has been found that energy consumption can be reduced by up to 30% 
compared to the traditional “always-on” mode of operation, especially at low-traffic loads. 
The rationale for the BS-RS Switching model is to guarantee undisrupted communications 
between the MS and BS and thereby ensure the similar QoS level. Using a fixed switching 
threshold for making decisions has one limitation, namely that certain BSs are not able to 
switch their modes even when there are opportunities to save more energy in scenarios 
where cells have different or asymmetric traffic loads. Fixed threshold based switching 
also restricts the mode holding time, which can be extended if the threshold was to be 
made more flexible, which will be the focus in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 5 
Adaptive Base Station Switching – A Relay-Deployed 
Network Scenario 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter proposes an adaptive threshold based BS switching algorithm for enhancing 
the energy saving in a relay-deployed cellular network and investigates both the BS-RS 
switching and BS sleeping models under this algorithm. In existing BS sleeping solutions 
(Niu et al., 2010; Oh & Krishnamachari, 2010; Oh et al., 2013) and even our proposed BS-
RS switching solution (Alam et al., 2012) discussed in Chapter 4, the BS switching 
decisions are taken based on  a fixed traffic threshold. This is not necessarily optimal in 
terms of exploiting the available resources (PRB) of neighbouring BSs. Motivated by the 
high traffic fluctuations over space and time, i.e., the asymmetric nature of cellular traffic, 
a new BS switching algorithm based upon different traffic thresholds at each decision 
instant is proposed. In addition, shared relays (Panah et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2010) are 
deployed to both enhance the cell-edge users’ throughput and support coverage extension 
during any BS switched to dormant mode as described in Section 2.7.5.  The shared-RS 
has multiple antennas with each being associated with a BS. 
5.2 Motivations and Related Works 
As discussed in Section 2.6, current cellular networks are over provisioned due to their 
design criterion to satisfy services and quality requirements based on peak-traffic 
conditions. However, traffic conditions in a cellular network vary significantly both in 
temporal and spatial domains (Oh et al., 2011; Peng et al., 2011). As a result, the traffic 
fluctuations provide a significant margin to conserve the overall network energy by 
switching the underutilized BSs to dormant mode (Blume et al., 2010). However, the 
efforts toward energy awareness often come at the price of worsening the QoS as was seen 
in Section 4.4.2 (see Figure 4-3, 4-4, and 4-8), with effects such as high blocking 
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probability, coverage holes, and off-cell user data rate degradation. The QoS issues have 
been dealt by proposing a new BS-RS switching model in Chapter 4. In both the BS-RS 
switching and BS sleeping models, the switching decisions are usually taken based on a 
fixed switching threshold (Oh & Krishnamachari, 2010; Niu et al., 2010; Oh et al., 2013; 
Zhou et al., 2009; Hossain et al., 2013a), no matter whether there are any possibilities of 
reducing further energy consumption. Since the traffic demand in a cellular network varies 
significantly from cell to cell (even in neighbouring cells), the fixed threshold based 
switching algorithm may still provide overprovision at certain times of a day. For example, 
for a given traffic demand, the fixed threshold based BS switching strategy employed in the 
area may only allow, say, one BS in five to switch to dormant mode, though this amount of 
traffic can be serviced by a single BS. As a result, the cellular network is still 
overprovisioned and some BSs are still underutilized during those scenarios even when the 
traditional fixed threshold based switching strategy is employed. It is therefore important 
to have a BS switching strategy that can track the network traffic demand and can keep the 
service provision to a minimum number of active BSs. 
As already mentioned in section 2.7.5, relay technology can be used for network coverage 
extension and capacity enhancement due to its simplicity, flexibility, ease of deployment, 
and cost effectiveness. The relaying technology is not only able to provide extended 
coverage and improved cell-edge data rate, but is also able to reduce the overall network 
energy consumption (Pabst et al., 2004). By appropriately deploying RSs in the network, to 
reduce the propagation distances between BSs and MSs, the transmission power can be 
saved because of the smaller distances involved between transmitter and receiver and, thus, 
the reduction of propagation PL. Moreover, the “shared relay concept” where multiple BSs 
share the same RS, attributes the interference cancellation, if DF strategy is employed, with 
the minimal infrastructure requirements (Panah et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2010). 
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Figure 5-1: An example of proposed network model. (a) The centre BS is switched to relay 
(x-RS) mode; and (b) three BSs are switched to x-RS mode; where the x-RS serves users in 
the green area and shared RSs deployed at the edge of the cell serve users in the gray zone 
in the off-cells. 
5.3 System Model and Problem Formulation 
This section presents the proposed network model, relay selection and transmission 
strategies, and the problem formulation for energy conservation. In addition, the power 
model for the relay-assisted cellular network is also introduced. 
5.3.1 Network Topology 
A relay-assisted multi-hop network model is considered comprising multiple clusters of 
seven-cell configuration with every macro cell of radius maR  as illustrated in Figure 5-1 
(only one cluster is shown here). Let C  be the set of clusters within the network. The BSs 
are located at the centre of a cell and each BS consists of three directional antennas, each 
serving a different sector of the cell, so each BS is able to provide a coverage area of 
23 3 / 2maR . The six shared RS are also deployed at the edge of each cell at a distance 
3 / 2maR from the centre of each cell with two RSs per sector in order to improve cell-edge 
throughput and to extend cell coverage. Two BSs that have a common cell edge in a 
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regular hexagonal cell grid share a single RS. It is assumed that there are BSN  BSs and 
each BS is denoted by bB  for all b = 1, …, BSN . There is also a RS (x-RS) deployed and 
collocated with each BS, as described in Section 4.2.1, so the total number of collocated x-
RS will be BSxRS NN = , and there are RSN  deployed RSs in the network. Each RS can 
provide a service coverage area of 2rsRπ , as shown in Figure 5-1. In this scenario, each BS 
is able to switch from active to x-RS mode during low traffic period as described in the 
previous chapter and the design model is called the BS-RS switching model. Therefore, the 
off-cell service coverage can be maintained by using the deployed RS and the x-RS if the 
coverage radius of each RS is assumed to be mars RR 5.0= . 
Each deployed (shared) RS equipped with two antennas is able to connect with two 
neighbouring BSs one for each (Song et al., 2008; Peters et al., 2009). It is assumed that 
the deployed RSs can operate in either in-band or out-band as described in Section 2.7.5 
depending upon the operating modes of its associated BSs and MSs’ locations within its 
coverage. When both the associated BSs for a RS are in active mode, the RS operates in-
band. On the other hand, it operates in out-band to provide service coverage to off-cell 
MS, if either BS is in dormant mode while it associates with the other BSs. The relay link 
for x-RS is assumed to be connected by a dedicated backhaul connection, e.g., X2 or 
optical fibre connections. This assumption is reasonable as all BSs are interconnected by 
means of X2 connection in LTE (3GPP, 2008) (see Figure 2-1(b)). 
5.3.2 Relay Selection and Transmission Strategy 
The RS assists in communications between BS and MS by forwarding its data to the 
destination by either AF or DF relay protocols. In this chapter, for the relay transmission, 
the DF relay protocol is used because of its performance advantages over AF, which were 
identified in Section 2.7.5 (Hasan & Bhargava, 2013). In a DF relay, communications 
between BS and MS via a RS occurs in two time-slots. In the first, the RS decodes its 
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received signal, whereas it re-encodes the decoded data and then transmits it to the 
destination in the second time-slot (Fallgren, 2012). It is assumed that all off-cell MS are 
served by neighbouring active BSs via either the deployed RS or x-RS, i.e., there is no 
direct communication link between the BS and off-cell MS. If it is assumed that each cell 
has MSN  users (MS) and 
off
BSN  BSs are switched to dormant mode at a specific time, then 
( )offBSBSonBS NNN −=  active BSs need to jointly serve all ( )MSBS NN ⋅  MS within the network. 
The transmission between the active BS and MS within a cluster is done either directly 
(BS-MS) or via RS with DF relaying.  
If direct transmission is adopted, the attainable user throughput between bB  and MS m can 
be measured by (3.3). When bB  serves a MS m via a RS k associated to it with DF 
relaying, the data rate of MS m can be given by (3.4). However, in order to maintain a 
given minimum data rate minr  for all MS, each BS must guarantee the constraint 
minrrm ≥ to all MS. To develop the RS selection criteria, let us consider that all MS will be 
guaranteed minr . Therefore, the required BS transmission power for MS m is then, for a 
direct transmission case (Zhou et al., 2011): 
( ) ( )
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In the case of relay-assisted communications, the transmit powers required for the 
associated BS and the RS k are (Zhou et al., 2011): 
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The criterion for selecting RS or direct transmission is to minimize the transmission power. 
So, the MS m will be associated with the one that consumes the minimum transmit power, 
i.e., { }{ }( ) ( ) ( )* 1( ) arg min , RSNb bk kmb m m m km p p p == +B . Furthermore, the selection criteria for an 
off-cell MS to choose whether a deployed RS or x-RS depends on the location of the MS, 
i.e., an off-cell MS chooses a RS based upon a distance dependent PL. 
5.3.3 Power Consumption Model and Problem Formulation 
By recalling (4.1), the power consumption model for the relay-assisted cellular network at 
time t with having BSN  BSs and RSN  RS can be expressed as (Lee et al., 2011; Alam et al., 
2012): 
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The first summation of (5.4) includes the power consumption of both BS and x-RS 
incorporating with the MAF bA  for each BS as in (4.1), whereas the deployed RS power 
consumption is included in the second summation term. (5.4) shows that the RS consumes 
a portion of the total power, so in order to measure the amount of energy consumed by the 
RS, it is important to establish a relationship with the BS power consumption. As a result, 
the power model parameters for RS, that is, RSa and 
RS
fP are replaced by BSag.  and 
BS
fPg. , 
respectively, to calculate the influence of the RS power consumption in the proposed 
model relative to the BS energy cost. The factor g is the ratio of RS to BS power 
consumption so reflecting the actual cost of using the RS (Lee et al., 2011; Alam et al., 
2012). Thus: 
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Since the x-RS will only be active when the corresponding BS is in dormant mode, the 
power consumption of those x-RS varies depending on the number of BSs being dormant. 
It is also seen in Section 4.4.2 that the additional energy cost incurred by the x-RS can be 
compensated by decreasing overall transmit power for off-cell MS by reducing their 
propagation distances between the associated neighbouring active BS and off-cell MS.  
Let bM  denote the set of MS within bB , so bMSN M= . From (5.4), the energy savings 
problem of the BS switching model that minimizes the network energy consumption with 
minimum data rate and transmit power constraints, can be formulated as: 
)(min
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(5.6) is a mixed-integer linear programming problem, which is generally NP-hard (that is, 
non-deterministic polynomial-time hard). The optimal solution to (5.6) can be obtained by 
an exhaustive search, though this is computationally intensive. In this design, the BS 
switching decision is made at fixed time intervals of period 0T  based on the traffic 
variations between consecutive periods. Once the BS switching decision has been made 
using the new algorithm, (5.6) becomes a linear programming problem, whose optimal 
result can be obtained in linear calculation time. The following section proposes a 
centralized adaptive threshold based BS switching algorithm under varied traffic loads with 
lower complexity and provides the MAF btAb ∀),( at each decision time t. 
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5.4 Adaptive Threshold based Base Station Switching  
Existing BS switching techniques (Oh et al., 2013; Marsan et al., 2009; Alam et al., 2012) 
often use a fixed traffic threshold based approach for making switching decisions of a BS 
at any time instant t. This fixed threshold based BS switching strategy was mathematically 
developed in Section 4.3, more specifically, in (4.11) and (4.12). However, this may not 
necessarily be optimal in terms of exploiting the available resources (PRB) of 
neighbouring BSs due to the inherent asymmetric traffic profiles amongst cells. In other 
words, there are significant traffic variations among cells (referring to Section 2.6) creating 
opportunity gaps at certain time instants. For example, the fixed switching threshold based 
strategy to switch a BS to dormant mode cannot change thρ  to a higher value even if 
neighbouring BSs will be able to handle more traffic. Intuitively, a higher switching 
threshold while maintaining the requisite QoS affords the possibility of a higher number of 
BSs staying in dormant mode for longer periods, thereby providing lower power operation 
and enhanced network energy savings (see Figure 4-11). As a result, it is necessary to 
embed an adaptive switching threshold, which will be determined prior to taking any 
switching decision in every time instant. This section will firstly present the basic idea 
behind a novel adaptive threshold based BS switching algorithm that dynamically finds the 
best switching threshold based on the instantaneous traffic profile of each BS within each 
cluster in a centralized manner. The algorithm is then formally presented with pseudo code 
and a flow chart. 
5.4.1 Underlying Concept 
Firstly, some notations are introduced to be used in the adaptive threshold based switching 
algorithm, which will dynamically change the switching threshold based on the 
instantaneous traffic loads. Let )(tbρ  be the traffic load profile of bB NBNb ,,1, ⋅⋅⋅=∀ and 
)(tthρ  be the switching threshold at time t. The BS must cooperate to share their current 
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traffic status in choosing )(tthρ . Interactions among BSs are primarily with the immediate 
neighbouring BSs and this is feasible given the current provision of X2 connections in LTE 
systems (see Figure 2-1(b)). The choice of )(tthρ  is made based on each cluster C∈c  to 
avoid a large number of interactions. The traffic load of )(cbB  within C∈c  is denoted by 
)(c
bρ  and the corresponding switching threshold for c is denoted by )()( tcthρ . Initially, the 
MAF )(tAb for each 
)(c
bB  is set to 1 meaning that all BSs are in active mode and )()( tcthρ  is 
set to a low value, say, thρ .  
In order to manage all interactions among BSs, a central controller (CC) is considered that 
receives the traffic condition in each cell, which is periodically updated by all BSs. To 
avoid unnecessary hardware as the CC, one of the active BSs within each cluster operates 
as the CC. A BS )(cbB with the highest traffic at any time instant t can be chosen as the CC 
for a number of time instants. If )(cbB needs to switch to dormant mode at any time, another 
active BS with the highest traffic load becomes the controller within the cluster. 
Depending on the traffic profiles in all cells, the CC will set a switching threshold )()( tcthρ  
for each cluster and then BS with traffic load lower than )()( tcthρ  will be switched to 
dormant mode. When )(cbB  is switched to dormant mode at time t, then 0)( =tAb  and vice-
versa. Once certain BSs are in dormant mode, it is necessary to ensure that the off-cell MS 
are required to handover to their neighbouring active BSs in order to maintain the 
minimum QoS. It is also assumed that each )(cbB  can carry a maximum load of maxρ  at any 
instant. In the following section, the adaptive threshold based BS switching algorithm will 
be described. 
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5.4.2 Adaptive Threshold based Switching Algorithm  
The pseudo code of the adaptive threshold based BS switching is detailed in Algorithm 5.1. 
Initially, the CC first collects traffic load information from all BSs within the cluster c and 
)(cρ  denotes the set of traffic loads within c. A predefined threshold thρ  is set as the 
current threshold )()( tcthρ  at time t (Line 5). The CC then selects 
)(
*
c
bB  whether to switch to 
dormant mode or not according to (4.11) and (4.12) considering the same switching 
threshold as in previous time instant, i.e., )1()( −tcthρ  (Line 7). If the conditions in (4.11) and 
(4.12) are satisfied, all MS )(*cbM in 
)(
*
c
b
B  are distributed among the active neighbouring BSs 
)(
*
c
b
N  (Line 9). Otherwise, the CC will compute a new switching threshold )()( tcthρ  based on 
the instantaneous traffic load in each cell within c (Lines 11-16). To find the adaptive 
threshold )()( tcthρ , the CC then firstly calculates the idle traffic capacity within c such that 
the traffic load of any dormant BS, )(*cbB  can be handed over to other active BSs, as follows:  
)()(max * t
c
bidle
ρρρ −= , { })()( *cbcb B−∈∀ B     (5.7) 
where )(cB is the set of BSs within c. The idle capacity idleρ  within c means that the active 
BSs within the cluster can accept more traffic up to idleρ  at time instant t. Based on idleρ , 
the CC will then take the MAF decision of *( )cbB . Once a switching decision is made, the 
mode holds for a certain period 0T . As many MS will arrive during 0T , the CC will reserve 
traffic handling capability by the active BSs before setting a new threshold )()( tcthρ . 
Therefore, a tolerance margin δ  is introduced in order to reduce the impact of sudden 
traffic changes (Line 12). If )()(* tcbρ  is less than or equal to ( )δρ −idle , then )(*cbB  will 
distribute its full traffic )(*cbM  to BSs in 
)(
*
c
b
N  (Line 13), i.e., the traffic load in )(*cbB  satisfies 
the conditions to switch to dormant mode. Therefore, the number of dormant mode BSs 
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also depends on the choice of δ . A lower value of δ  provides a higher number of dormant 
mode BSs at any time instant and vice-versa, i.e., at δ  = 0, the maximum number of BSs 
will be in dormant mode. For each decision made, the CC acknowledges an update 
( )bcthcb Att ),(),( )()(* ρρ  to other active BSs within c (Line 22). When the switching decisions are 
made for all BSs at time t, optimize power allocation based on ( ) )()( ,),(ˆ cbcb bAt B∈∀ρ  by 
solving problem (5.6) and calculate )()( tP cT  within c (Line 24), where )(ˆ
)( tcbρ is the new 
traffic after handover. 
For convenience, the complete flow-chart of the algorithm is also presented in Figure 5-2. 
The flow diagram is the extended version of the fixed threshold based BS switching 
described in Section 4.3. For comparing both the fixed and adaptive threshold based 
approaches in Figure 5-2, it is interesting to find the similarity between the two. Overall, 
they both rely on the fixed threshold based strategy satisfying the switching conditions 
(4.11) and (4.12) in the left decision box. The only difference is the additional adaptive 
threshold adjustment blocks (shaded box with dotted connections), which opportunistically 
adjust the switching threshold )()( tcthρ . Thus, the new algorithm is able to exploit the traffic 
dynamics that allows more BSs in dormant mode to conserve more energy.  
Algorithm 5.1: Centralized Adaptive BS Switching  
1: Inputs: C , ρ , thρ , B ,M .   Outputs: Ab. 
2: Initialize: C∈c , BB ∈)(c , )()( ccON BB ∈ , ρρ ∈
)(c , )()( ccb ρ∈ρ M∈)(cbM . 
3: FOR each cluster c DO 
4:         The CC collects load profile set )(cρ , )(cB∈∀b . 
5:       Initially: th
c
th t ρρ =)(
)(  
6:         FOR each )(cbB within c DO 
7:           Select a BS with minimum traffic load within c: ( ))()(
)()(*
minarg cb
c
b cc
b
ρ
B∈
=
B
B . 
8:        IF (4.11) & (4.12) are satisfied for )(*
c
b
B with )()( tcthρ as switching threshold 
9:        Distribute all )(*cbM among 
)(
*
c
b
N  
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10:       ELSE      // Finding an adaptive threshold 
11:         Compute the idle capacity, idleρ  by (5.7) 
12:             IF ( )δρρ −≤ idlecb t)()(*  THEN    
13:               Distribute all )(*cbM among 
)(
*
c
b
N                      
14:            Set )()( )()( * tt cb
c
th ρρ =  
15:         ELSE  
16:                   Set δρρ −−= )1()( )()( tt cth
c
th  
17:     END IF  
18:       END IF 
19:     IF φ=)(*cbM  THEN 
20:        0;0)( )(** == cbb tA ρ  
21:      END IF 
22:       Update the status ( )bcthcb Att ),(),( )()(* ρρ  to the CC. 
23:       END FOR 
24: Optimized power allocation based on ( ) )()( ,),(ˆ cbcb bAt B∈∀ρ  by solving problem 
(5.6) and calculate )()( tP cT  within c. 
25: END FOR 
 
Since { }1,0)( ∈tAb  is the operating mode or MAF of ( )cbB  at time t, the percentage of 
dormant mode BSs at time t can be given by: 
{ } %100)(11)(
1
, xtAtP
b
bBSd 







−= ∑
=
B
B
     (5.8) 
And the average percentage of dormant mode BSs over time D = 24hr with employing the 
proposed adaptive threshold based BS switching strategy can be given by: 
%100)(1
0 ,
xdttP
D
P
D
BSdd 





= ∫       (5.9) 
In other words, these expressions also represent the probabilities of a BS to switch into 
dormant mode. 
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Figure 5-2: Flow diagram of the adaptive threshold based BS switching algorithm. 
5.4.3 Distribution of Off-Cell Traffic  
The switching decision is crucial and it is important to take into account three issues: the 
QoS should not be degraded, the cell service coverage should be maintained and the 
network operations must be stable. The QoS can be maintained by appropriately handing 
over off-cell MS to neighbouring active BSs, though this sometimes requires the increase 
of transmission power. As stated earlier, off-cell traffic from a dormant )(cbB  need to be 
distributed to the best combination of the active neighbour BSs )*(cbN  which can support 
their traffic as well as maintain QoS within a target limit. It is assumed that there must be 
at least one active neighbour BS of )(cbB  to support any off-cell MS that allows )(cbB  to 
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switch to dormant mode. For example, in Figure 5-1, each dormant mode BS has at least 
one active neighbour BS.  
To evaluate )*(cbN , 
)(c
bB  first gathers the data of the idle traffic capacity by means of the 
number of available PRB in each of candidate neighbour BS set, ( )cbN . Based on the PRB 
allocation policy, the candidate neighbour BSs are required to support the MS of )(cbB  and 
their own MS, which is needed to be calculated using BS cooperation. Similarly, the 
required addition transmit power for supporting the MS of )(cbB  is also calculated from the 
available MS location data by feeding back from them to the serving BSs. Then, the 
candidate neighbour BSs with minimum additional transmit power are the probable best 
combination )*(cbN . However, MS that are not supported by any 
( )c
bN  due to limited PRB 
and transmit power constraint will be blocked.  
In the switching strategy, BSs with low traffic loads are more likely be in the dormant 
mode. As much traffic load as possible will be handed over to an active neighbouring BS, 
which currently has a higher traffic load. This is because the BSs with high traffic load will 
less likely be in dormant mode within that decision period, so there will not be multiple  
handover for the same off-cell MS. On the other hand, a BS with low traffic load may 
receive little or no handed over traffic, as it is likely one of the BSs has been switched to 
dormant mode next. 
5.5 Numerical Results 
5.5.1 Simulation Settings 
In this section, the performance of the adaptive threshold based BS switching algorithm is 
evaluated and compared with the traditional fixed threshold based BS switching. Firstly, 
the simulation is based on three-sectored cells with each cell having an ISD of 750x3 m 
and six RS are deployed at 2750x3 /  from the centre of each cell with two RS in each  
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Figure 5-3: Asymmetric approximated traffic profiles of a cluster of seven cells. 
sector as shown in Figure 5-1. Different approximated traffic profiles have been generated 
for different cells due to the asymmetric cellular traffic patterns in practice, according to 
(4.9) with different mean, X and variance, V. An illustration of the traffic profiles of a 
cluster (seven cells) is presented in Figure 5-3 whereas symmetric traffic profiles were 
considered in Chapter 4. Channel bandwidth = 5 MHz (i.e., 25 PRB) per sector, RS 
transmit power = 37 dBm, and C  = 3 are assumed while the power model 1 in Table 2.1 is 
used and the rest of the simulation settings are based on Table 3.1. To compare with the 
fixed threshold based BS switching, a threshold of 0.5 is assumed according to the chosen 
value in Chapter 4. In the following simulations, a 15min time resolution is considered, 
i.e., T0 = 15min, so the switching decision was taken once in every 15min and bA , b∀  was 
not changed within the period, T0.  
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Figure 5-4: Illustrating the normalized traffic profile of a cell with fixed and adaptive 
switching threshold levels for δ  = 0. 
5.5.2 Switching Threshold Adaptation 
This subsection provides the threshold adaptation in each decision time t, as shown in 
Figure 5-4. The traffic profile of the central BS is shown as the reference with the fixed 
and adaptive threshold )()( tcthρ  levels. In the adaptive threshold algorithm, no switching is 
allowed in the first hour of the early morning even though the traffic load in the centre cell 
is low. This is because not enough resources or idle traffic capacity idleρ  of neighbouring 
BSs to serve the traffic in the centre cell. In contrast, the BS sleeping allowed the BS to 
switch into sleep mode due to the switching conditions in (4.11) and (4.12) being upheld, 
which results in a higher number of MS being blocked. Interestingly, the results also show 
that the centre BS is allowed to switch to dormant mode even if its traffic profile is in a 
higher range, e.g., )()( tcbρ  = 0.65 at t = 10:30 am. The reason to allow the central BS to 
switch to dormant mode is that other active BSs within the cluster were happy to accept the 
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whole traffic currently serving by the central BS. In other words, since )()( tcthρ  is set to a 
new threshold value at each decision time (see the adaptive threshold adjustment block in 
Figure 5-2), the adaptive threshold )()( tcthρ  is able to track the traffic within a cell 
depending upon the available idle traffic capacity in other cells within the cluster. The CC 
within each cluster usually notifies the current )()( tcthρ  to other BSs. 
Overall, this figure confirms that the adaptive threshold based algorithm provides a 
threshold level for BSs within each cluster, adapting to the instantaneous traffic profiles 
and following the traffic to obtain the maximum time a BS can be in dormant mode. On the 
other hand, the fixed threshold based algorithm will not allow the BS to switch to dormant 
mode if the traffic in the central BS is higher than the predefined fixed threshold thρ , i.e., 
only if it satisfies the switching conditions in (4.11) and (4.12).  
5.5.3 Percentage of Dormant Mode Base Stations 
As discussed in Section 5.4.2, the impact of the tolerance margin δ  in the adaptive 
threshold based BS switching algorithm plays a vital role in decreasing the number of 
active BSs, which in turn reduces the overall energy consumption. Figure 5-5 shows the 
percentage of dormant mode BSs dP  over a whole day in (5.9) for different values of δ . 
For δ  = 0, the highest percentage of BSs is in dormant mode, i.e., 45% and 59% of BSs 
for BS sleeping and BS-RS switching models, respectively. In this case, the proposed 
algorithm ignores any sudden changes in traffic loads within time period T0. However, in 
real cellular traffic, there are sudden changes of incoming traffic loads varying cell to cell. 
To project such incoming traffic, the value of δ  is required to set to a value other than 0. 
Now, for a higher value of δ , a lower number of BSs have the probability that their 
instantaneous traffic loads can be handed over to other active BSs. This is because the 
higher value of δ  makes the new adaptive threshold )()( tcthρ  into lower value just to leave  
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Figure 5-5: Percentage of dormant mode BSs over a whole day. 
a gap between )()( tcthρ  and the actual idle traffic within the cluster. This means the 
algorithm works in a more conservative manner for higher δ . As a result, dP  decreases 
considerably with increasing δ . From the real cellular traffic analysis in Section 2.6 and 
from the approximated traffic profile in Figure 5-3, the incoming traffic or the traffic 
variations within a cluster is not higher than 0.1 within the T0 = 15min time resolution in 
most cases. Therefore, the rest of the analysis will be based on a tolerance margin value 
δ =0.1 unless otherwise specified. Moreover, for δ  = 0.1, nearly 30% and 50% of BSs are 
in dormant mode with the BS sleeping and BS-RS switching models, respectively, which 
are respectable numbers from an energy conservation viewpoint. These results also suggest 
that the CC can set to the right δ  depending on the traffic variations. For example, the CC 
can set δ =0.05 in rural areas, where the traffic variations is not significant whereas it may 
need to set δ =0.1 or higher in urban areas. 
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5.5.4 Energy Savings Performance 
The total network power consumption corresponding to the new adaptive threshold based 
BS switching strategy for three different operation models is presented for a whole day 
period in Figure 5-6. In the traditional “always-on” mode, all BSs and RSs are active all 
the time irrespective of their traffic loads which consumes the most energy (100%). Since 
no BS switching is allowed in this mode of operation, the power consumption is 
independent of the threshold value. In contrast, both the BS sleeping and BS-RS switching 
models reduce energy consumption significantly compared to the “always-on” mode of 
operation. The proposed adaptive threshold based algorithm employed in both models 
reduces energy consumptions by more than 32% and 53%, respectively, compared to the 
fixed threshold based switching algorithm, which offers 20% and 39% savings, 
respectively. With both the fixed and adaptive threshold-based algorithms, the BS-RS 
switching model consistently outperformed the BS sleeping model. The results in Figure 5-
6 are for a tolerance margin δ  of 0.1. For convenience, more energy savings performance  
 
Figure 5-6: The percentage of energy consumption and savings in different BS operation 
modes for a whole day period with δ  = 0.1. 
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results are included in Appendix B for different δ  values, where the adaptive threshold 
based algorithm for both BS sleeping and BS-RS switching models provided higher energy 
savings for δ =0 than that for δ =0.2. 
5.5.5 The Impact of g  
The percentage of energy savings with different strategies discussed above is also 
dependent on the amount of energy consumed by RS. The main reason for deploying RS is 
to improve the user throughput and extend coverage without additional transmit power of 
BSs, which is a significant amount of energy consumed by the active BSs as explained in 
Figure 4-5. The total energy consumed by the RS is assumed to be a fraction, g , of BS 
energy consumption, i.e., the ratio of RS and BS energy consumption. To analyse the 
influence of RS energy consumption, the result relies on (5.5) and is shown in Figure 5-7. 
It can be seen that if RS consumes the amount of energy equivalent to g  =0.07 (7%) of the 
BS energy, then the total energy consumption of the adaptive threshold based algorithm for 
both the BS-RS switching and BS sleeping models are almost the same as that of the 
traditional cellular networks (“always-on”) without RS deployments. This means both 
models are taking the advantages of RS deployment in order to improve user throughput 
and coverage without spending extra energy if g =0.07. On the other hand, it is also 
possible to save energy by choosing 07.0<g .  
Similarly, the fixed threshold based algorithm for both the BS sleeping and BS-RS 
switching models requires slightly lower g  (5% and 6% of BS’s energy, respectively) to 
achieve the same total energy as “always-on” operations without RS deployment. The 
lower RS energy requirement in the BS sleeping model is due to not using x-RS. However, 
the additional x-RS energy requirements in the BS-RS switching model can be compensated 
by reducing the transmission distance between the serving BS and off-cell MS as discussed 
in Section 4.4. In addition, the “always-on” mode of operation with RS deployments  
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Figure 5-7: Total energy consumption with the variation of g (the ratio of RS and BS 
energy consumption) for a certain period in a day. 
consumes the most energy as expected. As g  increases, the total power consumption also 
increases. Therefore, the total power consumption has an impact of the RS power 
consumption, which is necessary to consider in designing RS for relay-assisted cellular 
networks. In this case, the RS power consumption should be less or equal to the mentioned 
percentages of BS’s power consumption in order to have overall energy savings.  
5.5.6 Off-Cell Users’ Throughput 
In Section 4.4, it has been seen that the off-cell MS experience a significant benefit (in 
terms of improving off-cell MS data rates) of switching a BS to x-RS (BS-RS switching) 
rather than entirely turning off a BS (BS sleeping) during low traffic periods. Similarly, the 
benefit of the new adaptive threshold based algorithm for both models is evidenced by the 
off-cell MS throughput curves displayed in Figure 5-8 with respect to different BS transmit 
powers. This clearly shows a significant improvement in off-cell user throughput with the 
adaptive threshold based algorithm in both models performing better than that with the  
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Figure 5-8: Average throughput of off-cell user during off-peak period for different BS 
transmission powers.
fixed threshold approach. For example, off-cell users experience an average throughput of 
up to 3.5bps/Hz and over 8bps/Hz in the BS sleeping and BS-RS switching models 
respectively, for a BS transmission power of 30dBm. This improvement is due to the 
service provided by x-RS to off-cell users located in the green zone (Figure 5-1), which are 
most likely either in a coverage hole or receive a degraded signal quality when a BS goes 
fully into sleep mode. Moreover, the improvements in the average off-cell users’ 
throughput further increases with the BS transmit power up to 6bps/Hz and 10bps/Hz with 
the adaptive threshold based algorithm for both BS sleeping and BS-RS switching models, 
respectively. Overall, these results indicate that the adaptive threshold based BS switching 
algorithm consistently performs well in terms of maintaining a superior off-cell user 
experience in both models while it suits better for the BS-RS switching model. 
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Figure 5-9: System blocking probability versus target data rates using the adaptive 
threshold based algorithm. 
5.5.7 Blocking Probability 
Figure 5-9 presents the system blocking probability for different target rates and tolerance 
margins for the proposed adaptive threshold based algorithm. It can be seen that an 
acceptable system blocking probability is achievable with both the BS sleeping and BS-RS 
switching models at low target data rates. For example, for minr = 0.6 Mbps, the blocking 
probabilities are less than 10-3 for all cases. The results also show that the blocking 
probability can be reduced for both models by setting δ  = 0.2. Setting the tolerance 
margin δ  to higher value makes the network more conservative because the CC leaves 
higher idle traffic capacity for any sudden changes in traffic before setting a new threshold. 
It also illustrates that the BS-RS switching model always provides lower blocking 
probabilities than the BS sleeping model for all target data rates and δ  values. However, 
for higher data rate requirements, both models suffer from higher blocking probabilities 
due to the transmit power constraint. For example, for minr =1.8 Mbps, 4% and 5% of users 
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are in the blocking region with the BS-RS switching and BS sleeping models respectively 
for δ =0.2 while these are 8% and 10%, respective for δ =0.0. Moreover, as has been seen 
in Figure 5-5, both models allowed higher numbers of BSs into dormant mode for lower δ  
values, but the number of dormant mode BSs decreases with δ . Therefore, the most 
striking result to emerge from the figure is that a lower δ  can be set for a lower rate 
requirement minr  and vice-versa while maintaining the blocking probabilities within a 
given target level. 
5.6 Summary 
This chapter has proposed a new adaptive threshold based BS switching algorithm for 
saving energy in relay-assisted cellular networks, which exploits the dynamic nature of 
cellular traffic. For reducing complexity, the algorithm was performed in clusters of seven-
cells and a BS within each cluster has been selected as a controller that receives the traffic 
load information of all BSs within the cluster and calculates the switching threshold for the 
cluster at every time instant. System performance over asymmetric traffic loads, power 
model for relay-assisted networks, switching threshold variations, and off-cell users’ data 
rates have been investigated. Energy savings can be controlled by tuning the tolerance 
margin, while setting the tolerance margin to zero provides higher energy savings. 
Moreover, higher savings are identified for the networks with low RS to BS power 
consumption ratio. Now, as neighbouring BSs are required to increase their transmit power 
to provide service coverage of dormant cells, interference can be a dominant factor for 
selecting a set of BSs to switch to dormant mode. Therefore, the next chapter will focus on 
developing energy efficient dynamic interference-aware BS switching mechanisms through 
cooperation among BSs. 
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Chapter 6 
Dynamic Traffic-and-Interference-Aware Base Station 
Switching 
6.1 Introduction 
As discussed in Chapter 4, when a BS switches to dormant mode, neighbouring active BSs 
are required to increase their transmit power to cover the off-cell service areas and this can 
lead to increased interference to other users in the network (Tabassum et al., 2014). 
However, the impact of interference was not considered in the earlier BS switching 
algorithms where only traffic-aware switching algorithms have been employed. Moreover, 
during low traffic periods, most BSs will satisfy the switching conditions in (4.11) and 
(4.12) in order to switch to dormant mode, but not all can be switched to dormant mode 
due to QoS and coverage guarantees. This provided the motivation to investigate the nexus 
between the best selection of BSs to be placed into dormant mode and the corresponding 
network impact of increased interference. Therefore, it is important to consider the 
interference impact in taking switching decisions together with the traffic load. 
This chapter presents a new BS switching algorithm, which considers both the impact of 
network interference and instantaneous traffic loads while still achieving energy savings. A 
new DTIA switching algorithm is introduced (Alam et al., 2013) which gives switching 
decision priority to those BSs that generate higher interference to other users, with the 
provision that the instantaneous traffic load of the cell must be below a certain threshold to 
satisfy (4.11). The DTIA algorithm can be seamlessly incorporated into both BS sleeping 
and BS-RS switching models, and its performance will be compared with the existing 
traffic only aware switching algorithm discussed in earlier chapters. For convenience, the 
traffic-aware dynamic BS switching in the earlier chapters can now be termed as a dynamic 
traffic-aware (DTA) algorithm in this chapter as it considered only the instantaneous 
traffic load information in taking dynamic switching decisions. 
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6.2 System Model 
6.2.1 Network Layout  
The regular hexagonal grid cellular network arrangement of BSN  (5x5) cells (BSs) 
illustrated in Figure 3-2(b) will be employed in this chapter, where it is assumed that each 
bB  is connected to its neighbouring BS set bN  via backhaul connections, as shown in 
Figure 2-1(b), thereby ensuring cooperative sharing of information. For BS-RS switching, 
each cell includes a low-powered RS (x-RS), { }
BSNb RRR ,,1 ⋅⋅⋅=∈R , collocated with the 
corresponding BSs, as described in Section 4.2.1, characterized by the MAF )(tAb . When 
)(tAb  = 0 for bB , the corresponding set of off-cell MS bM  are redistributed amongst 
neighbouring active BSs bN .  
6.2.2 User Association Schemes 
As has been mentioned previously (Section 5.4.3), the switching of a BS to dormant mode 
requires an association of off-cell MS to active BS. In this chapter, any MS of interest can 
select a BS from which it experiences the maximum instantaneous received signal power 
(Oh et al., 2013), so a MS, m∈M is associated with and served by *Bb  which provides the 
strongest signal strength: 
*
,arg max
BS
b b m tx b mb
g p′ ′
′∈
= ⋅
on
B
B
   (6.1) 
where ⊆onB B  is the set of active BSs at any time instant, mbg ′  is the channel gain between 
b′B  and MS m and includes both PL and shadow fading; and ,BStx b mp ′  is the transmit power of 
b′B  for m so that , ,max
b
BS BS
tx b m tx
m
p P′
∈
≤∑
M
, where BStxP max,  is the peak BS transmit power.  
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Now, if every active BS has a maximum bandwidth, maxW , then each sub-channel will 
have a bandwidth /max RBW W N= , where RBN  is the total number of PRB in each BS. The 
achievable throughput of bB  is then: 
,
2
0
log 1
b
b
BS
bm tx bm
b
m n
n
g p
R W
I N∈
∈
 
⋅ 
= ⋅ + + 
 
∑ ∑M
N
   (6.2) 
where the term
b
n
n
I
∈
∑
N
is the interference received at MS m from its direct neighbouring 
cells bn∈N , and 0N is the noise power. Using the total power consumption of bB in (4.1) 
and the achievable throughput in (6.2), the network EE can be rewritten as: 
∑
∈
=
onBb T
b
EE
b
P
R
η   (6.3) 
where 
bTP is the total power consumption of bB , which has been described in Section 4.2.2. 
The main goal of the BS switching algorithm is to reduce the number of active BSs onB  at 
each decision time, so as to reduce the overall energy consumption while increasing EEη . 
Since only the active BSs are considered in (6.3) to avoid the unexpected zero value for 
bTP  
as in (4.7), the power consumption of each active BS includes the corresponding associated 
power consumption of x-RS. The corresponding throughput is calculated using (3.3) and 
(3.4) for direct and relay-assisted communications, respectively. 
6.2.3 Traffic Model 
While in previous chapters, an approximated sinusoidal traffic profile has been assumed 
for generating cellular traffic, due to the highly dynamic temporal and spatial nature of the 
traffic (Marsan et al., 2009; Oh et al., 2011), the call arrival process will instead be 
modelled as time-inhomogeneous. This is achieved by multiplying a homogeneous Poisson 
process with a traffic intensity parameter λ  and a time-varying rate function 1)(0 ≤≤ tf  
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(Hossain et al., 2013a). If the call arrives in cell bB  according to a Poisson process with 
intensity bλ  [calls/sec] and constant service time h  [sec/call], then the normalized traffic 
load of bB  at time t is: 
( )( ) , 1, ,b bb
RB
h f tt b
N
ρ = ∀ = ⋅⋅⋅
X
B      (6.4) 
where )(~ bb Poi λX is a Poisson random variable with parameter bλ ; b  is the required 
number of channels (PRB) and RBN is the total number of PRB in each BS, with 
{ })(,),()( 1 ttt Bρρ ⋅⋅⋅=ρ   being the set of traffic loads at time t. The same rate function is 
assumed for all the BSs, with two typical rate functions )(1 tf  and )(2 tf  being shown in 
Figure 6-1, which closely reflect traffic patterns in real cellular networks (Oh et al., 2013; 
Peng et al., 2011). 
 
Figure 6-1: Rate functions for generating time-inhomogeneous traffic profiles. 
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6.2.4 Interference Estimation 
While it is reasonable to assume that intra-cell interference can be neglected due to the use 
of orthogonal frequency bands, BS switching strategies can have a significant impact on 
ICI. For example, when some BSs are in dormant mode, the off-cell MS are served by 
active neighbouring BSs, which requires them to increase their transmit power (Tabassum 
et al., 2014). Therefore, the impact of interference in any switching strategy has to be 
incorporated, which correspondingly means that the level of interference must be estimated 
before making any switching decisions. One way of estimating ICI is to keep track of 
whether the same PRB is simultaneously assigned to the interfering BSs (Hossain et al., 
2013b). However, it requires coordination among BSs for multi-user scheduling to PRB 
through a central coordinator to maintain PRB allocations for each BS, resulting in creating 
a large overhead on the system. Thus, for reducing the overhead, a PRB collision based 
model is considered to evaluate the ICI (Yarkan et al., 2010). 
Since the non-coordinated PRB collision based scheme is considered in this chapter for 
simplicity, the indices of PRB allocated by a BS to its MS appear as random to the 
neighbouring BSs (Hossain, 2013). Under such scenario, if the upper bound of the 
probability of collision between two PRB is ( )CP ρ , the total estimated ICI undergone by 
MS m located in bB is expressed as follows (Yarkan et al., 2010): 
( ), ,b
b b
m nm C rx nm
n n
I I P p
∈ ∈
= = ⋅∑ ∑B
N N
ρ     (6.5) 
where bN is the interfering (active neighbouring) BSs; and ,rx nmp  is the received power at 
MS m in n b∈B N . Note that the interference power received at a MS m depends on both 
the location of the MS and the distance between MS m and the interfering BSs, with the 
latter assumed to be known to each BS.  
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6.3 Interference-Aware Base Station Switching Strategy 
The key objective of BS switching is to minimize the number of active BSs during low 
traffic periods, so reducing energy consumption of BS. This section firstly describes the 
dynamic BS switching strategy using the traditional traffic-only or the DTA algorithm 
before presenting the new DTIA algorithm which can be embedded into both the BS 
sleeping and the BS-RS switching models. 
In switching a BS from active to dormant mode, the key challenge is to decide when the 
traffic load is sufficiently low that user performance can still be satisfactorily maintained 
following the mode change. Thus, the underlying premise of the DTA switching is that 
when the traffic load of bB  falls below a threshold thρ , it can switch to dormant mode 
provided the active neighbouring BSs bN  are able to handle the extra traffic generated 
from bB . This has already been formulated in (4.11) and (4.12), and proven that energy 
savings are achievable while satisfying the required QoS constraints. The value of thρ  has 
been empirically shown to be in the range 0.5 to 0.6 (Oh et al., 2013; Alam et al., 2012) 
though adaptive threshold based switching allows higher energy savings as witnessed in 
Chapter 5. However, for simplicity, the fixed threshold based DTA switching algorithm is 
applied due to the high computational complexity of the former strategy, and compared 
with the new DTIA algorithm. 
In the BS switching strategy, turning off certain BSs will apparently result in increasing 
traffic load for neighbouring BSs and this may bring a positive impact on the network due 
to reduced ICI, particularly for few MS. However, since the off-cell MS are expected to be 
further away from their new serving BSs, it is necessary to increase the transmit power of 
neighbour serving BSs, so increasing the ICI to other users. In addition, it is important to 
highlight that not all BSs can be switched to dormant mode even in the extreme case where 
the traffic profiles in every cell falls below thρ . In this situation, some low-load BSs must 
still be kept in active mode in order to support any users during the off-peak periods. It is 
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therefore a crucial design aim to select the best combination of BSs to switch to dormant 
mode at any particular time. Basing any BS switching strategy on traffic load alone (i.e., 
DTA) however, may not lead to the best BS set being made dormant, because no 
cognisance is made of MS locations, which can lead to high interference in other cells. The 
new DTIA algorithm assimilates interference into the BS switching model, with each bB  
comparing both the traffic load and received interference at each MS from active 
neighbouring BSs, with the requisite information being exchanged between neighbouring 
BSs via an X2 interface. The new algorithm will now be formally introduced. 
6.3.1 Design Rationale 
Assume each b ∈ onB B  with the corresponding traffic profile set { }1( ) ( ), , ( )t t tρ ρ= ⋅⋅⋅ρ B  co-
operatively acquires instantaneous traffic load information from their neighbouring cells. 
The estimated received interference power from each user in the neighbouring cells is 
exchanged between the BSs. Represented as { }1, ,w w= ⋅⋅⋅ onBw ,  a weighted vector is then 
formed of all the estimated received interference power , b
b
m
m
I
∈
∑
M
B  in normalized  form for 
each b ∈ onB B . The proposed DTIA algorithm employs a two-stage switching decision for 
any b ∈ onB B  to be switched into dormant mode:  
i) The traffic load in b ∈ onB B  has to satisfy the switching conditions in (4.11) and 
(4.12);  
ii) While many BSs will fulfil the above conditions, not all can be switched to 
dormant mode, so the new algorithm selects a combination of BSs, giving priority 
to those which have the highest estimated interference weighted vector, w . 
The combination of BSs selected is called the best set of BSs to be switched into dormant 
mode at that decision instant, as other active BSs will require lower transmission power to 
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serve off-cell MS. As a result, in order to encompass the impact of both traffic and 
interference in the switching decision, a utility function for each bB is defined: 
( )




∞
≤
=
otherwise,
if, thb
b
b
b w
ρρ
ρ
BU    (6.6) 
When thb ρρ > , bB  cannot be switched to dormant mode so ( )bBU is set to ∞ . Also as 
10 ≥> bw , a higher bw  gives greater emphasis to the received interference component in 
DTIA switching, while conversely when 1=bw , interference is not considered and DTIA 
reverts to the DTA algorithm. In other words, a BS whose MS receives higher interference, 
i.e., higher bw , will have the highest priority to switch to dormant mode, provided it 
satisfies the switching conditions in (4.11) and (4.12). Since each bB  shares their status 
amongst neighbours bN , the *bB  with the lowest ( )*bBU  in (6.6) is switched first into the 
dormant mode, with the corresponding MS bM  associated with *bB  being redistributed 
among Nb. In other words, the algorithm iteratively switches BSs from active to dormant 
mode on a one-by-one basis, starting from the BS with the lowest ( )*bBU . The rationale of 
applying a higher priority to the BS with the lower ( )*bBU  ensures the network interference 
will always tend to be reduced when a BS is switched to dormant mode. When all bM  
have been successfully reassigned to their neighbours, Bb is then switched to dormant 
mode ( ( ) 0bA t = ) and this process continues iteratively in each decision instant until all 
active BSs ∈onB B  have been checked.  
The pseudo-code representation of the DTIA BS switching algorithm is presented in 
Algorithm 6.1. At each decision instant, the utility function ( )bBU  is calculated for all BSs 
(Line 3) after defining and initializing parameters in Line 1 and 2. Now, the switching 
decisions are made in Line 4-14, i.e., set ( )bA t  either to 0 or 1 for all BSs. After sharing the 
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status of each BS that includes the load profile, the MAF and the interference weight 
among neighbours (Line 5), the algorithm then finds a BS with the lowest ( )bBU  (Line 6). 
Before switching the BS in dormant mode and updating status (Lines 11 & 12), the 
associated MS bM  are then distributed among active neighbours (Line 8) based on the 
signal strength based user distribution discussed in Section 6.2.2 and the corresponding 
pseudo-code is presented in Algorithm 6.2. 
Algorithm 6.1: The DTIA BS switching algorithm. 
1: Inputs: ρ , thρ , M, B, w,   Outputs: Ab  
2: Initialize ∈onB B , ,b b∈ ∀ ∈ onM BM B  
3: Calculate: ( )bBU , b∀ ∈ onB B  by (6.6) 
4: FOR each b ∈ onB B   DO 
5:  Exchange status ( )bbb wAρ ,,  among bN    // Acknowledge status with other BSs 
6:  Find 
{ }
( )*arg min
b b b
b b
∈ ∪
=*
B B
B U B
N
      // Select a BS with the lowest utility 
7:  IfF bb BB* = THEN 
8:  Distribute bM  among bN  by Algorithm 6.2  // Signal strength based 
user distribution 
9:  END IF 
10:  IF φ=bM  THEN 
11:   0←bA , 0←bρ , ∞←w , { }b← −on onB B B  
12:   Update status ( )bbb wAρ ,,  
13:  END IF 
14: END FOR  
 
The user distribution procedure from dormant mode BS to active mode neighbouring BSs 
is presented in Algorithm 6.2, and is based on (6.1). In this algorithm, every bm M∈  is 
assigned to the bn N∈*B  which has the maximum signal strength (Line 3) as described in 
Section 6.2.2, provided the traffic load nρ  of *Bn  is less than the maximum permitted maxρ  
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without compromising the QoS (Line 4-9). Any MS in bM  which is unable to handover to 
an active neighbouring BS is blocked (Line 10-12).  
Algorithm 6.2: User Distribution of  bB  among Neighbouring BSs bN . 
1:   WHILE φ≠bM  DO 
2:          Select a MS, bm M∈  
3:          Find * ,arg max BSb b m tx b mb g p′ ′′∈= ⋅onB B
    // Associate a BS with the strongest signal 
4:          IF maxρρ ≥n THEN           // maxρ  is max. load served by each BS 
5:        }{ nB−= bb NN           // nB has no capacity to serve m. 
6:          ELSE  
7:     Associate MS m to nB         // MS m is now handed over to nB  
8:          }{mbb −= MM   // Remove MS m from the set bM  
9:          END IF 
10:      IF φ=bN  THEN 
11:  Any MS in bM are blocked and φ←bM  
12:      END IF 
13: END WHILE 
 
To return bB  back to active mode, all neighbouring BSs must monitor their traffic loads 
and cooperate with each other to make the decision for the dormant mode BS bB . All 
neighbouring BSs record their own traffic loads as well as the handover traffic from bB . 
When the traffic load from bB  exceeds the switching threshold thρ , the dormant mode bB  
receives a trigger signal from any of the active neighbouring BSs to switch back into active 
mode, so the condition for switching bB back on is exactly the same as (4.13): 
thb ρρ >                      (6.7) 
Once bB  receives the trigger, bB wakes up and its MAF ( )bA t  is set to 1. Accordingly, the 
corresponding traffic load located within its possible serving area reverts back to the 
original BS bB . 
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Figure 6-2: A snapshot of the network layout at an arbitrary time showing deployed BSs, 
collocated RS (x-RS) and MS. 
6.4 Simulation Results 
6.4.1 Simulation Settings 
A simulation layout of 5 by 5 hexagon grid cells was used with an ISD of 1.732km and 
switching threshold thρ =0.6 (Oh et al., 2013). The call arrival rate bλ  was assumed to be 
138.9×10-3 calls/sec, the service time was set at 180sec with b =1PRB, which corresponds 
to a peak-time load of 25 PRB, while the time-inhomogeneous traffic used the rate 
function displayed in Figure 6-1 was used. A snapshot of the network layout is illustrated 
in Figure 6-2 at an arbitrary time. Two transmit power classes of 24dBm and 30dBm were 
assumed for x-RS while the rest of the simulation settings are based on Table 3.1. To 
critically evaluate the performance of the DTA algorithm by employing the same 
algorithms (Algorithm 6.1 and 6.2), the weighted vector { }1, ,w w= ⋅⋅⋅ onBw  was set to 1, i.e., 
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1,bw b= ∀ ∈
onB  in (6.6). In this experiment, both the DTIA and DTA algorithms are 
integrated into both the BS-RS switching and BS sleeping models for comparison purposes.  
6.4.2 Impact of Interference on Base Station Selection 
The motivation of the proposed DTIA algorithm is to select a set of BSs at each decision 
time, which will conserve more energy than the DTA algorithm as will be shown in the 
following section. Figure 6-3(a) now compares the performance of DTA and DTIA in 
terms of the average number of active BSs operating over a 24hr period, with the 
normalized traffic load being averaged in 15min slots ( 0T =15min). The plots reveal that 
DTIA is able to maintain more BSs in dormant mode in the early morning, while 
conversely more BSs are active in the evening compared to DTA. However, the average 
number of active BSs across the day is the same for both DTA and DTIA algorithms. As a 
result, the static power consumption *fP  in (4.1) with both algorithms will be 
approximately the same, while the transmit power requirements for the DTIA will be less 
as only those BSs, which generate higher interference to the network are selected to be 
switched into dormant mode. The remaining BSs are marked as the best set of BSs to be in 
active mode because they are less responsible for generating interference to other users, so 
they have better link qualities to users.  
Figure 6-3(b) contrasts the selected BS sets chosen to be dormant at a specific time instant 
of the day (11.00am) for both DTA and DTIA respectively. It is clear that while both keep 
12 active BSs, the chosen BS sets are very different. A similar snapshot taken at 22:00pm 
shown in Figure 6-3(c) again reveals that both algorithms keep different sets of active BSs. 
Furthermore, both algorithms do not always have the same number of active BSs, as for 
example at 22:00pm, there are 13 active BSs with the DTA algorithm, while the DTIA has 
15 BSs in active mode, again with different BS selections. It needs to be stressed that 
DTIA, despite the opportunity, does not always allow a higher number of BSs to be in 
dormant mode when either the traffic variations or rate function change fast, due to the 
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potential abrupt changes in interference within the network. In contrast, DTA allows more 
BSs to switch to dormant mode in this scenario as the impact of interference is not a factor 
in the BS switching decision-making process. However, the important point to emphasise 
is that the DTIA BS set selected to remain active will always be better than that for DTA, 
because those BSs incurring the highest interference levels have priority to switch to 
dormant mode, hence leveraging better off-cell MS link quality. This is apparent in the 
higher throughput of off-cell MS (see Figure 6-6) and the lower transmission energy 
consumption (see Figure 6-7). 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
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(c) 
Figure 6-3: (a) Average number of active BSs over a 24hr interval; (b) DTA and DTIA 
comparison of the set of active BSs – snapshots at 11:00am; and (c) 22:00pm. 
6.4.3 Daily Energy Savings 
Using (3.8), the average network energy saving per day for the proposed DTIA algorithm 
is presented in Figure 6-4 in comparison with DTA, while also illustrating the impact of 
switching thresholds, rate functions and the BS switching models on the network energy 
savings. It is evident from Figures 6-4(a) and (b) that by increasing the low-load switching 
threshold thρ , a higher energy saving is attained. For instance, the energy savings with the 
DTIA algorithm for the BS-RS switching (or BS sleeping) model increased from 22% (or 
18%) at thρ = 0.3 to 45% (or over 37%) at thρ = 0.6 as shown in Figure 6-4(a). Similar 
trends are observed for DTA, while the overall conclusion is that DTIA consistently 
performs better than the DTA for both the BS sleeping and the BS-RS switching models. 
This is because the DTIA keeps active those BSs that generate less interference to other 
users, i.e., BSs with better link qualities are kept in active mode so they do not require to 
increase their transmit power greatly in order to continue to provide services to users.  
The impact of rate functions on the energy savings using the DTIA algorithm is now 
analysed and it has been seen in Figure 6-4(c), where the rate function )(2 tf  is considered, 
that there are slightly lower energy savings by using the DTIA for both models than that  
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(a) Rate function, )(1 tf . 
 
(b) Rate function, )(2 tf . 
Figure 6-4: Daily energy savings with both DTA and DTIA strategies for both BS-RS 
switching and BS sleeping models. 
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when using )(1 tf  (Figure 6-4(a)). This is because )(2 tf  has a highly fluctuating 
characteristic and the DTIA is more sensitive to the traffic fluctuations than the DTA 
allowing a lower number of BSs to switch to dormant mode. For example, when applying 
the DTIA algorithm in the BS-RS switching model with thρ =0.6, over 45% energy was 
saved for )(1 tf  while only 36% energy was saved for )(2 tf . Similar trends for any thρ  are 
also observed when both algorithms are employed in the BS sleeping model. 
6.4.4 The EE Performance 
Figure 6-5 compares the corresponding EE performance using (6.4) accomplished by both 
DTA and DTIA algorithms over an entire 24hr period. While the former considers only 
traffic load using thρ  for switching, DTIA turns off those BSs suffering the highest 
interference first, so the overall interference in the network is attenuated. The minimum 
QoS is still achieved by incurring a small increase in the transmit power so the EE is 
improved during low-traffic load periods. For example, the EE for DTIA in the morning 
period (1:00am to 11:00am) is ≈22% higher than DTA because of the lower energy 
consumed as evidenced in Figure 6-4, leading to a smaller denominator in (6.3) thus 
augmenting the overall EE. Furthermore, by predicting the most appropriate active BS set 
based upon the received interference of each BS, the overall network throughput is 
increased which is another contributory factor to the superior EE performance of the DTIA 
algorithm. Figure 6-5 confirms BS-RS switching model consistently provides better 
performance than the BS sleeping using both the DTA and DTIA. This is a direct 
consequence of switching to RS mode, so the distance between the neighbouring BSs that 
are serving the off-cell MS, is reduced. This then lowers the additional transmission power 
requirements when BSs are switched to dormant mode (see Figure 4-5).  
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Figure 6-5: EE performance comparison of energy-efficient DTA and DTIA strategies for 
both BS-RS switching and BS sleeping models over a 24hr window under rate 
function )(1 tf . 
6.4.5 Impact on Off-Cell MS Throughput and Power Consumption 
The impact on off-cell MS throughput is analysed in Figure 6-6 with two power classes 
(24dBm and 30dBm) of RS being used for x-RS with the BS-RS switching case. The results 
are plotted with respect to the average number of off-cell MS per cell in the network. The 
graph shows that the off-cell MS throughput increased with the number of off-cell users 
with using both algorithms. Since the off-cell MS experienced better link quality to 
communicate with the active neighbour BS set using the DTIA algorithm, their achievable 
throughputs were higher than that with using the DTA for a given transmit power. For 
example, when the number of off-cell MS is 2 or more, the achievable throughput 
increased from typically 1Mbps to ≈1.1Mbps. In addition, the off-cell MS throughput is 
further improved when the DTIA is employed in the BS-RS switching model compared to 
that in the BS sleeping. The reason for this is the shorter distance between the BS and off-
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cell MS by the x-RS. As expected, a higher off-cell MS throughput was achieved if a power 
class of 30dBm RS was used for the x-RS. 
Due to the increased distance between the serving BS and off-cell MS, it is generally 
required to increase the transmit power of off-cell MS to achieve the minimum QoS 
provision. The UL power control is used to calculate the amount of average energy 
consumed per off-cell MS using (4.2), where 0P =-99dBm to ensure the minimum QoS is 
upheld. Figure 6-7 plots the power reduction performance for off-cell MS achieved by both 
the DTIA and DTA strategies. The former provides more than 5% improvement due to the 
reduced interference in the network, and/or better link qualities between off-cell MS and 
the serving neighbour BS, with the results showing that better MS power savings (≈30%) 
are consistently achieved using the BS-RS switching model, which is reflected in an 
enhanced UL quality between the serving BS and all off-cell MS. 
 
Figure 6-6: Average off-cell MS throughput verses the number of off-cell users. 
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Figure 6-7: Average per off-cell MS power consumption with the BS sleeping and BS-RS 
switching models for DTA and DTIA. 
 
Figure 6-8: Cumulative average blocking probability for a 24hr period for the DTA and 
DTIA algorithms. 
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6.4.6 Blocking Probability Analysis 
Finally, Figure 6-8 analyses the cumulative average blocking probability for every 
switching-decision occurrence during the day using (3.11). Results again confirm that the 
blocking probability in each decision time for both algorithms is maintained below the 
target (1%), while the DTIA provides a consistently lower blocking probability than the 
DTA, due to the better choice of BSs to remain active during the low-peak traffic periods. 
These results confirm that by incorporating interference alongside traffic in the switching 
decision in DTIA consistently provides superior energy savings both from both the BS and 
MS perspectives over the traditional DTA approach.  
6.5 Summary  
This chapter has proposed a DTIA BS switching algorithm for enhancing energy savings in 
cellular networks and is compared with the traditional DTA algorithm. The DTIA 
algorithm selects a set of BSs, which satisfy the traditional switching conditions, and it 
gives the priority to those BSs that are responsible for generating high interference to 
switch into dormant mode. For DTA, BS switching is founded only on the traffic load 
profile of each BS and uses a preset threshold, while DTIA in contrast, incorporates 
received interference along with traffic load to manage the switching decision. Thus, DTIA 
by virtue of choosing the better BS set to remain active affords improved network EE, and 
while DTA and DTIA use the same number of active BSs on average, they are dissimilar 
sets. However, the DTIA has performed better with traffic profiles with less variation. 
When both algorithms have been seamlessly integrated into both the BS sleeping and BS-
RS switching models, the latter consistently provides superior performance for off-cell MS 
throughput, EE and MS power consumption. 
So far dynamic BS switching models such as existing BS sleeping and the proposed BS-RS 
switching have been investigated with new switching algorithms being developed, i.e., 
fixed and adaptive threshold based traffic-aware, and in this chapter traffic-and-
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interference aware, to enhance the overall BS energy savings within a cellular network 
context. None of these however, have examined the potential energy savings which could 
be achieved by scaling the network capacity with traffic demand and energy consumption. 
The next chapter concentrates on developing a novel scalable solution for homogeneous 
network scenarios. 
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Chapter 7 
A Multimode Base Station Switching Framework - A 
Scalable Cellular Network Design 
7.1 Introduction 
Since existing networks are normally dimensioned based upon peak-traffic load scenarios, 
i.e., worst case conditions to ensure their guaranteed QoS, maximum BS efficiency can 
only be achieved during peak-traffic situations. However, due to the dynamic traffic 
variations of real cellular networks in both temporal and spatial domains, it is highly likely 
that most BSs are under-utilized whenever the traffic load is below its peak. Despite the 
availability of many BS switching energy-saving techniques (Oh et al., 2013; Alam et al., 
2012) that have the potential to lower the energy consumed at low-traffic conditions, their 
operation can still be more energy efficient. The opportunity to secure further energy 
savings based on traffic dynamics is still an omission due to the ineffective exploitation of 
network capacity. For example, to guarantee the coverage for a given traffic demand, there 
must be a certain number of active BSs within a given area even though the capacity of the 
active BSs may not be necessary to meet such demand. This inevitably leads to BSs still 
being under-utilized while at the same time consuming high static power as shown in 
Figure 2-8, which is independent of traffic load during low, medium or below peak-traffic 
periods (Auer et al., 2012). Due to the inherent high static power overheads, BSs exhibit 
poor EE when they operate under either low or medium traffic loads, so in order to achieve 
tangible energy savings, it is necessary to develop a new architecture capable of scaling the 
network in terms of user traffic demand. 
The switching decision (active/sleep) in existing BS switching techniques is dynamically 
taken when traffic load is sufficiently low that the QoS performance can still be maintained 
after switching. This decision is normally based on a threshold value, which is set either to 
a fixed value as in Chapter 4 or is adaptively determined (Chapter 5) by taking cognisance 
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of the capability of neighbouring BSs to manage handover traffic without compromising 
network performance. While all existing energy saving strategies are efficacious to some 
extent, their underlying premise is of dual-mode (active/sleep) BS switching, though there 
are clearly situations where further savings are attainable by facilitating scalability by 
enabling BSs to operate in different power modes, so the static power consumption of BSs 
tracks the traffic demand. 
This chapter proposes a scalable MMBS framework which exploits latent opportunities to 
lower energy consumption by changing the BS either from active to low-power7 (LP) or 
LP to sleep modes when particular network conditions prevail, rather than only switching 
between active and sleep modes when the traffic load is low. In scenarios where the BS 
load is higher than the switching threshold, the decision is made to change if possible, to an 
intermediate LP mode, instead of keeping the macro BS active which expends much more 
static power. In these circumstances, a fraction of the traffic load is served by a LP mode 
BS which means the overall handover traffic to neighbouring BSs falls below the 
threshold. Pragmatically, this necessitates a LP microcell BS to be collocated with the 
macrocell BS, though with the evolution of XG all-in-one BS designs which are smarter, 
more energy cognisant and have cognitive capability; such a practical energy saving 
scalable multimode BS operation will become feasible. It is important to stress that the 
static power consumption of a macro BS is much larger in comparison to a micro BS, since 
the latter does not require the logistical overheads of either large power amplifiers or major 
cooling equipment, as discussed extensively in Section 2.5. As a result, the new framework 
presented in this chapter fulfils the objective 3 of this thesis as illustrated Figure 1-2, by 
dimensioning the network capacity into smaller scales depending on the traffic demand. 
7 The LP mode BSs can be defined as small-cell BSs that consume low power compared to 
the high power macro BSs. In this thesis, micro BSs are considered as LP mode BSs. 
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Figure 7-1: Example energy saving network arrangements reflecting different traffic 
variations: (a) all BSs in active mode (macro) during peak-traffic; (b) Certain BSs switched 
from active (macro) to LP (micro) mode and others in active mode (macro) during 
medium-traffic periods; and (c) some BSs in sleep and active modes during low-traffic. 
7.2 Scalable System Model  
A cellular network consisting a set of BSN  macrocell BSs, { }BSN1 BB ,, ⋅⋅⋅=B  is assumed 
within a two-dimensional areaA . It is assumed that a microcell BS, which normally 
consumes low static power compared to macro BSs (see Figure 2-8), is also deployed and 
collocated with each macro BS. Both collocated macro and micro BSs cannot be in active 
mode at the same time.  This means if macro BS is in operating (active) mode, micro BS 
must be in sleep mode and vice-versa, so micro BS can also be denoted by the same set 
{ }
BSN1 BB ,, ⋅⋅⋅=B . If there are a set of MSN  MS, { }MSN1 MM ,, ⋅⋅⋅=M  located withinA , then 
MM ∈b  is the set of MS associated with bB  such that BSN1 MMM ∪⋅⋅⋅∪= and 
φ=∩ ji MM  for ji ≠ . The new energy saving network model is illustrated in Figure 7-1. 
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Since the micro BS, as illustrated by uniform dashed circles in Figure 7-1(b) covers a 
smaller area compared to the macro BS coverage (solid circles), any remaining coverage 
has to be filled by extending the coverage of other active macro BS (non-uniform dashed 
circles) in Figure 7-1(b). It is assumed that each macro BS is able to extend its coverage up 
to double its original range, i.e., it extends its range from its own cell to the neighbouring 
cells, if required, as illustrated in Figure 7-1(c). This is reasonable in urban scenarios, 
where BSs are densely deployed (Gong et al., 2012), so it can therefore be assumed that 
the considered network area can be covered by active macro and micro BSs, even when 
some of them are in sleep mode. 
When a macro BS is in active mode, i.e., the collocated micro BS is in sleep mode, the 
activity of the corresponding cell is known as active mode. On the other hand, when a 
macro BS is in sleep mode, the micro BS is active and the corresponding cell mode activity 
is known as LP mode, while when both macro and micro BSs are sleep, the condition for 
the corresponding cell is formally defined as in sleep mode. As a result, each cell has three 
different operating modes at any instant. As cells and BSs have been interchangeably used 
in previous chapters, for consistency, it is assumed that each BS can operate in three 
different modes: active (macro BS), LP (micro BS) and sleep. This is the reason for the 
new network design with multiple operating modes being referred to as multimode 
switching compared with the existing dual-mode switching (active and sleep) which has 
been the focus on earlier thesis chapters. The MAF of each BS changes over time 
depending upon the traffic variation within the cell. For example, all BSs are in active 
mode during peak periods as illustrated in Figure 7-1(a) while during medium traffic 
periods, some BSs are in LP mode and some are in active mode (see Figure 7-1(b)). During 
low traffic periods, most of the BSs are in sleep mode while active mode BSs are 
responsible for service coverage by extending their coverage as shown in Figure 7-1(c). 
Therefore, a scalable cellular design can be achieved by multimode switching, where the 
capacity of the network is scaled with respect to the traffic demand. 
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The operational time line (e.g. D = 24hr) is divided into tN  slots with each slot being of 
duration 0T  so 0.tN T  = 24hr, and the mode switching decision is taken once per slot. When 
active, bB  functions as a full-power macro BS covering a large area and consuming high 
static power irrespective of the traffic load (see Figure 2-8), while in sleep mode, bB  is 
completely turned off. In the intermediate LP mode, bB  opportunistically operates as a 
micro BS covering a smaller area and it consumes low static power. When bB  switches 
from active to either LP or sleep mode, both the residual radio coverage and service 
provision of bB  must be guaranteed by its active neighbours as discussed above. The BS 
operating mode or the MAF, )(tAb  of bB  at time t is then defined as: 
0, mode
( ) 0.5, LP mode  
1, mode
b
Sleep
A t
Active

= 


                (7.1) 
When )(tAb for each B=∀bb ,B  is set to a particular mode, bB  holds the mode during the 
interval 0T . The corresponding MS bM  are then served by the currently active and LP 
mode BSs. At each decision time t, the BS decides whether to switch operating modes or 
not depending on current traffic conditions. Once the activity factor of each BS is fixed, a 
particular MS m∈M  is associated with and served by bB which provides the best signal 
strength according to (6.1).  
7.3 Power Consumption Model 
As has been seen in Section 2.5, the static power consumption of a macro BS is large 
compared to that of a micro BS. This is also evidenced by the well-established power 
model parameters defined in Table 2.1. Since the power consumption of bB  depends on 
)(tAb  and can hold a single state (active/LP/sleep) at any instant t, a straightforward 
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generalised power consumption model of bB  according to the power consumption model 
of BS (2.1) using )(tAb can be expressed as:  
, ,
, ,
. ( ) , if ( ) 1,
( , ) . ( ) , if ( ) 0.5,
0, if ( ) 0,
b
BS BS
M tx M f M b
BS BS
T b L tx L f L b
b
a P t P A t
P t A a P t P A t
A t
 + =
= + =
 =
    (7.2) 
The power consumed in sleep mode is assumed to be zero, though in practice there will be 
a small amount of energy expended in reactivating a BS, though this is negligible 
compared with the BS power consumption in active mode (Gong et al., 2013).  
7.4 Multimode Base Station Switching Framework 
In the dual-mode (active/sleep) BS sleeping arrangement, bB  switches to dormant mode at 
a particular time instant only if it satisfies the switching conditions in (4.11) and (4.12). In 
this case, active neighbouring BSs of bB  play an important role in taking the switching 
decision as they are responsible for the service coverage of the switched-off cell bB . 
Usually, BSs operate in a conservative manner by setting a lower switching threshold to 
ensure there is no compromising in the QoS (Oh et al., 2013). While a higher switching 
threshold will afford improved energy savings, it also concomitantly will increase the 
blocking probability. This provided the motivation for the new scalable MMBS framework 
presented in this chapter, namely to enable the network to operate in a more energy 
efficient manner, while satisfying the required QoS. The potential to lower overall network 
energy consumption by adopting this scalable MMBS framework will now be described. 
Both dual-mode and multimode strategies are underpinned by the guiding precept that 
whenever a BS switches mode, the corresponding radio coverage and QoS provision must 
be guaranteed. 
While existing energy saving BS switching techniques (Marsan et al., 2009; Zhou et al., 
2009; Niu et al., 2010; Oh & Krishnamachari, 2010; Oh et al., 2013) operate in dual-mode 
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(active/sleep), the proposed scalable MMBS framework operates each BS in three different 
operating modes. As explained in Section 4.3, the condition to switch bB to sleep mode is 
thb t ρρ ≤≤ )(0 , so when the load is greater than thρ , i.e., during medium-to-high traffic 
periods, bB  can still conserve energy by switching to a LP mode. In these circumstances, if 
a portion of the load, )(tbρ′  is served by, for example, a gene, which can be an additional 
fixed or mobile BS, this fulfils the switching condition (4.11), i.e., 
( ) thbb tt ρρρ ≤′−≤ )()(0  and bB  is allowed to switch to dormant mode. The LP mode 
collocated micro BS can play a role for the gene, which can also take some portion of the 
traffic load ( )( ) ( )b b tht tρ ρ ρ′ > −  to satisfy another switching condition (4.12) and to allow 
the macro BS to sleep. In other words, one can say if a portion of the traffic 
( )( ) ( )b b tht tρ ρ ρ′ > −  in cell bB  can be served by the corresponding collocated micro BS 
and the remaining traffic ( )( ) ( )b bt tρ ρ′−  can be handed over to its neighbouring active 
macro BSs, the high-power consuming macro BS can then be switched to sleep mode. This 
is the rationale behind collocating micro BS deployment with the macro BS in each cell.  
From (7.1), the MAF, ( )bA t  of bB  for the new scalable MMBS framework can be 
expressed as: 





≤′−>
≤≤
=
Otherwise,1
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      (7.3) 
The switching of bB  from active to either LP or sleep mode involves two conditions being 
fulfilled. Firstly, it checks whether it is permissible to switch directly to sleep mode, to 
attain the greatest energy saving. If this switch is not allowed, then the traffic load within 
the micro BS coverage range is calculated based upon the user locations and if the 
corresponding condition in (7.3) is upheld, bB  is switched to LP mode. In the MMBS 
algorithm, coordination amongst BSs is needed, so two sets onB  and offB  are respectively 
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maintained to track the total number of BSs in active mode and either in LP or sleep mode, 
and updated each set following each decision. The MMBS algorithm is described as 
follows, where without loss of generality the time index t has been omitted: 
Step 1: Each BS obtains the information for traffic loads of its entire neighbour BSs 
through X2 interface. 
Step 2: Each active BS onB∈bB  checks whether it satisfies conditions (4.11) and (4.12). 
Step 3: If Step 2 is satisfied, bB is switched off and the associated users bM  are 
distributed among active neighbours bN  with updating sets 
onB , offB , and the MAF bA .  
Step 4: Otherwise, it calculates traffic bρ′  within microcell coverage area and check 
switching condition (4.11) for the remaining traffic ( )bb ρρ ′− . 
Step 5: If (4.11) for traffic ( )bb ρρ ′−  is satisfied, i.e., ( ) thbb ρρρ ≤′− , bB  is switched to 
LP mode and onB , offB , and bA  are updated. In this case, the load bρ  in bB  is then 
served by both the LP mode micro BS and the active neighbouring macro BSs bN . 
Step 6: Repeat Steps 2-5 until all BSs in onB  have been checked. 
The flowchart of the MMBS algorithm is displayed in Figure 7-2 for a single instant, 
where )(xsgn  is the sign function, with )(xsgn =1 when x > 0 and = 0 otherwise. The 
algorithm iterates onB  at each time instant and generates the corresponding bA  values for 
all BSs. Furthermore, in order to ensure the QoS, each off-cell MS will either achieve the 
minimum bit rate or be blocked. It is reasonable to assume that all BSs will co-operate with 
each other and serve any off-cell MS, provided they are not over-loaded. 
To return offB∈bB  from sleep to either LP or active mode, all neighbouring BSs 
continually monitor their traffic loads and by sharing load information make the decision 
for the off-cell bB  to be reactivated to either LP or active modes. The priority is firstly to  
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Figure 7-2: Flowchart of the MMBS (active/LP/sleep) algorithm. 
switch from sleep to LP rather than directly to active mode according to (7.3), because of 
the lower static power consumed by LP mode micro BS. Once bB  is either in active ( bA  = 
1) or LP modes ( bA  = 0.5) at any time instant, the corresponding traffic load respectively 
reverts to either the original macro BS or micro BS and its active neighbouring BSs bN , 
b ∈B B
on . 
7.5 Results Discussion 
To critically assess the performance of the new scalable MMBS framework, all simulation 
settings are exactly the same as that used for the DTIA BS switching algorithm presented in 
Chapter 6. An ISD of 1.5km between cells was considered with the microcell coverage 
radius being set at 200m. The corresponding micro BS settings were matched with those in 
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Table 3.1 and for this analysis power model 2 defined in Table 2.1 was used for both 
macro and micro BSs. To maintain the QoS, the target blocking probability was set to 1% 
for minr =122kbps, while 0T = 15min is chosen giving a total of TN  = 96 time slots per day. 
It is assumed at least two neighbouring BSs will always be active to allow a BS to switch 
to either LP or sleep mode i.e., 2≥bN .  
During the dynamic BS switching operation of the scalable MMBS framework, each BS 
can experience multiple switching between the three modes across a day. To demonstrate 
this, instantaneous traffic loads of two randomly chosen BSs ( 1B  and 2B ) are presented in 
Figure 7-3. As seen, both BSs are switched from either active to sleep or active to LP or LP 
to sleep or sleep to active or sleep to LP or LP to sleep mode for multiple times over the 
24hr period. For example, both 1B  and 2B  go into sleep mode at 00:00 hours and remain in 
sleep mode until approximately 11:00 hours, while 1B  with the MMBS stays in sleep mode 
longer than that with the BS sleeping. For 1B , the MMBS model allows it to switch from 
active to LP mode much earlier at 18:30 than it is allowed by BS sleeping and stays in the 
LP mode for a long time (until 22:00) before it switches to sleep mode. Interestingly to  
 
(a) Randomly chosen BS, 1B . 
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(b) Randomly chosen BS, 2B . 
Figure 7-3: Illustration of switching with both BS sleeping and the scalable MMBS 
framework for two arbitrary BSs across a day. 
note that the BS sleeping model does not allow 1B  to switch from active to sleep mode 
until 23:30 except a single switching shortly before 22:00, while in contrast the MMBS 
model switches 1B  to LP mode, which is a better energy efficiency option than keeping it 
active. Therefore, keeping 1B  in either LP or sleep mode for longer periods translates into a 
higher energy saving with the MMBS due to the lower static power consumption of LP 
mode micro BSs. Similar observations for 2B  can be made on the performance of the 
MMBS model, which allows it to stay in either sleep or LP mode for a longer time period 
than the BS sleeping, which only allow BSs to switch between either active or sleep modes. 
The number of active (macro) and LP (micro) mode BSs under the proposed MMBS 
framework is presented in Figure 7-4 for different normalized traffic loads per cell. For 
comparison purposes, results corresponding to the existing BS sleeping model are also 
included. The rate function of 1( )f t  is used to generate traffic as a load factor while the 
corresponding results for the other rate function 2 ( )f t  is displayed in Appendix C-1 for 
completeness. The key aim of the new framework is to reduce the number of active BSs  
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Figure 7-4: Number of active and LP mode BSs per day. 
while providing the service coverage by means of LP mode micro BSs. The results show 
that the number of active BSs increases with the normalized cell traffic load both for the 
proposed MMBS and BS sleeping cases. It is evident that the number of active BSs, which 
are the high energy consuming macro BSs, is consistently lower with MMBS than with BS 
sleeping. For example, only 17 active and 7 LP mode BSs are enough to provide services 
to the considered area A  for the MMBS model whereas the BS sleeping model requires 
24 active BSs to provide the similar service coverage for the normalized cell traffic load of 
0.7. The most revealing result in terms of energy conservation is that the new MMBS 
model is able to save considerably more energy due to the use of LP mode BSs that do not 
consume high static power. On the other hand, the active mode macro BS consumes high 
static power (see Figure 2-8) and the BS sleeping model requires a higher number of BSs in 
active mode to provide the similar service coverage. This means BSs are still under-
utilized with the BS sleeping model at all traffic conditions as it had to keep the number of 
active BSs, which was actually not required for the given traffic load. These results also 
reveal that there was a larger number of LP mode BSs during medium to high traffic 
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conditions, specially at the normalized traffic load of 0.7, when the BS in BS sleeping 
model are mostly under-utilized as it requires a higher number of macro BSs to be kept in 
active mode.  
In the scalable MMBS framework, the network is scaled by reducing the distance between 
two active BSs through the collocated micro BSs compared to the BS sleeping model, so 
the network power consumption relative to the coverage area can be evaluated as an 
elective performance measure. Figure 7-5 illustrates the APC for the three different BS 
switching strategies across an entire day. The results confirm that the MMBS consumed 
the lowest power per unit area (190 watts/km2) compared with 400 watts/km2 for BS 
sleeping and 580 watts/km2 for the “always-on” strategy during low traffic periods. This 
saving is derived both from the lower transmit power required for microcell users and the 
reduced static power consumed by the LP mode micro BS in contrast with the high power 
consuming macro BS. As was evident in Figure 7-4, there exist more opportunities for the  
 
Figure 7-5: APC comparison for the scalable MMBS framework, BS sleeping and “always-
on” models over a 24hr window. 
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MMBS to change mode to LP mode BS during the more demanding medium-to-high 
traffic periods, thereby securing further static power savings. Conversely, when no micro 
BSs are employed in BS sleeping, two scenarios can arise: 
i)  A BS is prevented from being put to sleep mode thus consuming high static power 
until the necessary condition is upheld, i.e., the BS has to stay active for at least the 
next period and possible beyond.  
ii) If the BS switches to sleep mode, the transmit power of neighbouring BSs must be 
increased to extend the coverage area for off-cell MS.  
This means a higher number of active macro BSs are required to operate with the BS 
sleeping than in the new scalable MMBS framework and/or they require higher 
transmission power for off-cell MS. The results also reveal the APC for the “always-on” 
strategy is continually the highest except during the peak hours (12:00-19:00), and that the 
same level of power per unit area, i.e., on average 790 watts/km2, is consumed during the 
peak-traffic period for all three switching strategies.  
The respective EE performances defined in (3.6) for the new power consumption model in 
(7.2) are given in Figure 7-6, which shows the number of bits delivered per unit energy for 
each switching strategy. For low-traffic periods, there is a noticeable improvement in EE 
for both the MMBS and BS sleeping models, which is especially significant for the new 
MMBS model, because the numerator term in (3.6), i.e., the overall throughput is increased 
due to the collocated LP mode micro BS being activated instead of completely switching 
off the BS. Another reason is that wherever possible, the MMBS algorithm distributes off-
cell MS among active and LP mode BSs, with the consequence that off-cell MS served by 
the LP mode BSs require lower transmit power while other off-cell MS served by 
neighbouring active macro BSs, incur comparatively higher transmit power. In contrast, in 
the BS sleeping all off-cell MS are required to be served by neighbouring active macro BSs 
that require higher transmit power to acquire the minimum QoS, due to the larger  
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Figure 7-6: EE performance comparison of the new scalable MMBS framework, BS 
sleeping and “always-on” models over a 24hr window. 
propagation distance between the off-cell MS and the neighbouring active BS. Thus, 
keeping certain BSs in LP mode instead of in active mode, result in lower energy 
consumption which ultimately translates into enhanced EE. For example, the EE for the 
MMBS during low-traffic period is on average 1.5x105 bits/joule higher than for BS 
sleeping (6.5x104 bits/joule), i.e., on average over 56% EE improvement is achieved. As 
expected, the “always-on” mode consistently gave the poorest EE performance during low-
traffic periods, while for the peak period, again no savings were feasible and all three 
strategies provided the same EE performance, an average 8x104 bits/joule. 
Figure 7-7 compares the energy saving percentage of the new scalable MMBS framework 
and BS sleeping relative to the “always-on” strategy for different (normalized) traffic 
loads. The results reveal that a consistently higher percentage of energy savings is achieved 
by the MMBS (up to 55%) compared with BS sleeping (up to 52%), with the relative 
savings being greater at higher normalized traffic loads, which is a particular noteworthy  
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Figure 7-7: Comparison of the percentage of energy savings for the scalable MMBS 
framework and BS sleeping models relative to the “always-on” strategy. 
feature of the new scalable MMBS framework. Note there are no savings with BS sleeping 
when the normalized traffic load is greater than 0.6 because this is the thρ  value used in 
the simulations. Interestingly, the MMBS model can still save energy even when the 
normalized traffic load is higher than thρ , with ≈7% saving being achieved for traffic 
loads of 0.7 and even ≈3% at 0.8. The reason for this is a fraction of the traffic load is still 
able to be off-loaded to the switched LP mode BS rather than being kept in active mode, 
with the corollary being that the handed-over traffic load is then lower than the threshold. 
Figure 7-8 plots the respective blocking probabilities averaged over 15min intervals across 
a 24hr time window. The average blocking performance for the MMBS and BS sleeping 
are consistently well below the 1% target at approximately 0.3% and 0.4% respectively. It 
is interesting to note that if the low blocking tolerance for the network is relaxed, then 
further significant energy savings are feasible by employing a higher switching threshold 
thρ . This means that there can be a higher number of active BSs to switch to either LP or  
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Figure 7-8: Blocking probability variations averaged over 15min intervals over a 24hr 
window. 
sleep mode that translates into even a larger energy saving. For completeness, the 
corresponding blocking probability results for both thρ =0.7 and thρ =0.8 have been 
included in Appendix C-2, and they again demonstrate that they are also always within the 
target range at every instant, except during medium-to-high traffic conditions. 
With the introduction of multimode switching, the number of switching instances defined 
in Section 3.6.7 will in all probability increase and thus a higher energy cost will be 
incurred in comparison to existing dual-mode switching techniques like BS sleeping and 
BS-RS switching, although the switching energy cost has generally been ignored in the 
overall network energy consumption of these techniques, because it neither has a known 
energy cost value nor significant compared to the amount of energy saved. Figure 7-9 
presents the CDF results of the number of switching instances for each BS per day for: i) 
switching from active to sleep mode for the BS sleeping, and ii) switching from active to 
LP or from active and/or LP to sleep for the MMBS model. The results clearly show for  
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Figure 7-9: The cumulative distribution function of number of BS switching instances per 
day. 
the 1( )f t rate function that only 15% of BSs in the MMBS model never switch to sleep 
mode, while this falls to over 25% of BSs in BS sleeping, and these BSs conserve no 
energy for themselves. They do however contribute savings by sharing the traffic of other 
BSs and allowing them to remain in either sleep or LP modes for longer periods. This 
means the MMBS model switches an extra 10% of BSs into either LP or sleep modes, 
thereby resulting in greater energy savings. Closer analysis also reveals that 48% and 40% 
of BSs switched their modes four or more times each in 24hr period respectively for 
the 2 ( )f t  and 1( )f t  rate functions when MMBS is applied. Thus each of these BSs switches 
their modes at least four times out of a possible TN = 96 decision slots each day. The 
corresponding switching percentages for the BS sleeping model are lower for both 2 ( )f t  
(over 40%) and 1( )f t  (below 30%). While the higher number of BSs switching into either 
sleep or LP mode means to an overall conserving of energy, there will inevitably be some 
additional switching costs, though from the rigorous experiments undertaken, it is  
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Table 7.1: Total number of switching instances in the network per day. 
                  Rate functions 
Frameworks 
1( )f t  2 ( )f t  
BS sleeping 103 113 
MMBS framework 123 127 
 
important to stress that none of the BSs switched more than six times in any 24hr period 
for both models.  
The average number of switching instances in the network per day for both models is 
summarised in Table 7.1 using (3.13). This interestingly reveals that the total number of 
switching instances incurred by the MMBS model for 1( )f t  and 2 ( )f t , represent a less 
than 10% and 12% increase respectively, with a correspondingly small increase in the total 
energy consumed. When this is pragmatically judged against both the overall network 
energy savings (Figure 7-6) and improved EE performance (Figure 7-7) achieved by the 
MMBS framework, it is still a notably superior solution compared to BS sleeping. It above 
all illustrates how this framework is able to effectively balance between energy saving by 
exploiting the LP and sleep modes, while only experiencing a small overhead in terms of 
the total energy consumed per-switching. 
In collectively analysing these results, it is apparent the scalable MMBS framework offers a 
number of benefits for greener cellular networks. Firstly, it saves energy even in medium-
to-high traffic load scenarios and makes the network scalable with respect to traffic 
demand by changing certain BSs modes accordingly. Secondly, the idea behind MMBS 
can be further exploited for load balancing by readily transferring traffic from one cell to 
another. Finally, even greater energy savings are achievable during low-traffic periods if 
the network is scaled down using further modes such as pico mode, though in introducing 
more modes, caution must be exercised as the potential energy savings may not necessarily 
improve significantly if the corresponding number of switching instances becomes 
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appreciably higher. There will also be the correspondingly impact on the switching energy 
costs of the MMBS framework, so reinforcing the observation made obviously on striking a 
judicious balance between energy savings and per-switching overheads.  
7.6 Summary  
A novel BS switching mechanism called the MMBS framework has been presented in this 
chapter for enhanced EE by deploying multiple BSs in each cell of a cellular network. The 
strategy is founded on the assumption each BS acts in a scalable fashion i.e., can switch 
from high-power (macro) to intermediate LP (micro) or to sleep mode without incurring 
significant switching costs. Depending on current traffic conditions, when a BS changes its 
operating mode, priority is given to switching firstly to sleep mode and then to the new LP 
mode, so the BS is scalable in terms of traffic demands. While there may be some 
philosophical debate about the cost of deploying multiple BSs within a cell, the 
quantitative results analysis confirms up to 55% energy savings are feasible across an 
entire day with consistently superior APC and EE performance compared with the 
“always-on” and existing BS sleeping approaches, which is noteworthy when offset against 
the one-off deployment expenditure. Additionally, on average over 9% energy savings are 
also feasible by the MMBS framework during medium-to-high traffic conditions while the 
BS sleeping is unable to conserve any energy during those periods. The scalability solution 
also means higher energy saving percentages are envisaged with more switching modes 
i.e., macro/micro/pico and sleep, though there is a potential trade-off with the resulting 
switching overheads. Moreover, this multimode model provides impetus to vendors to 
design and implement smarter scalable XG ‘all-in-one’ BSs which more effectively adapt 
their operating modes to current traffic loads in order to reduce energy consumption. 
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Chapter 8 
Future Work 
There are a number of potential opportunities, both to enhance and extend the BS switching 
framework, which has been presented in this thesis in various productive directions. Some 
of these potential research openings will now be discussed. 
• The research had the clear overarching objective of reducing energy consumption of the 
RAN in cellular networks by switching BSs between macro/micro and sleep modes. The 
scalable MMBS framework which has been developed can be extended to embrace more 
switching modes so improving the overall network EE at smaller scales. For example, 
each BS can have the capability to switch to any of the following modes: macro, micro, 
pico and sleep depending upon the prevailing cell traffic and interference conditions. 
The energy consumption impact on both BS and MS will be more readily apparent in 
the new BS switching framework as the number of active macro BSs will be reduced, 
while other low-power BSs take on the responsibility of maintaining service coverage. 
Despite the one-off overhead of deploying multiple BSs in each cell in the scalable 
MMBS framework, the emerging low-cost smarter ‘all-in-one’ BSs and the amount of 
energy saved will reduce this cost. Importantly, this new model provides impetus to 
vendors to design and implement intelligent BSs which more adaptively adjust their 
operating modes to current traffic loads to reduce energy consumption.  
• To overcome several performance limitations including the spectrum efficiency (SE) 
and coverage of the conventional macrocell networks, the notion of multi-tier 
heterogeneous networks deploying small cell BS within the macrocell coverage has 
gained universal recognition (Hu & Qian, 2014; Soh et al., 2013). This thesis proposed 
and investigated energy saving mechanisms for homogeneous cellular networks having 
macrocells only. One potentially interesting research project would be to investigate 
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extending the proposed BS switching framework to more complex scenarios of 
heterogeneous networks. However, one of the major challenges in heterogeneous 
networks is the incursion of ICI due to aggressive frequency reuse, which can reduce 
the effectiveness of the heterogeneous networks (Soh et al., 2013). This challenge can 
even be severe when some BSs switch to sleep while others increase their transmit 
power. As a result, it would be interesting to assess the DTIA algorithm for the new BS 
switching framework in such a complex scenario as well as developing advanced traffic-
aware and spectrum-aware joint cognitive BS switching techniques in improving both 
EE and SE.  
• To improve EE while guaranteeing coverage and services, the recently proposed 
concept of separation architecture by Xu et al., (2013) and Wang et al., (2014) seems to 
offer a promising alternative compared to conventional cellular networks, wherein the 
macrocell BS provides a wide coverage for control signals whereas small-cell traffic BS 
dynamically handles only the user traffic. This means there is a logical separation of 
data and control planes within the system architecture. As has been well documented, 
cellular traffic varies both temporally and spatially, so coordinated switching of some 
small-cell BSs on and off, depending on necessity, would represent a valuable extension 
of the work presented in this thesis.  
Since wireless users are indoors for around 80% of time while only being outdoors 
about 20% of the time (C.-X. Wang et al., 2014), the wireless signals for indoor users 
communicating with outdoor BSs have to endure potentially very high penetration 
losses due to buildings and walls, leading to significantly degraded data rates, EE and 
SE of wireless transmissions. An alternative cellular architecture design strategy (C.-X. 
Wang et al., 2014) would be to separate outdoor and indoor scenarios so that 
penetration losses due to buildings, etc. can be avoided. DAS and massive MIMO 
technologies (Joung, Chia, et al., 2014), where geographically distributed antenna arrays 
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with tens or hundreds of antenna elements are deployed, will assist in achieving the 
goal. 
• Another attractive option for reducing energy consumption is to offload cellular traffic 
onto direct device-to-device (D2D) connections and/or Wi-Fi connections whenever the 
users involved are in close proximity (Andreev et al., 2014). Despite the undoubted 
commercial success, Wi-Fi connections often suffer from a number of drawbacks 
including stringent session continuity limitations, excessive user contention, and 
cumbersome manual setup/security procedures. As a result, D2D communications with 
their advantage of using millimetre wave (mmWave) spectrum, higher data rates, lower 
transfer delays, and better EE has given impetus to academic and industrial activities 
aimed at the standardization of D2D communications (3GPP, 2013). Academia and 
industry have aggressively pursued research standardization of D2D communications 
over the past couple of years (Astely et al., 2013). In this context, both the BS and MS 
need to incorporate a greater intelligence capability compared to traditional units, while 
a robust channel model for D2D communications also needs to be formulated, so 
rigorous investigation can be undertaken to achieve those D2D benefits in practice, for 
future 5G cellular networks. 
• Due to the high energy consumption by the network itself, future generation networks 
will face even great challenges to providing electricity for networks, especially in 
remote areas. It is also anticipated that future BSs will be powered by multiple 
renewable energy sources like solar and wind energy together with on-grid energy 
sources. However, climate conditions and as a consequence, renewable green energy 
generation can vary from location to location so there will be a requirement to optimize 
the energy usage in such a way that BSs are first powered by renewable energy if they 
have enough renewable energy storage. Otherwise, the BS will have to switch to on-grid 
energy in order to serve mobile users. Another possible way to maximize the energy 
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utilization is to adjust cell sizes depending upon the available renewable energy. For 
example, some BSs may run out of green energy and switch to on-grid energy supplies 
by shrinking their cell sizes or switching to sleep mode while the other BSs may have 
surplus green energy stored in their batteries, and so are able to expand their cell sizes. 
This additional green energy availability parameter in a BS can then be considered as 
possibly an extra decision parameter within the presented BS switching framework. 
Therefore, development of hybrid energy sources scheduling and equipment switching 
strategies for minimizing the on-grid energy usage will increasingly assume importance 
both from the environmental and economic perspectives. 
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Chapter 9 
Conclusions 
The unprecedented growth in data traffic has led to the issue of energy consumption in 
cellular networks becoming a major political, financial, environmental and social issue for 
network vendors and regulators alike, with ever more demands and targets for greener 
networks. A by-product of this traffic growth is that both the number of connected devices 
and density of cellular networks have correspondingly increased, with the consequence that 
their carbon footprint is expected to triple between 2007 and 2020. The task of achieving 
‘greener’ communications has to be addressed from a range of diverse perspectives. While 
BSs are the most energy intensive equipment (typically 60%-80% of total network energy 
consumption), they are generally under-utilized for large parts of the day because of their 
traditional “always-on” operating mode. This provided the key motivation to investigate 
minimizing the energy consumption of cellular BSs by innovatively developing BS 
switching strategies without compromising the requisite QoS. Existing energy-aware BS 
switching strategies invariably compromise the overall QoS, which means new BS 
switching strategies are required to ensure greener cellular networks can operate more 
energy efficiently, while maintaining QoS. 
This thesis has presented a new BS switching framework which comprises a suite of 
innovative cellular models and algorithms to reduce BS energy consumption by exploiting 
the natural temporal-spatial traffic diversity in dynamically switching BSs between 
different power modes (active/dormant), while always upholding requisite QoS provision. 
The new BS switching framework has been tested by faithfully following the guidelines 
provided in the 3GPP LTE and IEEE 802.16 standards, with most system parameter 
settings being defined according to the 3GPP LTE standard for validation and comparative 
performance analysis purposes. 
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The new BS switching framework includes four original scientific contributions to green 
cellular networks, which are summarised as follows: 
i) The most significant is a scalable MMBS framework which adapts network capacity 
and dynamic traffic demands to facilitate BS switching to different power modes. 
Unlike traditional dual-mode BS sleeping, the MMBS framework consists of multiple 
collocated BSs in every cell, with each having different BS power modes, i.e., active 
(macro), LP (micro) or sleep, so each BS is able to operate in multimodal fashion. In 
this framework, many BSs which are not allowed to switch to sleep mode using the 
traditional dual-mode BS sleeping model because of QoS constraints, are permitted to 
switch to LP mode rather than being kept in an active or high-power macrocell BS 
mode. As a result, a large number of active BSs is switched to LP or microcell BSs 
mode that alone provide the required service coverage together with the remaining 
active BS. A noteworthy feature of MMBS is that energy savings are achieved even 
during high traffic load conditions, by always keeping a minimum number of active 
BSs whilst prioritising the BS to be switched first into either sleep or LP mode, so 
reducing the high static power consumption of the macro BS. Rigorous quantitative 
results confirm the new model provides on average up to 55% energy savings across a 
full day compared with the traditional “always-on” cellular operation, while still 
guaranteeing minimum QoS.  
ii) A new BS to RS (BS-RS) switching model together with its power model has been 
proposed to address the coverage hole problem in BS sleeping, while maximizing the 
EE by switching BS to a collocated RS or x-RS instead of turning it to sleep mode. 
This model ensures uninterrupted communications between BS and MS as well as 
providing similar QoS level to the “always-on” mode of operation. A particular 
challenge to be resolved is that of off-cell user throughout close the centre of a 
sleeping cell in the BS sleeping model, which can become degraded due to severe 
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propagation attenuation. The new BS-RS switching model significantly improves the 
throughput with the switching between active and RS modes being dynamically taken 
based on temporal traffic variations on an hourly basis. By initially adopting a fixed 
threshold based BS switching mechanism, which is then subsequently generalised to 
afford greater flexibility and robustness in the switching process, results confirm the 
energy consumed by both BS and MS can be reduced by up to 30% and 38% 
respectively, compared with existing approaches, without compromising the user 
throughput.  
iii) Founded upon the rigorous analysis of the BS-RS switching model using a fixed 
threshold based BS switching algorithm, which only exploits temporal traffic 
diversity, a new adaptive threshold based BS switching algorithm exploiting both 
temporal and spatial traffic diversity was developed and critically evaluated. This 
adaptive solution not only has the capability to adjust the threshold flexibly in making 
switching decisions, but also consistently provides enhanced energy savings across an 
entire day in a relay-deployed cellular network. The algorithm has been designed 
based on a seven-cell cluster arrangement with the BS considered as a CC in the 
management of switching decisions. A strategy on how best to distribute off-cell MS 
amongst neighbouring BSs has been formulated in which higher-load BSs in active 
mode allow lower-load BSs to be switched to dormant mode. The new algorithm has 
been successfully integrated into both BS sleeping and BS-RS switching models, with 
the later providing consistently superior performance. To maintain a desired target 
blocking probability, the impact of a tolerance margin δ  has been analysed. By 
gradually increasing this margin, the corresponding effect on the overall energy 
savings performance was assessed, with results verifying energy reductions up to 53% 
achieved at δ = 0.1, and while even greater savings are feasible with a zero tolerance 
margin, this comes at the cost of much higher blocking probabilities. 
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iv) Finally, the BS switching framework has been extended further to incorporate the 
impact of interference in making the BS switching decisions via the development of a 
novel DTIA algorithm. Unlike traditional DTA algorithms, DTIA employs a two-
stage switching decision-making process for any BS to change to dormant mode, 
combining the switching criteria of the existing DTA techniques with the interference 
level in each cell, and giving priority to those BSs which have the highest estimated 
interference. DTIA has a significant influence on both energy savings and the 
performance of off-cell user’s throughput. It is important to stress that on average 
both DTIA and DTA algorithms switch the same number of BSs to dormant mode, 
but their respective selections are very different. DTIA chooses the best BS set to be 
active from an interference context thereby affording improved EE as a result of 
improved UL and DL qualities. DTIA has been seamlessly incorporated into both the 
BS sleeping and BS-RS switching models to determine the best BS set to be kept 
active, with DTIA consistently performing better in both models. Results also confirm 
the DTIA algorithm provides more than 22% EE improvement over DTA, while at the 
same time reducing by more than 5% of the net energy consumption by MS.  
The presented BS switching framework is a scalable green solution to lower energy 
consumption in cellular networks. The models and algorithms developed to answer the 
overarching research question are compatible with current cellular infrastructure (LTE) 
through the co-deployment of additional micro BSs and RSs. The framework dynamically 
manages cellular BSs in an energy efficient manner, while crucially upholding QoS 
provision so overcoming a major bottleneck in existing green networks. Most importantly, 
the BS switching framework provides reliable energy savings from both a BS and MS 
perspective, even for challenging high-traffic scenarios, where existing BS sleeping 
techniques fail. Finally in the broader context, the presented framework makes a notable 
contribution to the on-going debate amongst key network stakeholders, into how best to 
lower energy consumption while accommodating the predicted growth in cellular traffic. It 
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above all delivers impetus to vendors to design and implement smarter ‘all-in-one’ BS 
solution for multiple purposes as part of their XG network strategies. 
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Appendix 
Appendix A: Comparative transmission strategies of BS sleeping and BS-RS 
switching 
When a BS switches into sleep mode (Figure A-1(a)), any off-cell MS which is required to 
communicate with an active neighbouring BS, experiences a high propagation PL due to 
the increased propagation distance between them resulting in higher transmission power 
requirements. On the other hand, in the BS-RS switching model, the active neighbouring 
BS communicates with the off-cell MS via the collocated x-RS as shown in Figure A-1(b). 
 
Figure A-1: (a) The BS has to increase its transmit power for serving the off-cell MS in the 
case of BS sleeping strategy; (b) The BS can communicate to the off-cell MS via the x-RS 
while the lower amount of BS transmission is required for the line-of-sight (LOS) relay 
link, which can be negligible if a dedicated link is used as the relay link. 
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Appendix B: The percentage of power consumption for tolerance margins δ =0 and 
0.2. 
The percentage of energy savings is highly dependent upon the tolerance margin. For 
δ =0.0, a higher energy saving was achievable as shown in Figure B-1(a) with a higher 
cost of blocking probabilities (see Figure 5-9). On the other hand, for δ =0.2 the adaptive 
threshold based algorithm still provided a feasible percentage of energy savings as shown 
in Figure B-1(b)while the blocking probability was low. 
 
(a) 
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(b) 
Figure B-1: The percentage of energy consumption in different BS operation modes for a 
whole day period for δ  = 0.0 and 0.2. 
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Appendix C: The performance results of the scalable MMBS framework for the rate 
function 2 ( )f t  and different switching threshold values. 
Due to the high fluctuation of the considered traffic profiles using the rate function 2 ( )f t , 
the number of active BSs in both models is higher for using 2 ( )f t  than for using 1( )f t  as 
shown in Figure C-1. 
 
Figure C-1: Number of active (macro) and LP mode (micro) BSs per day for 2 ( )f t . 
The following set of graphs as shown in Figure C-2 represent the blocking probability 
performances of the scalable MMBS framework and the existing BS sleeping model for 
higher switching thresholds, thρ =0.7 and 0.8. Both graphs show that the blocking 
probabilities increased for both thρ =0.7 and 0.8 compared with it for both thρ =0.6 (See 
Figure 7-8), the blocking probability is higher for thρ = 0.8 (Figure C-2(b)) than that for 
thρ =0.7 (Figure C-2(b)). 
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(a) For switching threshold, thρ =0.7 
 
(b) For switching threshold, thρ =0.8 
Figure C-2: Blocking probability variations for different switching thresholds. 
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